AT MEMPHIS..... The Roar of the Take-Off

IS MUFFLED BY
ACOUSTI-CELOTEX*

The Waiting Room of the New Memphis Municipal Airport Insures Quiet

Whether your immediate problem be the acoustical treatment of cathedral or cafe, airport or office building, theatre or factory — there is a Celotex Acoustical Material to achieve the desired results acoustically, the desired effect architecturally.

Celotex acoustical engineers are at your service. Their successful experience with all types of acoustical installations is available to you, without obligation. To bring your files up to date, write for our new booklets on sound-treatment in schools, hospitals, offices, or consult 1941 Sweets Catalog—Acoustical Section—for complete technical information on Celotex Acoustical Products.

*The word Acousti-Celotex is a brand name identifying a patented, perforated acoustical fiber tile marketed by The Celotex Corporation.

PAINTABLE PERMANENT
ACOUSTI-CELOTEX

Other Celotex Brand Acoustical Products:
CALICEL • CALISTONE • ABSORBEX
MUFFLESTONE • ACOUSTEEL-B

Sales Distributors Throughout the World
* WE FAVOR ADEQUATE PREPAREDNESS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE *

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • 919 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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PUBLIC HOUSING IN THE SOUTHEASTER STATES
A frank analysis and criticism based on a recent survey trip by an Austrian-English architect and housing expert.

FLOWER SHOP
Lighting and color merchandise flower arrangements.

JAPANESE TEA SHOP
A lesson for moderns out of Japan's Sixteenth Century.

HOUSE IN PITTSBURGH
Largest International Style residence in the U. S.

BUILDING FOR DEFENSE
Headway and Headaches—a blow-by-blow synopsis of the month's developments on the defense building front. . . . Prefabrication and the defense housing program — a critical analysis of what Government is doing for and to prefabricators with photographs of existing prefabricated defense houses and some that might have been. . . . Camp Joseph T. Robinson in Arkansas — a camera's eye view of a $12 million cantonment type tent camp.

HOUSES
More case histories in the small house series . . . interior-exterior photographs . . . floor plans . . . critical comment . . . cost data . . . construction outlines.

PRODUCTS & PRACTICE
Plywood: a review of recent architectural progress with a new and versatile material . . . properties and uses . . . designing plywood interiors . . . joints visible and invisible . . . decorative textures, finishes and veneers . . . plywood exteriors.

BUILDING MONEY
Oakland, Calif. stems commercial decentralization with five weapons: building modernization, tax adjustments, transportation improvement, good will creation and whirled promotion — eight remodeling case histories presented in photographs. . . . Cleveland's Junior Chamber of Commerce sponsors a unique subdivision for the benefit of local builders, architects and home seekers, enhances the beauty of an already attractive site — graphic presentation of five tailor-made houses and their floor plans.

MONTH IN BUILDING
FORUM OF EVENTS

BOOKS

LETTERS

VOLUME 11—NUMBER THREE
**TRENDS.** A rising volume of December permits put total 1940 building activity 23 per cent ahead of 1939 (right), and more quickly reported contract statistics show that the trend has carried over into 1941. Thus, contracts awarded during January totaled $305.2 million, up 55 per cent from 1940 to the highest level for any January since 1930. Industrial building contracts were up 250 per cent; commercial buildings, up 75 per cent; one- and two-family houses, up 75 per cent, despite a December advance in house building costs from 110.6 to 112.5 per cent of the 1936 national average.

**DEMAND.** Latest statistic to emerge from Washington—via a National Resources Planning Board report—indicates a need for more than 2,500,000 dwellings to make good the existing U. S. shortage, not counting rural or defense housing needs. Building's headway in cracking the housing problem is evident in the fact that in 1937 the figure was set at 4,000,000 dwellings.

**CENSUS.** Ever since the nation took inventory of its housing facilities last year, tabulating machines have been churning the raw figures into statistical conclusions. Latest release is a summary of revised figures which shows that 1,884,016, or 5 per cent, of the country's 37,356,900 dwelling units were vacant last April and on the market for rent or sale. Slightly less than half of these were in urban areas, and good guess is that 15 per cent of the total vacancies were unfit for habitation.

Another juicy tidbit for housing economists is fact that the average U. S. family totaled 3.8 persons in 1940, as compared with 4.1 persons whose noses were counted in 1936's average family. Thus, it becomes evident that more than half of the decade's increase in dwelling units is traceable to a decrease in family size and less than half increase in the nation's population.

**HOUSER.** Repeatedly thwarted in USHA's assaults on Capitol Hill, the Administration last month moved in a pacifier. No public hoister of long standing but an expert on legislative maneuverings, newly appointed ex-Representative Claude V. Parsons is now heavily seated in USHA's No. 2 chair as First Assistant Administrator.

Born and educated in Illinois, House Parsons was successively a country newspaper owner and editor, a school teacher, Pope County's superintendent of schools, before being elected to fill a vacancy in the House of Representatives in 1930. Since then he has served five terms in Congress, pushed the passage of social security legislation, functioned as chairman of the Enrolled Bills Committee and as a member of the Rivers & Harbors, Territories, and Coinage & Weights Committees. More recently he did a turn as vice chairman of the Special Committee Investigating Interstate Migration and as a member of the Special Committee on Conservation of Wildlife Resources.

USHA rates better standing on the Hill than it has enjoyed. And, its performance has been better than its pleading. Question is: will ex-Congressman Claude V. Parsons be cheered or jeered.

**SCHISM.** Until last fall the operative builders had no national organization to voice their professional interests except the easy-going Land Developers' Home Builders Division of the National Assn. of Real Estate Boards. This division, however, has always been more representative of the top-notchers who handle a fancy, made-to-order type of business than of the rank-and-file builders whose interest has been turning to low cost housing with increasing vigor. And, while it has been sleeping through the depression years, new builders' associations have sprung up locally, notably in Long Island, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Detroit and San Francisco. Significantly, most of these local groups have expressed animosity to local real estate boards and their member brokers. Reason: in contrast with builders of swank subdivisions who operate on a profit margin sufficient to allow rebates to brokers, commissions and who need every possible aid in disposing of their merchandise, newer type builders, recognizing the fact that low cost housing means economic marketing as well as in construction, insist on exclusive control and refuse to fork out any brokerage fees.

At NAREB's sessions in Philadelphia last fall, Chicago's George Nixon was able to call a meeting to wake up and rehabilitate the Home Builders Division before the looming split between builders and brokers became complete. Miffed over the muttering, the low cost builders seized control of the meeting, elected Nixon temporary chairman, named none of the old guard to directorships, but unanimously refused to sanction any sign of control by the realty brokers.

Alarmed by this swing toward complete independence, NAREB bigwigs at the New Orleans meeting in January had created a new Home Builders Institute of the remnants of the old Home Builders Division, set up an organizational structure, with little if any more autonomy than before, and named a redhot insurgent, Francisco's able David D. Bohannon president in a peace gesture. Out of the Institute's docket for immediate action: 1) conference with manufacturers to determine appropriate equipment for small houses that can be produced at lower cost; 2) license house builders to prevent incompetence and irresponsible operations. Until now, 15, representative builders throughout the country will be invited to become members of the new Institute. Thereafter, all prospective members will be required to take formal examinations on their professional knowledge and ability.

Last month HBI President Bohannon was sent on to Washington to continue peace negotiations, offered the Several the parent group's prestige and experienced leadership, plus a cash prize for organizational purposes, as bait.

--THE MONTH IN BUILDING--

**PERMITS**

![Permit Data](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Non-residential</th>
<th>Additions, repairs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec 1940</td>
<td>$94.9</td>
<td>$156.6</td>
<td>$90.9</td>
<td>279.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 40</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 39</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>+333</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp 12</td>
<td>$1268.9</td>
<td>+119</td>
<td>+336</td>
<td>+352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: U. S. Department of Commerce)

Assistant USHAdministrator Claude V. Parsons
An Architect Designs Two Masonite Rooms

JERROLD LOEBL, Architect, Loeb & Schlussman, Chicago

When Jerrold Loeb, President of the A. I. A. Chicago Chapter, designed these two rooms, he took advantage of the unusual versatility of Tempered Presdwood, the Masonite* wood-fibre hardboard. Walls, ceilings and built-in furniture are fashioned from this remarkable material. Above is a view of the living room with walls of Tempered Presdwood cut into panels with edges beveled.

The second room is a dining room... bright... cheerful and ever so practical. Tempered Presdwood walls are painted a cool pastel green and curved to frame a panel of the same material upon which prints are mounted. Tempered Presdwood is a permanent board... grainless... with a marble-smooth surface. It can be cut or sawed to any size or shape with ordinary tools.

About-face, and the living room becomes a den that invites long leisure hours. Warmth of the hearth is enhanced by Tempered Presdwood walls which have been left natural and waxed to a dull sheen. Notice the unusual decorative wall niches that are cut out of Tempered Presdwood and lighted from within. A draw-curtain separates the living room from the dining room.

Presto! The dining room is a game room, complete with bar. On one wall is a photo-mural mounted on De Luxe Quartrboard,* another Masonite product. These boards are moisture-resisting. Properly applied, they will not warp, chip, split or crack. The bar is entirely Tempered Presdwood, its curved front painted. Folding waxed Tempered Presdwood doors conceal the back bar.

MASONITE
TEMPERED PRESDWOOD
THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES
SOLD BY LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

MARCH 1941
THE MONTH IN BUILDING

Nixon and most of the old guard withdrew from active participation, and the new organization was set up on a permanent basis as the Associated Home Builders. Reasons for the appeasement flop: insufficient grant of autonomy, insufficient recognition of the local builders' associations from which the new organization derives its greatest strength. AHB's immediate program is to push demands on FHA for 95 per cent mortgages and appraisals which will take reckoning of the current hikes in material prices.

Thus, the hitherto inarticulate house-building industry now has two organizations—both NAREB offshoots—competing for the privilege of promoting its welfare but neither being able to speak for the industry as a whole. With practically no part in the defense housing program and their technique and experience lost to the Government, the builders' schism is poorly timed. Today, more than anything else, the industry needs strong, experienced and unified leadership, capable of making itself heard in Washington.

TRAILERS. A report just issued by the Commerce Department's Census Bureau on the manufacture of house trailers comes as a statistical epitaph of a busted boom. Frequent about five years ago were the predictions that the American people would soon be living on wheels, moving hither and yon wherever fancy listed to the consternation of all real estate interests. Trailer production did shoot up in promising style, but so too did the obstacles to carefree vagabonding: Town and country people unless one could live on wheels. Arnold testified that his division intends to take vigorous action in cases where labor unions, either alone or in combination with other groups, force price rises on consumers, try to keep more efficient methods or techniques out of the market, exclude from a particular locality materials made elsewhere, or restrain trade in order to destroy an established and legitimate system of collective bargaining. Price kiting, he stated, is re-

Principal findings:

1. Cities with dwindling populations tend to up tax rates and lower valuations far more than do growing cities. A third of the cities averaged a drop of 2 per cent in population, reported an increase of 24 per cent in tax rates and a decrease of 26 per cent in values over the decade. The other cities in contrast grew an average 7 per cent, but raised their tax rates only 12 per cent and lowered their values only 19 per cent.

2. Although the rise in tax rates continues generally over the country, it is slowing down and taxes are becoming stationary. Since 1939 such increases have averaged 2.4 per cent for declining cities, 0.3 per cent for growing cities, while values dropped 1.9 and 1.4 per cent respectively. Prime explanations: 1) population growth is rapidly approaching a leveling-off point; 2) taxation of real property may also be approaching a point where any further increase in tax rates will set off potent political reverberations.

3. Cities vary widely in their assessments. Actual tax rates (unadjusted) range from $14.69 in Lorain, 0, to $116.38 in Tampa. If adjustments are made for local differences in assessing practice, the range runs from $10.80 in Birmingham to $60.46 in Atlantic City. Both highs, it should be noted, cover resort cities with seasonably high populations.

4. Average actual tax rate in 253 U. S. cities jumped 41 cents per $1,000 of assessed value during 1940 to $40.08. Adjusted rates averaged $29.61, up 29 cents during the year. In 131 cities for which comparable statistics are available, the adjusted rate rose $3.91 during the past decade.

5. Most serious tax problems are to be found in the larger cities. These show the greatest boosts in rates and relatively large decreases in values. The cost of government continues to rise despite fact that rates cannot be pushed up and values pulled down indefinitely. As Statistician Mohaupt observes, each year the potencies of getting more revenue from the general property tax become thinner.
Formica in Colorful Inlays is Genuinely Decorative

COLOR in all degrees and combinations is available in Formica and many architects have found it a most flexible and striking decorative medium. The color is embedded in a hard, dense, durable plastic surface. It does not fade or change with time and it never requires refinishing.

Inlays of one color over another or of metal over color make an endless variety of simple designs possible so that individuality is easily attained.

The material is suggested especially for wall covering and doors in stores, public buildings, theatres, ships and trains, and has been widely used for all of these purposes.

In addition to its decorative value it has practical qualities of great utility: it is not brittle and will not chip or crack; it is chemically inert and therefore cannot be stained by ordinary liquids; for horizontal surfaces it is available in a cigaretteproof grade.

The range of colors, pictures of typical uses, design suggestions and architects' details are available in literature that is yours for the asking. Send for it.

The Formica Insulation Company, 4620 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, O.
FORMICA DOORS  The colorful doors were produced complete by Formica except for glazing and attaching the hardware. Cores are carefully built and reinforced with hardwood where hardware is attached.

FORMICA is available in three fundamental forms. It may be had as 1/16 of an inch thick veneer, which is veneered to plywood to form doors, table tops, counter tops, counter paneling, or wall paneling. It may be had as wall board 5/32 or 5/16 of an inch thick, which may be applied to vertical surfaces with the use of moldings. It may come fully veneered from the Formica factory in the form of doors, counter tops, table tops ready to install.

• Sketch shows the black Formica ledge over the drinking fountain. It is 1-1/4 inches thick made of black Formica veneered on plywood with metal covered Formica edges that have been routed out to show alternate lines of black and silver.

• The doors are 1-3/4 inches thick. A solid door without cutouts weighs 4 pounds per square foot. Doors must be covered with Formica on both sides to balance the assembly. Door edges are beveled at the factory.

• Cutouts in the doors are made at the factory and aluminum glazing strips are provided with the doors or chased separately by the contractor. The hardware is usually attached on the job by carpenters.

The Formica Insulation Company, 4620 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR BUILDING PURPOSES
We take our text from another specialist...

Russell shines shoes in the Rand Building in Buffalo, and the boys admit he does a swell job. Funny thing about Russell is that he sticks to shining shoes. He avoids sidelines, such as selling policy slips and candy bars. Figures if he branches out he wouldn't have time to give that super-shine which keeps 'em coming back!

Too few people in this day and age are content to stick to a line and become expert in it. Instead, they've got to get you coming and going.

Of course, you can argue that a "general store" business makes more money. But there is plenty of evidence to prove that a specialist gives his customers better service, and National is a shining example.

Aggressive specialized research, and the courage to put research findings into immediate production, have made National the pace-setter for the wall and ceiling industry. The first contribution was a revolutionary light-weight gypsum wallboard. It set new quality standards for wallboard processing to the benefit of all dealers and carpenters.

Recently, with the introduction of the Gold Bond Floating Wall System, National took the first decisive step that has ever been made toward minimizing plaster cracking and reducing sound transmission. This, too, will stimulate the industry to greater efforts in the interest of the builder, dealer, and architect.

For large housing projects National has developed a unique 2" solid partition system that saves floor space, cost and time. These are but a few of National's contributions. There are many more.

The result is there's a Gold Bond product for every wall and ceiling job. The complete line includes every kind of gypsum plaster, wallboard, lath, finish lime, metal lath, insulation, casein paint, and sound control material. A valuable plus is National's staff of more than 300 trained representatives who can help you select the best materials for any job and tell you how to use them for the best results.

Remember this when it comes to wall and ceiling materials—it costs no more to use the specialist, and you get the full value of National's research and product improvements, and you get it first! Write for the 1941 Gold Bond Handbook describing new methods of wall and ceiling construction. National Gypsum Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Gold Bond
related wall and ceiling products

Producing Units at:

NEW YORK, N. Y. • CLARENCE CENTER, N. Y. • AKRON, N. Y. • PORTSMOUTH, N. H. • NATIONAL CITY, MI. • PORT DODGE, IA. • MEDICINE LODGE, KAN. • ROTAN, TEX. • SAVANNAH, GA. • LUCKERY, O. • BELLEFONTE, PA. • YORK, PA. • ORANDA, VA. • NILES, O. • SALTVILLE, VA. • MOBILE, ALA. • NEWBURGH, N. Y.
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For new construction . . . and for modernizing

They all like

VITRAMIC

. . . . the new ceramic-like asbestos siding of brilliant lasting WHITENESS!

Vitramic wins favor of all! That's the enthusiastic verdict on this sensational, new Ruberoid-Eternit siding—given by architects, builders, contractors and developers!

VITRAMIC wins their favor for new homes, for re-siding old homes—because it has all these extraordinary features:

Lasting whiteness and beauty. Obtained through a new process of fusing a vitreous, ceramic-like surface to an asbestos-cement base. The surface is an integral part, not a mere coating. VITRAMIC is the long-awaited siding of lasting whiteness, with a beautiful "wood-grain" texture.

Resists dirt, repels rain. In Vitramic, all pores are closed . . . no footholds for dirt. Rock-hard, tough, resilient, VITRAMIC repels rain. Neither water nor dampness darkens it. Dust spatters are easily wiped. And it's fire-proof, rot-proof, termite-proof.

Here, truly, is the siding of beauty and utility! You can recommend it enthusiastically. It gives not only new life and freshness to a home, but preserves that freshness, and reduces upkeep costs.

Get all the facts about VITRAMIC. Be sure to write today. Address Dept. AF-3, The Ruberoid Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

AND they all like

TIMBERGRAIN

. . . the new asphalt shingle of revolutionary beauty

Another amazing Ruberoid product that has proved a sensation wherever it has been seen.

A superb shingle, massive in weight—with a rough, rugged surface—providing new beauty, strength and protection. Charming two-tone colors—"wood-grain" design—extra thick butts—deep black shadow lines—all combine to give you a roof of distinguished beauty.

Architects, builders, contractors, developers acclaim Timbergrain as the outstanding asphalt shingle of today—in appearance—safety—durability.

Be sure to see Timbergrain. Write today.
More than ever—

It pays to specify FRIGIDAIRE

Brilliantly new—Inside and Out!

A bargain-priced Frigidaire refrigerator for every need. Several models designed especially for apartment house use. Cold-Wall prices now lowest ever. (1941 DeLuxe Cold-Wall CD-6 illustrated.)

Brilliant New Beauty!
A world-famous designer has created for Frigidaire completely new concepts of refrigerator and range beauty for the kitchen. Brilliant new cabinet styles, with equally smart interior styling. Range innovations include ultra-modern fluorescent lighting.

More Useful Than Ever!
New refrigerator food compartments are bigger and roomier with new frozen storage compartments up to 74% larger. Ranges have new Radiantube cooking units that are 18% faster. Both Frigidaire ranges and refrigerators offer a score of convenience features.

Use Less Current!
Bigger 1941 Frigidaire Sixes have 22% more power to keep foods and freeze ice! Yet they cost less to operate than any previous comparable models. Exclusive new Radiantube units on ranges are 15% more efficient. Lowest cooking costs in Frigidaire history!

Sensational New Values!
The 1941 Frigidaire line offers a choice of more than a dozen brilliant refrigerator models and 6 beautiful ranges. Inside and out, these new refrigerators and ranges offer more for the money than ever before. Every one is a bargain-priced value.

Specify the favorite—

Specify Frigidaire

... over 6 million built and sold

FREE! Architect's File Folder
Clip this coupon, attach to your letterhead and mail to Frigidaire Division, General Motors Sales Corp., Dayton, Ohio. Folder gives complete specifications on all Frigidaire Household Appliances—Electric Refrigerators, Ranges and Water Heaters.
A Cost Comparison
SQUARE D MULTI-BREAKER
VS SWITCH AND FUSES

Assume this cottage requires 2 branch circuits for lighting and appliances. Compare these costs.

Dead front switch with fuses .......... $2.90
MULTI-BREAKER ...... $2.80

This size house probably will require 6 circuits, 3 for lighting and 1 each for appliances, range and water heater.

Cost of service distribution center with fuses .......... $16.00
MULTI-BREAKER ...... $13.50

Many architects have assumed that Square Multi-breakerRs cost much more than the fuse and switch equipment they replace. They don't. Sometimes they cost less—sometimes a little more—but the difference is always negligible.

Square D Multi-breakerRs bring modern convenience and protection which clients are quick to appreciate. When a short circuit or dangerous overload occurs, the circuit is cut off automatically. A simple movement of the shock-proof circuit breaker lever restores the current after the cause of the overload has been removed. No annoying delays. No parts to replace.

Since they offer so much and cost so little, more and more architects are specifying Square D Multi-breakerRs in the homes they design. Ask any good electrical contractor for the complete story. Or write for Bulletin CA-4000.

CALL IN A SQUARE D MAN

SQUARE D COMPANY
DETROIT-MILWAUKEE-LOS ANGELES
IN CANADA: SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO
PITTSBURGH'S
"STYLE-RIGHT" FINISHES

... mean more satisfied clients for the architect!

Why Pittsburgh Paints Measure Up To
Highest Quality Standards For The Specific
Jobs They Must Perform!

WHEN you specify Pittsburgh Paints, you can be
confident that you are using the correct finish for
the job! That's because every Pittsburgh Paint is formulated
for a particular use . . . then tested and retested
to make sure that it measures up to the most stringent
standards of quality, uniformity and durability.

You know, for example, that Pittsburgh Sun-Proof
stands up in any climate. Test panels painted with
these finishes are constantly exposed to the destructive
forces of nature in our proving grounds and paint
laboratories throughout the country. Such tests prove
beyond any doubt that these finishes will withstand
any climatic variation to which your prospects could
possibly subject them.

Mechanical tests also gauge their viscosity, hiding,
spreading and wearing qualities. Every paint batch
is uniformly made, because intricate automatic scales
and measures control the exact fractional quantities of
every ingredient used.

So write "Pittsburgh Paints" in your next set of speci-
fications and be sure of tested finishes that will deliver
100% satisfaction. You'll find that these nationally ad-
vertised paints, backed by a fine 82-year-old reputation,
will give your clients more for their money!

See Sweet's Catalog
For complete information and addresses of all Pitts-
burgh Branches, see Sweet's Catalog. Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, Paint Division, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Copr. 1941 Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
KOPPERS IS FIRST AGAIN!

Underwriters Laboratories Awards Class A Rating to Koppers Steep Roofs

Koppers Steep Built-up Roofs constructed of Steep Coal Tar Pitch and Tarred Rag Felts with slag surfaces have been awarded the Class A Rating by the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Koppers Flat Roofs of Coal Tar Pitch and Tarred Rag Felts have had the Class A rating for fire resistance for more than 20 years. Koppers Steep Roofs provide for steep slopes the same long life, the same resistance to water, weather, and fire that have made coal tar pitch and tarred felt the outstanding materials for flat built-up roofs.

Four and five ply Tarred Rag Felt roofs with slag surfaces embedded in Steep Pitch, applied in accordance with the specifications of the Koppers Company, now take a Class A rating on both combustible and non-combustible roof decks.

Koppers Steep Roofs have been constructed in many sections of the country over a considerable period of years. These roofs have been inspected by the Underwriters' Laboratories for their performance under actual conditions and the completed roofing has been subjected to all the laboratory tests for resistance to fire and to spread of fire.

Koppers Steep Roofs are firmly mechanically anchored in place. They can be expected to last 10, 15 or 20 years. On buildings where both flat and steep roof surfaces are required, the area can now be bonded, when Koppers Roofing is specified.

See specifications for Koppers Steep Roofing in Sweet's, or send for a copy of the Koppers Roofing Book.

Specify that all roofing materials used bear Underwriters' Labels.

KOPPERS COMPANY

Tar and Chemical Division
KOPPERS BUILDING - PITTSBURGH

262,000 sq. ft. of Koppers Steep Roofing was used on the Deepwater Terminal, Richmond, Virginia.
When installations or repairs are made in duct work "Business as Usual" can be more than a slogan. When Galvanized-Bonderized sheets are used business can go on with a minimum of interruption. The completed duct work can be painted immediately. No second interference with regular routine for finishing.

This feature is of equal importance for installations in new buildings. In many cases the same scaffolding and the same ladder equipment can be used for painting as for erection, saving time and lost motion.

Bonderizing over Galvanizing provides an ideal painting surface. No aging or chemical treatment necessary to give paint perfect adhesion. Bonderizing neutralizes the chemical action between paint and zinc that destroys toughness and flexibility. Galvanizing and Bonderizing assure rust-proofing and add years to paint life. This combination provides maximum of protection and assures a minimum of reconditioning.

PARKER RUST PROOF COMPANY
2180 E. Milwaukee Ave. • Detroit, Michigan

Figure No. 1. A Galvanized section finished with two coats of paint. Exposed in Florida 18 months. Paint peeled from most of the surface.

Figure No. 2. A Galvanized and Bonderized section. Finished same as section at left. Exposed in Florida 18 months. Surface O.K. Adhesion good.
Start from the bottom to build good paint, just as you do a good house. Use a “foundation” coat that supports and holds the topcoats.

Aluminum House Paint, used as a first coater, supports topcoats two ways. First, it prevents the wood from robbing them of oil. That extra oil they retain makes the topcoats more elastic and durable.

Second, Aluminum House Paint is a most effective moisture barrier. Less moisture gets into the wood to swell the grain and strain the paint film.

You add years to paint life, but little or nothing to paint cost, when you use Aluminum House Paint for the first coat on wood. The owner saves money on paint maintenance.

Get a Sample — Discover for yourself how easy it is to apply Aluminum House Paint. Write for a free pint can and for literature giving full proof of the value of Aluminum House Paint first coater. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1947 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

DEFENSE COMES FIRST
To meet the needs of the National Defense Program, plus the normal demands of peace, a vast expansion of our already greatly increased production capacity is being speeded. When the emergency is past, there will be more Aluminum available than ever before.

Meanwhile, if you can't get all the Aluminum you want when you want it, remember Aluminum is helping you by helping to meet the National emergency.
There are seven OIL furnaces for various heating capacities

75,000 Btu per hr. to 450,000 . . . there's a G-E furnace (oil or gas) that's specially designed to give your client maximum comfort at lowest cost. In addition, there's a G-E attachment type burner for the conversion of new or used heating systems.

Compare these comfort advantages of the G-E Oil Furnace: 1. Economy—up to 50% less oil or gas. 2. Installation—fast, easy. 3. Workmanship—30 years' experience. 4. Automatic Safety—insures the use of oil in event of flame failure. Fine atomization breaks each drop of oil into 100 million particles to insure complete combustion. These and many other features of the G-E furnace combine to give real heating efficiency—reducing fuel bills 25 to 50% according to enthusiastic testimonials!

Turn to G-E for all your heating and air conditioning equipment. Consult Sweet's Home, or write to General Electric, Division 313, Bloomfield, N. J.

ELECTRIC

Turn to G-E for complete line of heating and air-conditioning

G-E Oil Furnaces (steam, hot water, vapor) seven different sizes. Year 'round domestic hot water coil optional. Also a complete line of G-E Gas Furnaces.

G-E Winter Air Conditioners (oil or gas fired) circulate warm, clean, moistened air. A single switch provides circulation in summer. Cooling equipment can be added.

Compact G-E Units for cooling a single room, a group of rooms, for conditioning the whole house . . . or commercial buildings. Unusually quiet. Also a line of Air Circulators.

G-E Unit Air Conditioners for low-cost air conditioning in shops, restaurants, offices. Complete range of sizes. Low in cost. Easily installed, little or no duct work needed.
Instead of 41/2 Tons...
originally figured with bare windows...
A 3-TON UNIT WITH KoolShade® SUN SCREEN COOLED THIS OFFICE PERFECTLY!

*A typical KoolShade case history... showing lowered cost of Air-Conditioning equipment... less operating expense

Problem: to maintain cool temperatures in the top-floor offices of the Pioneer Linen Supply Co., having moderate areas of bare glass windows exposed to both south and west sun.

Engineering Calculations: figured with bare glass, the cooling load was found by the engineers to be about 41/2 tons. But by figuring the job with KoolShade Sun Screen, the design load was actually cut to 3 tons, because KoolShade kept out sun heat.

Actual savings and performance with KoolShade: a 3-ton air-cooling unit was therefore installed and not only proved ample even during the hottest weather but maintained temperature within a 2 deg. range in all offices without special zoning control. Naturally daily operating costs were sharply reduced, for it is much cheaper to keep the heat out than to cool it! At the same time office workers enjoyed improved light conditions due to relief from harsh sunglare.

* Most important: KoolShade provides AUTOMATIC sun protection... always in position when needed... requiring no adjustment or setting... not subject to the uncertainties of the human element. Consequently engineers may feel assurance that with KoolShade Sun Screen, one more troublesome condition is brought under control.

Ingersoll KoolShade® SUN SCREEN
It's cooler in the shade!

* Trademark property of Ingersoll Steel & Disc Division, Borg-Warner Corporation
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In Genuine White Pine nature has provided a lumber which has earned its imperishable place in the high esteem of architects since the days of Christopher Wren.

For creating that friendly atmosphere, in the home, office and store, Genuine White Pine is unsurpassed with its beautiful light color, softness and straight grain.

For paneling, oiled, waxed or stained, the tremendous versatility of this famous wood gives that gracious touch which makes a house a home. Equally important for exterior finish, siding, sheathing, etc., Genuine White Pine stands supreme in its weather resisting qualities, which time has attested through the centuries.

There are ample supplies of superior Genuine White Pine timber gracing the slopes of Idaho and Montana to serve the building needs of America permanently. Contrary to the belief that exists in some quarters, Genuine White Pine Lumber is neither scarce nor expensive.

FOR THE ARCHITECT’S BENEFIT

Each board is double endmarked “Genuine White Pine” on one end and on the other “Weyerhaeuser 4-SQUARE,” and has those added features of all 4-SQUARE lumber, namely, square, smooth ends, exact lengths and proper seasoning. This makes for sounder construction and effects time and labor saving.

WIEYERHAEUSER SALES CO., Saint Paul, Minn.
HERE'S HOW Steel Sash CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

By a tested, practical method of using the forces of nature, and temperature differences, you can ventilate your buildings, and provide ample amounts of daylight—both can be determined before the building is built, and at tremendous savings over other methods. You no longer need guess about air- and daylight—you know!

You get greater production through adequate daylight, ample fresh air ventilation, improved working conditions. And your original cost is but a fraction of the cost with other methods. Even your maintenance cost is substantially less.

How to determine the daylighting and natural ventilation needs of a building in advance of its construction are problems solved with proved success by Fenestra Research Engineers in co-operation with the Department of Engineering Research at the University of Michigan. Results secured by scientific methods, in interesting form, well illustrated, are offered in the two books illustrated below—supplied FREE to those concerned with increasing efficiency and saving money. The coupon will bring your copies by return mail.
How often do you ask yourself:

"WHAT WILL THIS HOUSE BE LIKE 20 YEARS FROM NOW?"

You will find a house Dri-Bilt with Douglas Fir Plywood more durable, more rigid, more comfort giving than the same house built conventionally!

Dri-Bilt with Douglas Fir Plywood houses are superior houses that will still be sound when their mortgages are paid off. Their walls are nearly 6 times as rigid as walls with horizontal board sheathing. Their interior walls are mar-proof and crack-proof, yet receptive to any finish. Dri-Bilt houses are warmer, dust-proof, wind-proof. They sell easily because they can be financed through F.H.A. They are approved by the Uniform Building Code.

What Dri-Bilt with Plywood means

Dri-Bilt with Douglas Fir Plywood means better, faster, more durable building construction through the use of this "modern miracle in wood." It means using the proper grades of these big, strong, lightweight panels for concrete forms, sub-flooring, wall and roof sheathing, interior walls and ceilings, built-ins and exterior finish. The result is a substantial saving in time and labor, and a better house for the same money. Many builders are reducing building time as much as 6 weeks by using the standard Dri-Bilt method, because handling, fitting, cutting and nailing are minimized . . . because there is no waiting for plaster to dry. The DFP Dri-Bilt method enables multiple-unit builders to have standard 4 and 5 room houses ready for occupancy 2 weeks after starting.


GLUED PLYWOOD HOUSES RESIST TORNADO!

A 200-mile-an-hour tornado swept through Evansville, Ind., last summer. In the storm's center were 2 rows of new houses built under F.H.A. specifications, by Modern Builders, Inc., nationally known contractors. Among them were some Dri-Bilt with Plywood or all-plywood homes, whose construction differed from standard Dri-Bilt construction only in that panels were glued to studding instead of being nailed.

These plywood houses were the only ones the insurance adjusters did not write off as total losses. The cost of rehabilitating the plywood houses was only 10% of their value. $5 went for repairing damage to shingles; the rest for replacing glass, cleaning out dirt and scrubbing the interior. In the other houses the plaster was knocked off the walls. The plywood interior walls and ceilings needed only washing.

The principal damage to the conventionally built houses was due to their having been blown off their foundations. In the opinion of experts, "the plywood houses could have been blown off its foundation with very little damage, due to its extreme rigidity. And had it blown off, it would have remained square and could have been rehabilitated at small expense."

Douglas Fir Plywood
Real Lumber
MADE LARGER, LIGHTER, SPLIT-PROOF STRONGER

SPECIFY DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD
BY THESE "GRADE TRADE-MARKS"
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MR. HEARST GOES TO GIMBEL'S

The mania for collecting anything—from scalps to paper match covers, has unquestionably reached its all-time high in the U. S. It began in a big way in the skyrocketing post-Civil War days, when it was discovered by socially ambitious new millionaires that owning Art was a definite help in making the grade. The millions siphoned across the Atlantic into the pockets of impious aristocrats, art merchants and the antique factories had an equally salutary effect. Some twenty-five or fifty millions are reputed to have been contributed by William Randolph Hearst, many of whose acquisitions now occupy a floor of Gimbel's huge New York store.

The great collections were built up for a variety of reasons. Frequently it was to acquire "culture" and social standing with no more trouble than hiring Duveen or Knoedler to scrape together a suitable assortment of Old Masters. There was the pleasure of owning something unique, or of having beautiful surroundings. Hearst fits into no one of these categories. He bought art the way a dipsomaniac buys liquor. He bought armour, Swiss furniture, choir stalls, Egyptian mummies, a Spanish monastery, Benjamin Franklin's spectacles, tapestries ($7,000,000 worth), the cheesiest kind of barroom paintings and clocks. Some of this fantastic assortment found its way to those twin moments to the Hearst legend, San Simeon and Wyndoom. But most of it just carpeted in four warehouses in California and one in New York. By 1937 the Dew of San Simeon needed cash.

Liquidation began with private sales that made scarcely a dent on the five warehouses. Last year a selling agreement made with Gimbel Brothers. Dr. Arnold Hammer, noted for his success in selecting quantities of tasteless relics of the Imperial Russian Court and its fringe, was hired to price the wares. Museums, curators were found who would murmur sweet nothings about bringing art to people. And swarms of shoppers descended last month on Gimbel's bargain corner. As gawped at price tags, wondered how such prices as $199,894 had been arrived at, brought souvenirs from 35 cents. So begins the end of the most fabulous collection of all time, scattered to a thousand dealers, museums and apartments in the Bronx. For Hearst it represents a staggering loss, the end of his life's attempt to buy everything. And in the vast aggregation on the first floor of Gimbel's, dark with paneling, furniture and heavy tapestries, there is a suggestion of nostalgia. It just looks like another floor of Gimbel's.
EVERY MERCHANT knows the importance of proper protection against breakage of show window glass. Every architect and contractor knows also that without this vital protection no store front can be a success or leave a favorable impression with the man who pays the bills.

Zouri Store Front Construction has featured its famous CUSHION GRIP ON GLASS for many, many years. The fully resilient, rolled sash detailed below shows how every part that touches glass will yield under pressure or vibration.

That's the only possible way to prevent glass breakage. When you specify or order store front construction, remember that ZOURI has a complete, up-to-the-minute line—including rolled sash with the famous and dependable CUSHION GRIP. Write Zouri Store Fronts, Niles, Michigan, for full information and details.

ZOURI STORE FRONTS

PROTECTION FOR SHOW WINDOW GLASS ASSURED BY FULL CUSHION GRIP:

1. Fully resilient, rolled Face Piece
2. Fully resilient, rolled Mechanism
3. Fully resilient, rolled Gutter Member

ZOURI ROLLED SASH No. 910
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN COMPETITION

Last March New York's Museum of Modern Art established a Department of Industrial Design, appointed young and energetic Architect Eliot Noyes as Director. Soon word began to trickle around that the Museum was seriously interested in practical schemes to make quality designs in home furnishings available to consumers through regular trade channels. First nibble came from a large store, which asked for a list of good designers. Noyes countered with a proposal for a competition to find the talent, and lined up a dozen top-ranking stores who agreed to have the winning designs manufactured for sale. South America was included in the competition, the winners to get $1,000 and a round trip to the U. S. instead of a guarantee of manufacture.

Early next fall the Museum will open a show of manufactured pieces by U. S. winners, and at the same time the furniture will go on sale in the stores. Due to the difficulty of patenting design ideas, and to the consequently light-fingered attitude of many otherwise reputable manufacturers, the winning drawings are being kept under lock and key until the finished pieces are shown.

Most startling result of the competition was the virtually clean sweep made by the architects, who took six out of the eight prizes awarded to U. S. designers. Considering that the subject matter dealt not with buildings, but with furniture, lighting fixtures, printed and woven fabrics, it would appear that architects have little to fear from the much-touted competition of industrial designers—provided that a certain amount of common sense selling is combined with the obvious abundance of other talent.

(For complete list of awards see page 66).

Architects Eero Saarinen and Charles Eames, two prizes for living room seating and other living room furniture.

Architect Peter Pihler, prize for movable lighting equipment. Decorator Ann Hatfield, Designer Martin Craig, prize for furniture for a one-room apartment.


(Forum of Events continued on page 22)
Radiant heating has launched a quiz program of its own, with clients everywhere trying to "stump the experts." Because we have acted as an unofficial clearing house for Radiant Heating information, hundreds of questions have come to us from architects, engineers, and heating contractors. When your clients question you, these answers to some of the most frequent queries may be helpful.

**WHAT IS RADIANT HEATING, ANYWAY?** It is a type of heating where the floor, ceiling or walls are warmed by embedded pipe coils, and act as radiators. It maintains comfort conditions by limiting the heat dissipated by the body through radiation, and increasing the heat dissipated by convection. Lower air temperatures can thus be maintained.

**CAN WE USE IT IN OUR HOME?** The variety of homes in which Radiant Heating has been installed indicates that the type and design of the house imposes no restrictions. Both floor and ceiling coils have been successfully utilized.

**IS IT EXPENSIVE?** Because of the variation in labor costs, installation costs vary... but in general installations cost the same or less than good conventional systems. Comments on operating costs indicate that definite savings are realized... in some cases, as high as 30%.

**A NEW BULLETIN.** The keen interest in our bulletin, "Byers Wrought Iron for Radiant Heating Installations," has led us to completely rewrite and greatly expand the original edition. The new book is now ready. There is a comprehensive section on Design, another presenting a number of up-to-date case histories of actual installations, and a third containing a new "Question and Answer" symposium made up from the queries secured from the field. Ask for a complimentary copy.

Proper operation and long service demands that the pipe used in radiant heating installations have a high degree of corrosion resistance, plus certain important thermal properties. Byers Wrought Iron pipe meets these special requirements in every respect. If you are considering an installation, remember that Byers Wrought Iron offers the proven serviceability that this responsible job demands.


**BYERS WROUGHT IRON**

*FOR EXTRA SERVICE*

*IN CORROSIVE APPLICATIONS*

*CORROSION COSTS YOU MORE THAN WROUGHT IRON*

March 1941
PARK OF TOMORROW

The New York World's Fair cost $155,000,000 to build, with almost sixty of these millions paid by City, State and Federal agencies for basic land improvements and permanent buildings. After two seasons of playing to far from capacity audiences the Fair closed, chalked up a loss to its bondholders of fifteen to twenty millions. More fortunate are the citizens, who, after the last rubbish has been carted off to the dumps, and the last scrap has gone to the steel mills, will look forward to a park with few equals. Among the facilities: an indoor ice and roller skating rink, six miles of bicycle paths, 37 miles of walks, a stadium seating 12,000, a bird sanctuary, twelve baseball diamonds, 40 handball courts, 50 tennis courts. To do the job, Park Commissioner Robert Moses has asked for $4,000,000 and three years. If past Moses performances are any criterion he will probably get both.

(Forum of Events continued on page 62)
Eliminate the Danger of Basement Seepage

Install a Penberthy Automatic Cellar Drainer or Electric Sump Pump

COPPER AND BRONZE THROUGHOUT

Penberthy Injector Company
Established in 1886
Detroit

Canadian Plant
Windsor, Ont.

March 1941
That's a rather large order—but **MUeller** actually does it

Here's how:

Fits every job because you have the industry's most complete line to choose from—steel furnaces, cast-iron furnaces—gravity furnaces, forced air furnaces—gas, oil or coal furnaces—almost any type or size of furnace you ever need to specify.

**Pleases every client** because Mueller gives homeowners the things they want in a modern heating plant—the comfort, cleanliness, and healthfulness of winter air conditioning...the convenience of carefree automatic heat...smart appearance that helps to make the basement a showplace...engineering that brings heating luxury within the budget range of your client.

Your choice and arrangement of the heating plant is important to your reputation for designing houses that are economical to live in. Mueller furnaces simplify this problem, because each furnace is designed for a specific fuel (coal, oil or gas)—resulting in unusual fuel economy.

You can safely specify Mueller regularly—Mueller performance never lets you down. 84 years of specialization in heating equipment manufacture exclusively. Factory engineering service available.

Send for Mueller's illustrated literature.

**MUeller**

**Milwaukee**

**HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING**

---

GAS-FIRED WINTER AIR CONDITIONING—FURNACE, SERIES EPS. Exclusive Mueller heat-exchanger sections give unusually rapid response—old temperatures are over in a minute. Heat levels are high enough for room comfort, comfortable heating also available.

COAL-FIRED WINTER AIR CONDITIONING—FURNACE, SERIES 8B. Compare the price and appearance of Mueller's oil and gas equipment.

It's **MUeller** for all 3 fuels—for homes of any size or price.

Specially designed for each type of fuel—therefore cost less to operate, bringing the benefits of modern heating and winter air conditioning within reach of even modest budgets...Unbiased—offering the industry's most complete range—Mueller is the logical source of information about home heating.

**TEAR OUT AND MAIL TODAY**

L. J. Mueller Furnace Company
2061 W. Oklahoma Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me "The New Trend in Home Furnace Design," also literature describing furnaces for:

- Gas
- Oil
- Coal
- Gas Boilers
- Gas-fired Unit Heaters

Name:
Firm:
Address:

---

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Your Insurance Policy of
Kitchen Satisfaction

WHY trust questionable talent with the efficiency
and livability of one of the most important rooms
in the house? Why take a chance with future satisfac­tion?

Nearly 60,000 housewives have Curtis “balance” in
their kitchens. That “balance” means these essential
factors: step-saving arrangement that’s flexible for pos­
sible future changes; unlimited decorative opportunity
which means that walls, ceilings, equipment and cabinets
can match or harmonize; well-designed and well-built wood
cabinets with doors and drawers that work; handy units
to fit every practical space—all easily and quickly installed.

Besides this “balance,” Curtis dealers provide a
Kitchen Planning Service for you. This service has
proved success behind it—nearly 60,000 satisfied owners.

And Curtis-planned kitchens have proved themselves
to be lastingly economical.

 Doesn’t that kitchen story sound like a way to give
your clients real kitchen satisfaction? It is! Let us tell
you more. Just write or use the coupon.

If you live in Canada, write to W. C. Edwards & Co.,
Ltd., 991 Somerset Street, West, Ottawa, Canada.

CURTIS WOODWORK IS SOLD BY RELIABLE DEALERS EVERYWHERE

When in New York, visit the Curtis Woodwork display at Architects’ Samples Corporation, 101 Park Avenue.

Chinese houses and gardens . . . Home planning and decoration.

PUBLIC GARDEN, HANGCHOW

CHINESE HOUSES & GARDENS. By Henry Inn. Edited by Shao Chung Lee. Fong Inn’s Limited, Honolulu, 140 pp. 9 x 12. $5.00.

Publication of such a book as this a generation ago might have started a vogue as widespread as those impelling the building of Swiss chalets, Spanish haciendas or Japanese gardens. It is a collection of photographs and detail drawings by a keen observer—not the better known temple and palace architecture but the environment of everyday family life. Today we have little need of these source books as aids to authenticity in copying, but the book will serve a far higher purpose in helping us to understand a philosophy of design that creates beauty out of the very humblest materials, and that glorifies the sufficiency of simplicity. The book is one that should bring us of the West farther along a path long since trod by the Chinese, to a realization that house and garden are not two things, but only one.


The object of this book, the author states, is “to enable the layman to communicate intelligently with the architect or to look at a ready-built house understandingly.” An explanation of the draftsman’s tools, scale, perspective, and architectural symbols should make it possible for the home builder or student to read blueprints and elevations intelligently; planning problems of individual rooms and the chapters on fenestration, orientation, insulation, cost estimation, etc., amply illustrated by floor plans and detail drawings, are sufficiently simple and factual to be useful. Of only questionable value are the interior elevations and exterior designs, almost exclusively limited to traditional styles.

DO IT YOURSELF, by Wilhelma de Campi. Frederick A. Stokes Company, New York. 162 pp., illustrated. 5 x 7½, $1.00.

A practical book for the home decorator, with a chapter by chapter discussion of the different rooms in a house and such special problems as windows, floor coverings, book cases and color schemes. The author, Home Decorations Editor of a New York newspaper, has based her book largely on questions which she has been asked by readers of her column. Consequently, it differs from most books on interior decoration by its considera-

tion of modest budgets, its directions for reconditioning of furniture and making accessories at home, and its emphasis on durable, mass-produced products. Numerous sketches of modest as well as traditional rooms illustrate the text.


The 1940-1941 issue of this biennial directory of contemporary American artists. Some 10,000 names are listed, covering practically all of the arts; data on each person listed includes the present address, place and date of birth, outstanding works. Few of the important architects are included although the book presumably includes this profession along with the others.


A portfolio of sketches by the well-known delineator, handsomely bound and reproduced. The material is presented in twelve lessons, with supplementary sketches and text describing Mr. Kautzky’s broad-stroke technique.

PLANNING FOR PRODUCTIVITY, by K. Lonberg-Holm and C. Theodore Larson. The International Industrial Relations Institute, New York. 43 pp., 7½ x 10. $1.00.

It is difficult to describe this book, which in the conventional sense is not so much a book as an extremely condensed synopsis of a larger work that might easily run to a thousand pages. Published by the International Industrial Relations Institute, an organization formerly located in Holland, it is the first of a series of technical reports designed to aid progress in research and production. The purpose of this study is to develop “a tool in the constructive task of increasing productivity for higher standards of living,” with specific emphasis on the problems of the building industry. In line with the general trend toward greater integration of science and industry, the authors have prepared the charts, check lists and questionnaires to cover every possible factor that has any relation to building. The result is an outline so all-inclusive that it might cover the entire field of industry as well.

The report falls into three sections: “the problem of a backward building industry,” “a reference frame for increasing productivity,” and “information for use in building production.” The last consists of sample questionnaires, designed for use in the search for all available data on any given building type. The questionnaires are extremely comprehensive, dealing with social and technical factors in the production of a given building, and also with trends. Discussion of problems confronting the industry is also in terse outline form, with brief paragraphs indicating the relative backwardness of building, economic influences tending to slow down its development, and the need for integrating specialized activities in the various fields of production.

There is no panacea here for the frustrated manufacturer, architect or financier. Nor are there examples to liven the brief text or any of the devices that make for easy reading. For the student of the larger aspects of building, however, there is a wealth of material to indicate possible directions and to aid analysis. To their thoroughly competent survey the authors have added a layout notable for its typographical excellence.

(Continued on page 82)
Durable Beauty
- 2,000 SQUARE YARDS OF IT!

Wingfoot Rubber Flooring adds to the beauty of the reception room at Devoe & Reynolds Co., Inc.

Architects: Francisco & Jacobus; Contractors: Laurence C. Roberts, Inc.

The officials of Devoe & Reynolds, paint manufacturers, are experts on materials that produce lasting beauty—so it is significant that they chose Goodyear Wingfoot Rubber Flooring for their New York offices.

Sheet flooring of a special brown—2,000 square yards of it—has been installed in their main office areas and private offices. The company trade-mark is reproduced in a seven-color insert on the floor of the reception room.

The selection of Wingfoot Rubber Flooring was a wise one. The beauty of this flooring is matched only by its durability. Its resilient surface is quiet and comfortable underfoot. It does not stretch or buckle.

Then too, it offers such a wide variety of colors that it can be made to blend with any surroundings, and it can be installed in either sheet or tile form.

For complete specifications, see Sweet’s Catalog or write to Goodyear, Akron, Ohio—or Los Angeles, California.
AN UTTERLY NEW STANDARD
OF HEATING COMFORT

For every type of building

Hoffman Dual-Controlled Continuous Circulation regulates Radiator Temperatures to Exactly Offset Building Heat Loss

In buildings of every conceivable character, Hoffman Hot Water Controlled Heat is delivering comfort never before attainable. This system improves standard forced hot water heat in four ways:

1. It continuously circulates the water to avoid intermittent bursts of heat to the radiators and to permit gradual changes in the temperature of the circulating water.

2. It automatically maintains radiator temperatures at the degree which exactly offsets the building heat loss for any given outdoor temperature. Radiators always have enough heat to prevent air stratification and "Cold 70."

3. It conserves fuel by positively preventing overheating.

4. It employs smaller size, easily concealed radiators. Only three units of equipment are required. A Hoffman Circulator to continuously circulate the water ... a Hoffman Control Valve to admit hot water from the boiler to the circulating stream as often as required ... and a Hoffman Temperature Controller (actuated by outdoor and circulating water temperatures) to open and close the Control Valve. These three units are adaptable to any type of automatically-fired hot water boiler. For fully illustrated literature write to the Hoffman Specialty Co., Inc., Dept. AF-3, Waterbury, Conn.

HOFFMAN
Hot Water
CONTROLLED HEAT

FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS
Completely Automatic Zone Temperature Control for each building without need for thermostats.

FOR SPLIT SYSTEMS
An accurate balance of heat between the radiation and the air conditioning units. Automatic and trouble-free.

FOR PANEL HEATING
All control of temperature is at the boiler, eliminating any need for getting at the pipe coils.
Two carloads of Toncan Iron Pipe were used in the Delaware Hospital, Wilmington, Delaware, for hot and cold water, waste and vent lines. Republic steel pipe was used for heating lines and Republic steel sheets for ducts.

Delaware’s Newest Hospital Guards Against Pipe Failure with TONCAN IRON PIPE

You will find Toncan® Iron protecting the plumbing and heating systems of many of the country’s major buildings—fighting rust and saving money and trouble for building owners. And you’ll find, as so many other architects and engineers have, that its cost—higher than that of ordinary pipe—is low in the light of the many additional trouble-free years of service it delivers.

Read all about this alloy iron pipe in Bulletin 333—how it is made—why it saves money—installations where it has been in service for years. Ask for a copy or see Sweet’s 27/3.

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
General Offices: Cleveland, Ohio
BERGER MANUFACTURING DIVISION • CULVERT DIVISION • NILES STEEL PRODUCTS DIVISION
STEEL AND TUBES DIVISION • UNION DRAWN STEEL DIVISION • TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY

An alloy of refined open-hearth iron, copper and molybdenum—that grows old slowly.
DEFENSE HOUSING

Departing from custom, we present below an exchange of correspondence between Defense Housing Coordinator Palmer, FHA Administrator Carmody and THE FORUM’s Editor. Correspondence from FORUM readers which will throw additional light on defense housing or any other aspect of the defense building program is invited. Attention is called to the editorial reprinted from the FEDERAL ARCHITECT in the adjoining column.—Ed.

Hon. Chas. F. Palmer:

The news in Monday’s New York Times reporting the creation of a Division of Defense Housing Coordination and your appointment by the President as Coordinator was read in this office with high satisfaction.

For a period of months, THE FORUM has pointed out the necessity of integrating all defense housing under one control and most recently proposed that all defense construction, including housing, be coordinated in a newly created Government Construction Department to be headed by its own Cabinet member. The new policy is a long step in that direction and we shall continue to work toward the larger objective.

Any appraisal of the defense housing program to date must recognize not only its several major accomplishments but also its major weakness. We refer, of course, to the placing of Army housing in the hands of the Public Buildings Administration.

Taking at face value the published figures, it would seem a reasonable assumption to place the blame for the lag in Army housing to a great degree on this policy. Granting the availability of a considerable staff in Washington, the reason why this particular agency, completely inexperienced in housing, should be charged with this responsibility remains obscure—as obscure as the housing it was asked to create.

Even if PBA had functioned more effectively than it has, there would still be compelling reasons why consideration should be given to placing the design and supervision of as much as possible of the defense housing in the hands of private practice architects:

1. There are not less than 400, and more likely 500, architectural firms throughout the country qualified by experience to do this work.
2. These firms not only are experienced in the field of multi-family housing but are thoroughly conversant with local requirements, material markets, etc.

Among these firms are those which have designed USHA projects, FHA rental projects and numerous other multi-family projects in which the Government has not participated.

3. The Army is notorious for changing its mind. With planning handled locally, the Army can change its mind as often as necessary with the minimum of delay.

4. In our judgment, placing these jobs with as many of these firms as needed would expedite the work, improve its quality and assure the maximum life of the projects in such cases where the housing can be expected to serve after the emergency period.

During the past decade most architects have lived chiefly by courage and self-denial. In this period many an architect has had to turn permanently from the practice of his profession to other activities. Those who have managed to pull through are for the most part the best men, men who regardless of adversity have held to their profession hoping that their talents and experience would again find a market. Defense housing can save many of these firms for further useful service to their communities and to the nation. It would permit several hundred offices to remain open and to keep their staffs intact and going.

Considered in terms of the present emergency and of the problems this country will face in the post-war period, we cannot believe that the course of wisdom lies in the destruction of this important national resource. Your own long experience in the building field I am sure will confirm the validity of these statements and I trust this matter will be among the first to have your consideration.

HOWARD MYER

Editor

FORUM:

Thank you for your letter of January 1 in which you state your feelings concerning the use of architects in the housing program.

I want you to know that we appreciate your communicating this to us and that it is good to have such a well informed statement of the case.

As you know, the Lanham Act (Public Act No. 849) places the responsibility for

(Continued on page 54)
PAY THEIR WAY AT COLLEGE!

Read how Fluorescent Lighting's latest development doubles illumination at Skidmore's new library... saves money, too!

SKIDMORE, leading school for girls, is noted as an experimental college. When they decided to discard conventional library lighting systems, they experimented for a year with fluorescent under varying conditions. Their experience was so successful they decided to equip their new library with fluorescent—selecting MILLER TROFFERS for the general illumination of its fine reading room. Although this installation cost more than incandescent, it has proved itself a splendid investment for it doubled illumination and cut current costs 50%. Additional installation costs will be cleared within four years, and after that period MILLER TROFFERS will pay a handsome operating profit.

Says EULIN KLYVER HOBBIE, Librarian

"Our experience has been so satisfactory that we plan to use fluorescent in the future for all new classrooms and hope to change the lights in our older classrooms as rapidly as possible. We are confident whenever this new lighting is installed it will be worthwhile both from a financial standpoint and from the standpoint of increased eye comfort."

HOW TO HELP YOUR CLIENTS INVEST THEIR LIGHTING DOLLARS WISELY. MILLER TROFFERS are entirely different in design and principle than ordinary fluorescent lighting equipment. They offer the exclusive advantages of a Continuous Recessed Fluorescent Lighting System—trim, clean-cut and wonderfully efficient. They are ideal for offices, banks, institutions, commercial establishments, and even factories—for all locations with acoustical or other hung type ceiling constructions. Write for new TROPPER Bulletin 2G.

THE MILLER COMPANY
MERIDEN, CONN.

Students enjoy reading and working under this better-seeing, perfectly diffused lighting. 35 foot candles on their books helps concentration—saves furrowed feminine brows.

"Ribbons of light" like these, of fine quality and uniform distribution, make the new Skidmore library one of the most inviting and popular places on the campus.
A piece of good business . . . and all one piece of ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE

Kimbrough Towers apartments is a better investment because of its imaginative design in concrete . . . and because of concrete's economy, firesafety and low maintenance. Concrete walls as you see them here were cast integrally with frame, floors and roof. It's the time- and money-saving way to construct your rental building, store, factory or industrial plant; ask your architect or engineer or see Sweet's Catalog 4/49. Literature on request.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A3-7, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete . . . through scientific research and engineering field work
Now FABRICS BY CHASE

Become Part of FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Now—from the floor line to the covering of individual pieces, the spirit and feeling of your decorative scheme can be executed exactly as you conceived it... in color, in texture and in utilitarian fitness for its functional purpose.

FABRICS BY CHASE offer a wide selection of functional materials... carpets, woven and coated upholstery fabrics... each with the true economy that high quality always brings. We invite you to send for interesting booklets and sample swatches.

- CHASE VELMO sets the standard of quality for furniture upholstery with the pleasing soft warmth and long-lived economy of traditional mohair. There is Velmo color and texture for any style of furniture or room decor.
- CHASE LEATHERWOVE expresses economical good-taste in a high-quality coated-fabric for wall covering, table tops, bar fronts, decorative screens, furniture upholstery and slip-type or padded seats and benches. Wide range of modern colors and grained effects with coatings suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
- CHASE REDO gives the pliant comfort of a resilient coated-fabric that withstands constant flexing over deep-spring construction without cracking or peeling. Furnished in many interesting colors and grained textures.
- CHASE SEAMLOC CARPET—in many qualities and textures—all with the ingenious locked-in inlay feature that permits economical originality in carpeting. Special webbing and cement locks the inlay into place with wearpin, invisible seams. Subsequently, if desired, the carpet may be re-designed, recut, re-laid.

L. C. CHASE AND COMPANY 295 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
How to Design Beautiful Floors
and save your clients money!

IT ISN'T OFTEN YOU CAN "KILL TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE" as easily as with J-M Asphalt Tile. For this modern resilient flooring combines the beautiful with the practical as few floor coverings do. It allows free play for expression of design, yet it provides economies that are sure to please your clients. They will find J-M Asphalt Tile easy to clean... easier still to maintain. They will like the way it resists hard wear... retains its original luster even after years of service. And it goes without saying that they'll always have a good word for the architect who specified a floor of such outstanding beauty and value!

You'll find plenty of ideas to stimulate your originality as a floor stylist in the new J-M Asphalt Tile Flooring brochure, "Ideas for Decorative Floors." For your copy, write Johns-Manville, 22 East 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

Johns-Manville ASPHALT TILE FLOORING
MYSTERY of the missing window glass waves

OR WHAT HAPPENED TO DISTORTION

KEEN-EYED INSPECTORS CANNOT FIND "WAVINESS" OR DISTORTION IN THIS NEW LUSTRAGLASS

Baffling new product looks like plate glass but sells at window glass prices

WHAT IS IT?

Who ever saw a window glass without an obvious distorting waviness? Who ever heard of a plate-like product selling at window glass prices? Well, now it’s happened. This amazing new Lustraglass just defies ordinary classification. The uniformity of its perfection has definitely set a new and infinitely higher standard of quality. The ultra-violet rays of sunlight it transmits and the great tensile strength it displays make it the world’s most efficient glass for windows. Lustraglass is lighter in color (freer from that greenish cast characteristic of both window and plate glass) than any other glass used for regular glazing.

Add to these advantages its jewel-like luster and you have a product that architects and builders agree is really a new species . . . That’s today’s Lustraglass and if it isn’t window glass and it isn’t plate glass—what is it?

THE SHADOWOGRAPH TELLS THE STORY by amplifying distortion and defects 20 times

(1) This is high quality cylinder drawn window glass. The bent and twisted lines shown by the shadowgraph testing device indicate the presence of considerable distortion. This glass became obsolete in 1928.

(2) Here is what most manufacturers offer today as top quality window glass . . . Made by the sheet drawn process, it shows a characteristic distortion in the waviness of the black lines.

(3) Now look at this “shadowgraphed” sample of the new Lustraglass. Obviously an important improvement. The lines are straight, showing relatively perfect vision—relative freedom from distortion.

* Write for a free Windowgraph Slide Rule Chart and a sample of the new Lustraglass. Examine both—then tell us what you think.

AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Manufacturers of Plexite, the safer safety glass, Lustreline and Lustragold for ornamental use; Crystal Sheet, Chipped and Special Glass for industrial purposes.

THIS NEW TYPE OF

LUSTRAGLASS

The Ultra-Violet Ray Sheet Glass

LOOKS LIKE PLATE GLASS—SELLS AT WINDOW GLASS PRICES
FOR MODERN BUILDERS...
A RIVER OF STEEL IS ROLLING

Speeding deliveries of Stran Steel to modern builders throughout the nation are the tremendous production facilities of the Great Lakes Steel Corporation. From these huge, efficient mills—the last word in modern mass production—Stran Steel draws its supply of high-quality copper bearing steel for the studs, plates and joists that are today making building history.

In homes, apartments and group housing projects, both privately-financed and for military purposes, Stran Steel framing is leading the way to faster building schedules, simplified building operations and lower over-all costs.

Get the facts and figures on Stran Steel for your operations. Complete engineering and architectural service is provided to assist you.

STRAN STEEL
607 SHELBY STREET, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
DIVISION OF GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION
UNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
PROVISIONS for seating must of necessity fit into the very first draft of plans for such buildings as churches, theatres, school and auditoriums. This calls for a specialized knowledge beyond the experience of most architects.

That is why a friendly partnership has developed between architects and the American Seating Company. It's a partnership that has been invaluable to thousands of leading architects. For it puts at their command the results of many years of research, testing and engineering devoted exclusively to public seating problems.

Our partnership makes no demands. Neither does it entail the apportionment of our part. Our services begin immediately upon...
The Door that has "MOVED UP FRONT"!

When most residence garages were on the back of the lot, and their doors faced the alley, it wasn't so important that they have "good looks" to match the home.

In those days, car owners were accustomed also to the annoyances of hard-starting, hand-cranked cars. So the trouble-free operation of garage doors wasn't so important then.

Today the Public Demands BOTH Architectural and Mechanical Refinements!
The year 'round advantages of Overhead Type Doors is quite generally accepted. So it becomes a matter of selecting a door of this type which embodies not only style to conform to the architectural design of the building in which it is used, but which also provides every refinement in mechanical operation.

Ro-Way OVERHEAD TYPE DOORS—are finding wide acceptance with both architects and the car-buying public. They set the pace with five sound mechanical improvements and refinements, without adding a penny of cost to the job.

When You Write Your Specifications—add the word "Ro-Way" to "Doors of Overhead Type", and assure your clients of these five extra values: "Crow's Foot" Outer Bearing Support... "Ro-To Live" Spring... "Zip-Lock" Adjustment... "Tailor Made" Springs... and Parkerized and Painted Hardware.

Write for 72-page "Time-saving Specification Book."

Authorized Ro-Way Overhead Type Door Representatives in all principal cities are prepared to render prompt cooperation and service on all Residence, Commercial and Industrial Installations.

ROWE MANUFACTURING CO.
917 Holton St., Galesburg, Ill., U. S. A.

Ro-Way Doors in plant of Air Reduction Co., Baltimore, Maryland
American Oil Station, Waltham, Mass. Equipped with Ro-Way Overhead Type Doors.

There's a Ro-Way for every Door way!
SOLUTION TO A DEFENSE HOUSING PROBLEM

By RICHARD BORING SNOW for the United States Gypsum Company

The object of this solution is twofold. First—to encourage, recognize and publicize original design thinking. Second—to show how research has developed new materials and construction methods to provide strength, fire-protection, comfort, safety and decoration joined with faster application and lower cost for every type of building.

This is the first of a series of solutions to specific building problems. During 1941 the United States Gypsum Company will submit solutions to timely problems by well-known architects.

USG solicits your comments on this and the solutions to come.

** ** *

I approach the study of this project for the United States Gypsum Company with genuine anticipation which has grown into deep interest as events have highlighted its timelessness. In order to make our problem as specific as possible, we selected for study an Industrial Housing Project in connection with a plant for the manufacture of aircraft. However, to emphasize that our solution has been planned not only for this project or the next, but for many years to come. Defense needs may rise and fall with changing world factors; well planned, well constructed decentralized housing is here to stay. In building for today's emergency we must take care not to build tomorrow's blight. It is in the hope of contributing to the solution of timely and practical value in the field that the United States Gypsum Company is presenting this study, which I had the pleasure of making for them.

In analyzing, on the basis of the most readily available data, the housing requirements for the personnel of our hypothetical, but very typical, aircraft factory, the need for three basic types of shelter became apparent: (1) An essentially low cost home for the skilled factory worker, and his family, with a minimum income of from $30-835 per week; (2) a moderately priced detached house for the foreman, younger executive, or professional family man earning from $40-690 per week; and (3) some choice of smaller apartment accommodations for those members of the staff in varying income brackets who may not want or need the responsibilities of a complete house.

As a basis for developing a section of our group of homes, in which I was so fortunate as to have the collaboration of Richard M. Bennett of New York, we took an actual site near a new aircraft factory in one of the Eastern States. The shape and contours of this site are shown in the model above, which presents the Plot Plan. The location of a shopping center near the main highway, the community house in the center of our development, the circulation, and the arrangement of our three basic building types with their dependencies can be seen.

No attempt has been made to indicate the actual numbers of each building type that might be required. We are eager to indicate, however, the general character of the planning and grouping of the elements. We are convinced they would make of this area an attractive, sound investment, and an asset rather than a liability to the community.

There is a need for certain basic qualities in the materials which go into work of this sort. Speed of construction, simplicity in the relationships of the various trades on the job, for example, are both of immediate importance. Over a long period of time, strength and resistance to fire and deterioration become more and more necessary. In conducting the present study I had the United States Gypsum Company not only as a client, but as a consultant. I worked with their engineers. I had conferences with their excellent research laboratory (which has the function, I discovered, not only of developing new materials but of testing continually the standards of the products as they come from USG mills), studying the variety of their materials. As an architect, I was struck with their ability to produce sound, practical answers to construction and decorative problems which present themselves in working out such a project as the one illustrated here. They helped us find answers which fulfilled qualifications of convenience and durability, answers which are applicable over a wide price range. The pages which follow present a detailed analysis of the design and construction of the individual units which make up the little community in the Plot Plan. Producing them was to me an absorbing architectural study. I hope they will prove of real interest to those whose work lies in the same field.

RICHARD BORING SNOW
Architect

(Continued on next page)
In this part of the problem, I have tried to combine the features of a modern domestic arrangement with the advantages in economy and convenience that the Row House idea makes possible. Savings in materials, labor, and land should enable occupants of these units to enjoy the extra single bedroom, which so many need and often cannot afford. Although some two-bedroom units can be provided in the larger dwellings, I have chosen to illustrate here the three-bedroom units.

The kitchens have been kept at the rear of the dwellings, eliminating the necessity for ice paths. This allows the families to make use of what once would have been regarded as a "Back Yard" as means of attracting terraces, flower gardens, and lawn areas.

In a development such as this, it is possible to vary our Detached Houses with at least three plan types and exterior treatments. I have chosen to show one of six rooms laid on two stories, which, while modest as to dimensions, is sufficiently individual to interest a home owner and keep him interested.

The relation of the garage, front entry, and service door planned that one combined walk and drive is required to serve three. On a moderate sized plot this is important. A lattice separates a service area from front entry; the low roof protects not only the service and the main door, but the service door as well. The living room counts for something more than it really is by giving it access to a covered screened (or glazed) porch. A

Based on data from the experience of the research of the Housing Administration has made available to architects and builders, our Multiple Dwelling represents a type of moderately priced unit arrangement which has proved itself. It felt that the need was for well laid out units with fewer rooms than elsewhere provides. The range is from two to five room units, with greatest emphasis on three and four room units.

Designed exclusively for rental, it is in the owner's best interests to produce these buildings in masonry materials, which indeed many local codes would require.

The Multiple Dwelling units are a combination of two and three story units, of st
Interesting Features of the GROUPED HOUSES

Grouped Dwellings can be kept open or divided by doors, partitions, or walls, etc. and are better suited to a minimum area, and give a greater freedom to the residents than single units. The issue of a Related House is suggested, it not necessarily shut off from adjoin­ning areas.

The stairway is not "packaged," yet does not obstruct undesirable traffic through the quiet areas of the house. It is easily accessible from all parts of the house.

The bedrooms on the second floor are designed around a core of closets. Every square foot of bedroom area is usable space, an efficient method of increasing their size beyond their actual area.

The construction of a railing, and a door from the stair-hall are the two simple steps required. And, incidentally, is not this stair-hall one in which the owner of even such a modest house would take pride?

The exterior treatment of the house is as straightforward as I could make it. Simple—direct growth out of the plan—its roof lines are uncomplicated as a roof can be.

It is worked out in durable weatherproof materials and seems to express the close tie between industry and home, which is the very basis of this problem.

Characteristics of the DETACHED HOUSES

A detached dwelling gives the owner his choice of one large dining room, or a compact dining room apartment, and a built-in bench. A room in the Grouped Houses, the location of the living units was given first consideration. Their full width is made accessible with light sliding doors. The built-in dressing table near the window is a simple job. It frees space in the bedroom which otherwise might be occupied by a piece of furniture.

The attractive possibility of making a deck on the garage roof some day is always available.

Details of the MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS

and el's. With this variety in the basic concept it is possible to avoid any trace of monotony for there is constant change in the sizes and shapes of the little garden courts which low coverage provides for the enjoyment of all tenants.

The rather distinctive stair-halls give into the stair-hall are the two simple steps required. And, incidentally, is not this stair-hall one in which the owner of even such a modest house would take pride?

The exterior treatment of the house is as straightforward as I could make it. Simple—direct growth out of the plan—its roof lines are uncomplicated as a roof can be.

It is worked out in durable weatherproof materials and seems to express the close tie between industry and home, which is the very basis of this problem.


Construction and Specification Outline

(See next page for analysis)

GROUPED HOUSES

FRAME: Wood Studs and Joists.
SHEATHING: USG Gypsum.
SIDING: USG Glazed Asbestos Cement.
ROOF: USG Asbestos Cement Shingles, Dutch Lap method.

WALLS AND CEILINGS: Sheetrock top floor finish, wood mouldings over joists. Knotty Pine Sheetrock in dining rooms and family rooms. All ceilings and walls are finished with wood plaster without treatment.

PAINT: Texolite on all walls and ceilings except bath and kitchen (except in the dining room).

DETACHED HOUSES

FRAME: Wood Studs and Joists.
SHEATHING: USG Weatherstrip Asbestos Coated Sheathing.
SIDING: USG Asbestos, plain or Glazed.
ROOF: USG Thick Buttock Asphalt Shingles.

WALLS, CEILINGS AND INSULATION: Weatherstrip Insulating Lath on exterior walls and top floor ceiling. All walls and ceilings are Perforated Rocklath, Red Top Trowel Finish except in basements, where basements, and Closets, scored to imitate tile, on a foundation of Rigid Rocklath. The roof is flat, 3.4 Red Top Metal Lath and 3.4 Red Top Metal Lath and plaster partitions. Any of the three designs could be made of Insulating Sheetrock in types previously specified.

PAINT: 1 coat K-Cemo Primer, 1 coat Texolite on all plastered surfaces except 2 coats enamel on tile areas in kitchen and bathroom.

MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS

FRAME: Common brick walls; lime cement mortar (see Sweets's 4/27). CARPET: Blocks and linoleum are provided in different rooms. In some in the living room.

WALLS, CEILINGS AND INSULATION: Exterior walls are built with the general specifications and structural features of any of the others. The cost per square foot would probably be least for the grouped houses and most for the multiple dwelling units, although on a major operation involving many units the choice might be trial.

See Sweets's 1941 Catalog File for further details on materials.

ANALYSIS AND ALTERNATES

In the three designs the constructions chosen represent three standard methods of constructing buildings. The first and second frames, one with fireproof wallboard and the other with fireproof lath and plaster. The third design is thoroughly fire-resistant, with structural floors, in a brick, wood bearing, design, and non-bearing 3.4 solid metal lath and plaster partitions. Any of the three designs could be built to suit the general specifications and structural features of any of the others. The cost per square foot would probably be least for the grouped houses and most for the multiple dwelling units, although on a major operation involving many units the choice might be trial.

On the following pages is a complete analysis of the specification and construction features of these houses, with material specifications and a selection of the various materials used in the projects. References to the pages in Sweets's Catalog File where more complete details about each material can be found.
**Construction and Specification Outline**

### GROUPED HOUSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material and Design</th>
<th>Reasons for Selection</th>
<th>Possible Lower Cost Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, speed of construction, simplicity.</td>
<td>20&quot; centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sheathing</strong></td>
<td>Fireproof; costs less to buy and erect than wood.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walls &amp; Ceilings</strong></td>
<td>Maximum fire protection available in wallboards. Unlimited decoration and permanent. Exterior walls and second floor ceilings to be Insulating Sheetrock in type specified.</td>
<td>Weatherwood Building Bd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bedrooms</strong></td>
<td>Reduces cost, looks well.</td>
<td>Weatherwood Plank and Blendex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dining Room &amp; Stair Hall</strong></td>
<td>Prededicated wall with distinctive wood grain yet fireproof.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basement Ceiling</strong></td>
<td>Low cost simulation of ceramic tile. No joints in dado.</td>
<td>Sheetrock Board 17/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bath &amp; Kitchen</strong></td>
<td>Excellent fire protection for basement, low cost, may be decorated in future for any purpose.</td>
<td>Weatherwood Building Bd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Painting</strong></td>
<td>Light brush stipple permits cleaner joint treatment, as stipple conceals joints. Paint costs about same as treatment immediately above, but cost of installing joint treatment is lower.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siding</strong></td>
<td>Wood grain (relief) asbestos-cement siding with permanent painting. No joints in dado.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roofing</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, speed of construction, simplicity of erection.</td>
<td>Paint 17/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Detached Houses</strong></td>
<td>Combines strength with weather-tightness and effective heat insulation.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame</strong></td>
<td>Insulation at points of heat loss—high fire resistance on interior partitions and ceilings. Sturdy walls, decoratable in any manner. Standard, proved construction, obtainable anywhere. Semi-resilient attachment of board reduces crack possibilities due to frame movement.</td>
<td>Weatherwood Building Bd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sheathing</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, produces extra resistance to weather at all exposed areas without increasing cost.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walls &amp; Ceilings</strong></td>
<td>Wood grain, stable-asbestos-cement siding with permanent painting. Four pleasing shades available.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siding</strong></td>
<td>Colorful roof treatment. Heavy shadow line due to thick butt design, which provides extra resistance to weather at all exposed areas without increasing cost.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roofing</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, speed of construction, simplicity of erection.</td>
<td>Gypsum 17/29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DETACHED HOUSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material and Design</th>
<th>Reasons for Selection</th>
<th>Possible Lower Cost Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, speed of construction, simplicity of erection.</td>
<td>Weatherwood Building Bd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sheathing</strong></td>
<td>Combines strength with weather-tightness and effective heat insulation.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walls &amp; Ceilings</strong></td>
<td>Insulation at points of heat loss—high fire resistance on interior partitions and ceilings. Sturdy walls, decoratable in any manner. Standard, proved construction, obtainable anywhere. Semi-resilient attachment of board reduces crack possibilities due to frame movement.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siding</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, produces extra resistance to weather at all exposed areas without increasing cost.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roofing</strong></td>
<td>Low cost, speed of construction, simplicity of erection.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material and Design</th>
<th>Reasons for Selection</th>
<th>Possible Lower Cost Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame</strong></td>
<td>Fireproofing at low cost per occupancy unit, yet standard, proved construction, requiring no special instructions for rapid and proper completion.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Paint</strong></td>
<td>Money-saving paint for masonry. Retinting rarely requires more than 1 coat.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insulation</strong></td>
<td>Furring runners support insulation, lath and plaster with one quickly installed device, saving erection cost and later heating cost.</td>
<td>Concrete joists and studs, ceilings painted—no plaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floors &amp; Ceilings</strong></td>
<td>Low cost. Fire resistance.</td>
<td>Keenes Cement Finishes scored to imitate tile. 2 coats enamel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Solid Partitions</strong></td>
<td>2&quot; solid partitions save floor space, are fully fireproof and have unusually high resistance to sound transmission, light in weight, imposing no additional burden on structural frame.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gypsum Tile</strong></td>
<td>Pyrobar Gypsum Tile, chosen for increased fire protection in stair halls.</td>
<td>Keenes Cement Finishes scored to imitate tile. 2 coats enamel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ceramic Tile</strong></td>
<td>Texolite Paint over K-Cemo Primer on all plaster surfaces except kitchen and bath, which are enameled. Masonry walls in basement recreation room to be painted with Ceramictile in gay tints.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

- 300 West Adams Street • Chicago, Ill.
- Where research develops better, safer building materials
TODAY IT'S Terrazzo!

Here's something new in firehouse floors. And what a beautiful show FINE TERRAZZO makes at Miami Beach Central Fire Station. It's proof of Terrazzo's versatility in use — as well as further proof of the opportunities it offers your creative instincts.

There's really no limit to the color and design possibilities of FINE TERRAZZO made with Atlas White portland cement. It reproduces any pattern, functional or decorative. It keeps colors fresh and vivid for a lifetime. And makes your clients happy over low upkeep costs.

So plan on Terrazzo for your next floor. It goes in practically any type of modern structure — whether you are remodeling or building new. Be sure to specify Atlas White cement, plain or waterproofed. Turn to Sweet's Catalog for more details and 24 true-color illustrations of FINE TERRAZZO, or write us for free book, Universal Atlas Cement Co., (United States Steel Corp. Subsidiary), Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C.

E TERRAZZO achieved this distinctive floor for the entrance to Miami Beach Fire Headquarters. Aggregates used were as follows: Field is of Botticino; outside border is of Yellow Verona with pigment; bands and squares are made of equal parts fused enamel in cerulean blue and vermilion red and blue pigments — all with Atlas White cement. Architects, Weed & Reeder; Terrazzo, Venetian Art Marble & Terrazzo Co. — both of Miami, Fla.
Only **MILCOR**

Fireproof Building Products

have this remarkable record of acceptance in

Prominent Housing Projects

for fireproof construction that assures long-time tenant satisfaction—
with its safety, permanence, over-all economy, modern appearance.

Available to qualified architects on

housing projects — MILCOR Housing

Volume, a helpful personal work book

group housing construction details.

Write for it on letterhead.

---

**MILCOR STEEL COMPANY**

**MILWAUKEE, WIS. • CANTON, OHIO**

Chicago, Ill. • Kansas City, Mo. • La Crose, Wis. • New York, N.Y. • Rochester, N.Y. • Baltimore, Md.
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PUBLIC HOUSING IN THE SOUTHEASTERN STATE
By MICHAEL ROSENAUER, F.R.I.B.A.

The material on the following pages is based on an inspection trip made last Fall by Michael Rosenauer, European architect and housing expert. A naturalized British subject, with 10 years' residence and practice in London and simultaneous experience in Paris, Mr. Rosenauer began his architectural career in Vienna, and played an active part in that city's early low rent housing movement. He is therefore qualified to dissect American public housing as a disinterested and informed critic. Despite this critical approach—or rather, as the basis of it—Mr. Rosenauer considers the level of architectural design and site-planning in this Southeastern public housing to be extraordinarily high; also, he feels that American housing must be considered strictly on its own merits, without reference to European practice. Speaking generally of architecture and his trip through the South, he says, "The variety of architectural expression shown in these projects is admirable and the care taken in arriving at efficient solutions in planning, in achieving good and lasting construction, commendable. The evolution of a distinct style in contemporary architecture will have its roots in the same soil from which social evolution rises. The characteristics of this style will be the simplicity in expression and the straightforward design manifested in disciplinary projects of housing."

NEW BROOKLYN HOMES, WILMINGTON, N. C.

Leslie N. Boney, Architect

SITE PLAN
This project, housing 248 Negro families, is a good example of planning on a site in an already developed district. With the exception of an avenue, the streets originally traversing the site were not maintained. This avenue is not continued as a traffic road but merely as an open space terminating at the community building and with it forming the natural center of the project. A service road, along which parking areas are arranged, bisects the project at right angles to the avenue and rows of houses. Front gardens and backyards are thus kept free from any traffic but are accessible from the service roads and the surrounding streets. Ample space for playground is provided next to the community building and existing trees are carefully preserved. Garbage stations are accessible from the roads.
The architectural appearance of the houses is very pleasant. The porches arranged at all front entrances are well spaced. The simple details of their canopies in reinforced concrete, and their steel columns, are in keeping with the brickwork of the houses. The emphasis which is given to canopies covering two entrances by arranging double columns, proves that excessive design can be achieved with very simple means.

The plan of the community building is wise. In addition to the rooms for administration, workshop and stores on the first floor, a library and an assembly-room with adjoining kitchen are on the second floor. A spacious hall with exceptional dimensions is attached, which will be used for meetings of the community and the Negro population of the district.

BONSON BOROUGH HOMES, CHARLESTON, S. C.


THE PLAN

The site is divided into two oblong sections by a center road. The streets of the neighborhood are not continued as such, but as open spaces with walks only.

The one-story row houses, containing 162 units for Negro families, are grouped in blocks with their fronts facing the center road or the surrounding streets, their backs facing interior court yards. Privacy is achieved for these backyards, but not for garden plots in front of the houses.

The roofs at the rear of the houses project several feet; supported by columns, they give each house a full length porch over the backyards. The roofs at the front have no projection except a small canopy above the entrance door.

The consequence of this arrangement is that the backyards with their facilities for hanging laundry represent the only recreation ground for the tenants.

CONSTRUCTION

The construction principle applied to the walls in this project is very interesting. The outside walls as well as the partitions are built of special matt-glazed hollow tile. The blocks used for the outside walls have a horizontal cavity hole and a channel at top of each block. As neither horizontal nor vertical cement joints are carried to the center of these blocks but are applied only to a depth of 1 1/2 in., percolating water can run along these horizontal channels and drop down the open part of the walls. Drain pipes are installed to draw the accumulated water from the bottom of the cell.

The blocks used for the partitions have one horizontal cavity hole only, and they are of the same height as the wall blocks. A wood skirting and a wood cornice join the partitions with the floor and the plaster ceiling respectively.

No plaster is used either on the outside or on the inside, and the maintenance of the houses seems to be reduced to a minimum. The shape of the blocks is handy for manipulation and allows for fast progress of building. The houses are only one story high, and the 8 in. walls support the light roof construction without special reinforcement.
DESIGN
The treatment and details of some of the architectural features do not reach the high standard of the site plan. The architectural treatment of the porches, for instance, could have emphasized the beauty of the well-arranged garden squares if their design had been restrained to the nature of their construction. The roofs and gables arranged over these porches are less convincing than flat canopies would have been; the wood pilasters which envelop the steel columns are less graceful than the steel columns would have appeared if left without decoration.

The walls of the houses are constructed in multi-colored hollow bricks. The red roof tiles harmonize in color and texture with the walls.

SITE PLAN
This project, containing 320 units for Negro families, shows an excellent site plan based on the principle of securing maximum privacy for the community. Ingeniously following the topography of the site, several garden courts are arranged in varied patterns, each surrounded by rows of two-story houses with their front porches directed toward them. No intersection of any public road occurs. Service lanes are laid out along the rear of the house and connect the parking areas.

The community center, with two courts enclosed by brick walls, forms a finely marked central group facing on the boundary streets.

The community building is well proportioned, and all interiors received carefully applied finishings.

The assembly hall, despite its open space and its elaborate decorative treatment, does not appear large enough for the capacity of the project.
LARK HOWELL HOMES, ATLANTA, GA.

Hentz, Adler & Shutze, Chief Architects; J. Warren Armistead, Associate; A. Ten Eyck Brown, Ivey & Crook, Francis P. Smith, Associated Architects.

DESIGN
The houses are built in multi-colored brick with simple and carefully designed details for canopies projecting over the doors, and for cornices allowing a sufficient roof projection. The red roofing tiles are, in color and texture, harmonious with the brick walls.

SITE PLAN
The site of this nearly completed project with a capacity of 630 white families, is adjoining one section of Techwood Homes (PWA). The land is rectangular with a sharp gradient in the shorter dimension. Terraces along the groups of row houses are laid out to avoid separate platforms in front of the entrances. All efforts were successfully made to cope with the topography of the site and to preserve existing trees.

A large community building is equipped with abundant amenities such as a large meeting hall, craft and club rooms, preschool playrooms and kitchen.

JOHN HOPE HOMES, ATLANTA, GA.


DESIGN
The two colors used for exterior walls together with the different roofs — some houses have pitched roofs, some have flat roofs — produce a rather disharmonious effect.

The flat-roofed units arranged at the ends of each group have their main entrances accessible from the same porch, and the doors opening outward clash against each other. An enclosing solid wall reaching up to the canopy, makes the small platform appear insufficiently lighted and not spacious enough for two apartments.

SITE PLAN
This project accommodates 248 Negro families. The site is sloping and of interesting topography. Good use is made of the gradient of the land even to the extent of an amphitheater looking over the playgrounds.

Community pavilions are original to this project. They are equipped with seats and placed in several prominent positions along the walks. The introduction of this feature does not seem quite justified when considering the extreme economy in all other architectural details of the houses and their accessories.
FELLWOOD HOMES, SAVANNAH, GA.


SITE PLAN

The project provides for 176 dwellings for Negro families. Its rectangular site is situated in an undeveloped district and faces a main road. From each of the two parallel streets which form the side boundaries of the land, service drives lead to the community center, and the parking areas next to it, connecting them with the backyards of the houses. The grass plots between the house fronts are kept free of all vehicle traffic.

DESIGN

The porches in front of the houses are well-spaced and contribute to their pleasant appearance. They are supported by round steel columns and have flat concrete roof slabs in the case of the one-story houses. The houses are constructed of hollow blocks, painted white. The texture and color of the roof slates are in harmony with the walls.

Metal tanks for oil storage for each unit are placed at the rear of the houses, supplying by gravity-feed the stove, hot water boiler and cooker. Garbage receptacles are sunk into the ground in a position opposite the back doors next to the service drives.
RENTWOOD PARK, JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Ellen C. Greeley, Chief Architect; Ivan Smith, W. Kenyon Drake, Olaf E. Jorgenberg, S. Ralph Fetner, Leeroy Sheffill, Associated Architects.

SITE PLAN

The excellent site plan of this project, containing 230 units for white families, presents open courts of row houses on both sides of an existing avenue. The rows are accessible from service lanes leading to parking areas. The rear yards of the houses face onto these lanes.

The house fronts face gardens with beautiful groups of trees. The houses are a minimum distance of 90 ft. from each other. Complete privacy is secured for the garden grounds extending between the houses. Flagstone paths connect the house entrances with a central walk.

DESIGN

The porches in front of the entrance doors are wide enough to hang a hammock and provide a shady open air place. Their spaciousness contributes greatly to the beauty of the project as a well-designed garden community.

The planning of the units follows an arrangement typical of Florida projects in splitting a division between living room and kitchen. The result is a large combined living room with kitchen and dining space, well-ventilated by two window-fronts. The double flight staircase and landing, however, results in an unjustified waste of space.
JORDAN PARK, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.


The project has dwellings for 242 Negro families on land of rectangular shape. No road traverses the site. A system of conveniently laid out walks connects the houses and the community building.

An ample roof projection of 15 in. is provided. It offers protection not only against sun, but also shields the walls. A wire meshed grille in the soffit of the roof projection provides for adequate ventilation of the roof space. The walls are built of hollow blocks painted a light color, very pleasantly emphasizing the horizontal joints only.

The spirit of this small community stands out as one of the best examples of the moral evolution achieved through public housing. The joy of the tenants for their new environment, their attention and care for the upkeep of their homes, and their pride in furnishing them as nicely as possible, are strikingly apparent. The happiness of the children when cool off in the spray pool provided for them, a most enjoyable sight.

The standard of living thus created seems to exercise an influence even on neighboring speculative Negro housing. It can be observed that new habitations are being erected in the neighborhood with at least some sort of hygienic facilities, contrasting with the miserable shanties of old slums.

EDISON COURTS, MIAMI, FLA.


SITE PLAN

Here is a project which could be considered one of the best if the community were not interfered with by too many public roads unnecessarily intersecting the site. Seemingly the site plan had to compromise with the usual pattern of small rectangular blocks of the original city plan.

The frontage along 62nd Street is divided into three oblong blocks with the administration building in the center facing the street. The portion between 64th and 67th Street secures more privacy within its central part by deviating the street...
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Franklin O. Adams, Supervising Architect;
Frank A. Winn, Jr. and Norman F. Six,
Associated Architects.

SITE PLAN
The land is well selected from the point of view of its topography, and the layout of the buildings has offered interesting problems with regard to preservation of existing old trees.

The site is divided into two oblong sections by an internal driveway with a parking area along its entire length. The houses are grouped in rows with the larger units in two-story houses and the smaller units in one-story annexes at the end of each group. The houses along the two bordering main roads have their fronts directed toward them.

Five large sections are provided in the interior part of the site, forming 80 ft. wide garden courts flanked by two groups of houses and closed by a group at one end, but open toward the bordering roads at the other end. Privacy is thus achieved for the garden courts.

The administration building is on a main boundary road. It has a special service yard with a driveway from the road, and is equipped with a community center.

Spray pool and play areas are arranged on the surrounding grounds with groups of houses on their boundary.

The project accommodates 328 families.

CONCLUSIONS
When studying the remarkable social evolution achieved in these public housing projects, a critical analysis of the part architecture plays in it is of considerable interest. Some projects attain the solution of the manifold problems implied in housing nearly perfectly, whereas others fall behind. Taking the spirit of the community as the measure for the success of a project, we can observe that this spirit depends on the internal organization set down in the site plan. Just as the plan of a house determines the formula of life for its inhabitants, so the relation of various groups of houses to one another determines the relationship between their inhabitants. It is the designer of the site plan who outlines the future social pattern for the community.

The conditions of light in southern countries allow for flexibility in the orientation of the buildings. Therefore the fronts of row houses can be arranged to face each other with open greens and gardens between them. No roads should traverse these green areas and their seclusion should be secured under all circumstances.

Foot-paths are sufficient connection to the front doors of the houses whereas a system of service roads, not to be used by through traffic, should connect the rear yards and the parking spaces.

With the exception of very small projects, a division into several sections can be established, each of them forming a garden court, either of open on both sides or closed on one. No attempt should be made to make these courts rectangular or of uniform size. If the topography of the site does not indicate specific suggestions for the form and size of these courts, their pattern should be derived from a centralized organization of the project. Such organization is advantageous for every project of larger dimensions. The project center should be the largest open area of the project where all the amenities of the community center are placed. Intelligent centralization of the site plan always leads to interesting patterns for its various sections, eliminating monotony although posed with typical group units.

The topographic qualities of the land give the project its charm and character. It is only in very few cases justified to restrict individual topographic features by adjusting the site to a preconceived idea. Existing trees should be treated with the same respect. Any irregularity in the terrain due to their preservation will provide pleasant perspective views.

COMMUNITY CENTER
The best position for the community center is within or next to the central area dedicated before. It should not be placed from the boundary road since it uses houses the administration, and interface
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

The adjustment to climatic conditions gives architectural creations their character. All features which we admire as local or traditional characteristics originate from climatic influences. Architectural features like porches, verandas and projecting roofs in the South are originally introduced for their protective qualities against heat. They developed into decorative elements which became, as in Charleston, a traditional characteristic. The modern designer should respect these features for their practical and aesthetic value. He can also make use of their decorative possibilities, but when so doing he should pursue his idea to its simplest expression, keeping it in harmony with the specificity of his other details applied. The treatment of columns, for instance, which support the porches of many projects in the southeastern region, is an illustration of this statement. Economy of expression is an aesthetic principle of our period.

Porches appear as the most pleasant enrichment of the architecture of this section, especially when they are not merely applied as decoration, but are brought to their full value by arranging them in a width approaching the projection of a veranda. In some of the projects, porches run through two stories. They seem altogether out of place in a low cost housing project. The contrast between two such porches, one in brick and the other in reenforced concrete, serves to prove the established aesthetic principle that traditional features are best handled in materials of similar functional character to those used in the original.

The response to climatic conditions would indicate an ample projection of the roof as protection against sun. Such projection would also seem desirable to shield the surface of the walls, particularly when these are painted in white or any other light colors. No specific color on buildings is needed for a harmonious effect in southern climates. It is, in fact, the white color of a wall which stands best against the strong colors surrounding the building.

UNIT PLAN

In a two-story row house the planning of the living room and the kitchen with the utility space attached, is generally based on two principal methods determined by the position of the stairs leading to the bedroom floor. These stairs can be laid out perpendicularly to the front wall or parallel to them in a space between living room and kitchen. In spite of the fact that the second method does not involve any loss of frontage space and would, therefore, appear preferable, the first method seems to be favored in the projects shown.

When applying the first method, the stairs should start opposite the main entrance. They are separated from the living room either by a solid balustrade or by a partition. Omitting the balustrade and beginning the partition at the first step of the stairs would seem the better arrangement, as it provides for a small entrance space and thereby adds privacy to the living room. The rear entrance to the kitchen is best placed opposite the utility space and thereby adds privacy to the living room. The rear entrance to the kitchen is best placed opposite the utility space and thereby adds privacy to the living room.

The dimensions of the assembly room are often inadequate and they should be distinctly scheduled in accordance with the number of units. This room should also receive sufficient space for lectures and meetings of the community. Many projects are handicapped in their social organizations through lack of space.

In addition to the amenities generally provided in the community center, a kitchen adjoining the assembly room should be made part of the program. Experience shows that, particularly in projects for negro families, cookery courses are established. If a special kitchen is not provided, these courses are held in unoccupied apartments which are neither sufficiently spacious nor available after a certain period.

The provision of a library seems a most valuable contribution to the community. Wherever introduced it is highly appreciated. A small room adjoining the assembly room seems adequate for this purpose.

With respect to future projects, especially in connection with the defense program, the provision of First Aid facilities in the community center should be made obligatory. The rooms reserved for this purpose should be furnished with the necessary surgical equipment including sterilization, and should be spacious enough to prevent contamination cases efficiently. This section should be made accessible directly from outside and should be connected with the assembly room for the purpose of First Aid courses and training of community wardens. Eventual use of storm shelters should be situated with an entrance next to the First Aid station.
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This shop was created as a display background for a florist who specializes in flower arrangements. The off-white rear wall, covered with tufted leather, provides a brilliant contrast to the green foliage and vividly colored flowers. A deep blue-green ceiling, rough in texture, also serves to concentrate interest on the displays below. Window bulkheads were eliminated, and two moveable wooden pedestals, varying in height and width, were built to facilitate the periodic changing of flower arrangements. Egg-crate light boxes illuminate the show windows; the entire floor is covered with polished hardwood. The design of the furniture is in keeping with the general effect of the shop.
Continuation of these units around the curved wall is the most successful in unifying the design. Considered as a whole, the shop provides another excellent illustration of the trend toward fuller integration of interior and show windows, with the result that the entire space functions as a display unit.

JULIAN E. GARNSEY, Color Consultant
HAMEL & ENGELKEN, INC., Consulting Illuminating Engineers
SCHELLING-BUSCH-SNYDER, INC., General Contractors

FINISHES AND EQUIPMENT
FLOOR COVERING—Asphalt tile, Tile-Tex Co.
WALL COVERINGS—Leatherwall, Blanchard Bros. & Lane. FURNITURE—Grand Central Wicker Shop, Inc. PAINTS—Keystone Varnish Co. and National Lead Co.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION—Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.
REFRIGERATOR—McCray Refrigerating Co.
The thoroughly contemporary appearance of this small house is accidental, as it is a replica of a type that originated in Japan in the sixteenth century. Built in the Japan Institute in New York, it demonstrates in a most effective fashion the structure developed by the early tea masters and later used for dwelling. The plan is arranged around eight of the mats which form the traditional module in Japanese domestic architecture. It is of particular interest to note that the recent trend in modern American houses, attempting to reduce their severity of appearance by the use of natural materials and shapes, has been anticipated by work over three centuries old.
The house is of mortise joint construction, no nails being used in the frame. Wood is Japanese cedar and the harder Japanese pine. Walls are of native Japanese earth, reenforced by a reed lattice which is exposed in the wall adjoining the alcove. This alcove is reserved for the display of flower arrangements and paintings; articles used here are normally stored in the built-in cupboard. Sliding screens at the front may be placed in a variety of positions, giving flexibility to the garden view; the screens as well as the windows are covered with a translucent mulberry paper.
Many factors combine to emphasize the importance of this house. It is probably the largest residence ever built in the International Style. It is one of the few big new houses of any description. Its architects are unquestioned leaders of this phase of the modern movement, Walter Gropius being not only one of its originators, but the only member of the European group who has remained continuously in practice since its inception. Neither Mies van der Rohe, Oud, nor Le Corbusier, for example, has built a single building in the past five years.

The International Style is an importation from Europe. There is nothing particularly remarkable in this fact, since it also holds true for Colonial and almost every other traditional expression in American architecture. It is significant in the case of the International Style, however, that the social conditions and attitudes in Europe of the 1920’s, when the style flourished, were not duplicated here in the 1930’s, and the attempts to transplant it met with only fleeting approval from an extremely limited group. The frequently monotonous use of ribbon windows, smooth white walls, pipe railings and the rigidly box-like envelope angered the conservative and failed to impress the thoughtful. The characteristic machine-made look of these structures was largely a superficial manifestation of a desire rather than of an existing state of affairs. Many a European building in the International Style, which from a distance looks as if it had been rolled out in a strip mill, on closer inspection shows the stucco peeling off a base of hand-laid, hand-made brick. There are many such instances of an inverted romanticism disguised as rigorous logic. Partly as a consequence of this, the American phase of the International Style, as applied to residences, ended before it had fairly begun. This is not to minimize its enormously stimulating influence on architects here, nor to deny the fact that all contemporary architecture has an international character which will probably increase in the years to come. But there is a difference between international similarities in building, which stem from similar ways of living and methods of construction, and the International Style, which is a very special and limited expression. Also, within the present and future framework of building, there is ample room for great variety. This is already evident in the work of the best of the younger architects in the East, the Pacific Northwest and California, where distinctly regional characters are beginning to emerge.

In evaluating this house as the currently maximum expression in the International Style by two of its most respected proponents, it seems indicated in the field of American domestic architecture that a less intellectual, a less rigid and a more indigenous answer must be found. It is not without significance that in this house is displayed an awareness—even if not a wholehearted acceptance—of this fact. In its use of random ashlar, stone veneer, travertine and natural wood is indicated a new interest in natural materials. Also worth noting is the disintegration of the rectangle into freer shapes, as in the stairway, garden walls and entrance vestibule. If in so important an example such drastic modifications are to be seen, there is new and impressive evidence that contemporary architecture is entering a new phase, richer, more assured, and more human.
GEL BREUER, ARCHITECTS

All photos, Ezra Stoller
The plans show the same breaking of rectangle by long arcs and diagonals. The big curve of the main stair dominates the playroom behind it on the ground floor. This curve is echoed by another in the glass block wall in the opposite side of the playroom. None of the main rooms on the first floor is a simple rectangle. The hall, living room and dining room are separated from one another by a big claw-like pier faced with travertine, side forming the living room fireplace. While this sculpturesque pier stands in dramatic contrast to the rectilinear plans of the other walls, it is somewhat difficult to understand its whole form as there is no large space within the house which affords the possibility of a general view. The divided character of the living space on this floor is a result of the clients' wish for small intimate rooms.

These rooms show many examples of use of natural materials. Wood is the surface of most of the walls, and the typical furniture which established Bredt international reputation has been discarded in favor of his newer design wood. Bold-patterned fur and fabrics are used extensively. Plants and flowers are effectively employed in the small conservatory at the end of the library, and the vestibule.

All these—wood, stone, fur and plants—are evidences of the growing desire to temper the appearance of mechanical efficiency by the humanization of architectural elements. As much painstaking scientific study goes into the house, the mechanics are no longer dramatic excessively.

The newer interiors quietly minimize their hard-boiled efficiency, and recede in appearance many of the more graceful and human qualities of traditional domestic architecture. They are no less modern for this, but merely less insistent and looking modern. Designed by two of the leading architects of the first and more assertive phase of modern building, the house shows its relation to both the order and to the modifications now affecting it. The value of these new ideas is that they encourage architecture to develop and keep alive; the danger is that they may disorganize the old discipline of composition, or, like so many new ideas, relapse into fashionable mannerisms.
furniture, both fixed and movable, was designed by the architects. The built-in pieces, such as those shown below, are completely simple, relying entirely on form and wood texture for their effect. The upholstered chairs, on the other hand, represent a very personal expression of Breuer's work. Essentially these pieces are a combination of Breuer's earlier work with plywood, but the frequently extravagant shapes and bizarre combinations of materials do not fulfill the promise of the first experiments.
HOUSE IN PITTSBURGH, PA. WALTER GROPIUS AND MARCEL BREUER, ARCHITECTS
rooms illustrated on these two pages on the ground floor level, and form recreation center of the house. Directly joinging the glass-walled entrance vesti-

: is the large playroom. Beyond are swimming pool and dressing rooms and lounges. In the playroom, as elsewhere in the house, the character is established by the decided contrast between bare walls and heavily upholstered furniture, and by unexpected interposition of such elements as the rustic fireplace wall. Similar combinations of texture appear in the exterior, as in the photograph at the top, a view of the rear of the house which shows the ramp from the garage to the living room level. The garage and swimming pool illustrated below, are of the most successful parts of a fairly complicated design; both are direct in expression, pleasing in proportion and un-

urbed by the introduction of extraneous decorative features.
The bathroom at the right is finished in slabs of structural glass, and contains, in addition to the usual equipment, a dental lavatory, electric wall heater, and built-in cabinets for linen, shoe brushes, etc. The room below is similar except for the use of cork on the walls. Bottom right, a view of the kitchen.
STATE OF THE PROGRAM

While the loudly voiced pros and cons of President Roosevelt's controversial lend-lease bill last month drowned out most other national defense events, significant news was made—some by progress, some by delays, some by remedial suggestions. During January, Army and Navy contracts for plant expansion, construction and equipment aggregated $576 million—countably more than half the total for the preceding seven months. Six contracts individually topped the $20 million mark: Pont's $48 million for a powder plant at 3,123, and $23 million for addition to its $51 million plant at 3,123, Ind.; Studebaker's $87 million (two contracts) for three aircraft engine plants at South Bend and Fort Wayne, Ind. and Chicago, Ill.; General Motors $24 million for a Pratt & Whitney aircraft engine plant at Grand Blanc, Mich.; Wright Aeronautical's $43 million for an aircraft engine plant at Lockland, Ohio.

In addition, Government issued “certificates of necessity” to 118 companies during January, covering privately financed defense plants having an estimated cost of $192 million. The certificates designate the new plant construction and additions essential to national defense and thus permit manufacturers to take advantage of new five-year income tax amortization law. Most important January certificate was Ford's $23 million aircraft engine contract at Dearborn, Mich.

Cantonment construction delays made other news when the Military Intelligence and Police and FBI went to Fort Devens, Mass. to investigate the activities of “islers” who had helped double the camp's estimated $10 million cost (p. 173, col. 2). Returning from a three-month trip, one Army camp construction for the vegetation, New York City's Sanitation Commissioner William F. Carey reported four delays but added that “the Lord himself could not meet the construction dates and cost estimates first set for camps.” Lacking the Lord's assistance, the War Department has requested Congress to appropriate an extra $338 million to pay the 56 per cent expanded bill for the current cantonment construction program (p. 173, col. 2).

The Army let contracts totaling $32 million for construction at four of the new canton sites. At the expected peak of building labor employment, the supply was officially rated as “ample” (p. 50, col. 3).

And, as Government's lumber demand peaked, producers took a verbal spanning for having boosted prices, promptly announced that they were now on the way down (p. 50, col. 3).

In an effort to catch up with the Navy's speedy defense housing program, FWA last month awarded contracts for sixteen projects (tabulation, p. 173), opened a few units in its trail-blazing Fort Knox project (photograph, p. 173).

To bolster the program, Congress was asked for another $150 million to spend under the Lanham Defense Housing Act, 667, which authorized Government mortgage insurance of speculative builders' defense houses (p. 172, col. 2).

To the same end, Housing Coordinator Palmer belatedly established a defense housing registry service patterned after the most important cog in the World War I housing machinery (col. 3).

And, prefabrication became the talk of Washington for three reasons: 1) The industry has been given scandalously little attention by Government housers (p. 174, et seq.), has not been given a single defense order by other than Navy agencies, 2) CIO brought its advantages to the attention of Production Co-Managers Knudsen and Hillman in a left-handed effort to crack the AFL-dominated building industry (p. 172, col. 1), and 3) Mrs. Roosevelt, self-appointed expert and adviser on all things social, told the National Public Housing Conference that she was personally and particularly interested in “the kind of housing that you can put up and take down to move to the next place.”

Meanwhile, Hitler earmarked the equivalent of $400,000 for housing Nazi soldiers in Norway.

CONTRACT DISTRIBUTION

As far as national defense is concerned, New Jersey and California appear to be the nation's most important States, for they have shared about equally in 23.7 per cent of all defense contracts let thus far. Interestingly, these two States are called “home” by only 8.4 per cent of the U. S. population. Other leading defense States: New York, which has 11 per cent of all contracts; Pennsylvania, 9.5; Virginia, 8.3; Massachusetts, 7.7; Connecticut, 5.3; Michigan, 5.2; Illinois, 8.1; Missouri, 3.1; Maryland, 3.0. The leaders obviously have ship building, airplane production and naval construction contracts to thank for their position.

What defense is doing to employment and, in turn, housing is clearly seen in the fact that more than one-half of all defense contracts have gone to eight industrial areas which contain only 14 per cent of the population. Hopping on these statistics to prove the need for a wiser allocation of defense orders, Acting WPA Commissioner Howard O. Hunter last month told Congress that these eight areas contained only 13 per cent of all WPA stars, that “more than four-fifths of WPA employment is in areas which have received only a little more than one-fourth of the defense awards.”

HOUSE REGISTRY AT LAST

Back in August 1940, The Forum pointed out that the Homes Registration Service of World War I days, which housed about 70,000 war workers, had been “pushed above all other parts of the housing program because it produced results with the greatest speed at the least expense.” Offering this historical fact as a timely cue for present Government housers, The Forum advised that a similar census and classification of vacant dwellings “should, of course, be the first step in the defense housing program.”

Late in January, with housing troubles dogging industrial and military expansion the country over, Government belatedly took this step. Within the Division of Defense Housing Coordination was established the Homes Registration Division with Public Houser Harold Pomeroy, former executive director of the Sacramento Housing Authority, as its director. One-time California Relief Administrator, Director Pomeroy will lean heavily on the knowledge of Harvard University's Dr. James Ford who successfully conducted the Division's World War I counterpart.
and has been appointed as its consultant. Acting as an advisory body to the housing committees of local defense councils, the Division will 1) provide a manual for the organization and operation of local Homes Registration Offices, 2) assist these offices via field representatives, 3) distribute all printed forms necessary to their operation and 4) suggest appropriate publicity.

Core of the program will be a complete file of vacant rooms and dwelling units classified as to location, type, condition and rental. Maintained by local registries, this file will serve as a central listing of all available accommodations for the use of defense councils, housing agencies, military and naval authorities, industrialists, and other interested parties. The registries will also report regularly to the Defense Housing Coordinator through Registrars Pomeroy concerning the local housing supply so that new construction, where necessary, may be started promptly.

"REUTHER" HOUSING PLAN

To speed airplane production, CIO offered Government the Reuther plan whereby existing automobile plants would be put to work on airplane orders. It was duly studied and discarded as unfeasible. To speed the defense housing program, CIO recently sent a plan to the Office of Production Management whereby prefabricated house companies would assume a major role in the program and a separate Government agency with power to make independent decisions would be set up to deal with the prefabricators. Since the prefabrication industry has been given the run-around by non-Navy defense houers and fortnight ago had not received a single order (see p. 174), CIO's plan is timely.

Much of it makes good sense, CIO lists four major advantages of prefabrication which could help solve the knotty defense housing problem: 1) maximum speed, 2) least dislocation of the building industry and labor, 3) economy and 4) maximum salvage value. CIO's claim that present production capacity could turn out 30,000 houses is probably over-optimistic, but a capacity one-third this size is not to be sneezed at.

Another obvious but unmentioned reason for CIO's prefabrication boost is that CIO is currently trying to establish itself in the building industry by sneaking in the back door via prefabrication, while AFL, well in control of conventional construction, guards the front door. Realizing that widespread growth of the budding industry would diminish the need for many of its skilled craftsmen, AFL has fought prefabrication vigorously. Although it judiciously refused to name AFL, the CIO proposal is not well understood in no uncertain terms: "As thus far administered, the defense construction program has operated to entrench vested interests of industry and labor with little or no regard for maximum efficiency or fair play for the workers. This program (prefabrication) would be . . . bring the industry (building) abreast twentieth century industrial methods. Yet, so far, it has operated only to promote conventional building techniques and narrow craft procedures that have long been held responsible for excessive costs, time-consuming delays and exploitation of both public and labor."

CANTONMENT TROUBLES

To Congress fortnight ago went a $680 million appropriation bill to cover the cost of army cantonments—not all new ones, but those that are already underway and that Congress thought were already paid for. Almost half of the requested funds will be spent on what was originally estimated as a $450 million program, which will actually cost 56 per cent more. Principal reasons: sharp advances in labor and material costs, unfavorable weather, unexpected site conditions, labor difficulties and over-optimistic cost estimating. On the War Department last fall figured it would take about $450 per man to house Army in barracks, about $320 per man in tents. Last month, the War Department, guessed again, raised the unit cost estimates to $700 and $500, respectively.

Typical of the cantonment program's difficulties is the unfortunate combination of circumstances which has put construction at Fort Devens, Mass., two months behind schedule and a rumored $10 million ahead of cost estimates: 1) Continuous sub-freezing temperatures have warped foundation and utility trench digging, deflecting next to impossible, have boosted tool repair bills, have reduced the efficiency of the thickly begloved hands of carpenters and electricians. 2) Alleged rations of food and clothing are insufficient for white workers. 3) Housing agencies, military authorities, industrialists and other interested parties are accused of charging non-union laborers $50 to $75 each for the privilege of working on the unionized project. 4) Construction is proceeding on a seven-day-a-week, 24-hour-day basis, with time-and-a-half for overtime and double time on Sundays. "Chisels" have capitalized on the confusion at the multi-thousand multi-acre job by reporting for work in the morning— or having someone report for them—and then leaving the project only to return in the evening to put "out" on the project time clocks. Now, the hands of military authorities are being pressed by Boston business school students who have been attending their classes daily and at the same time, "earning" daily wages at Fort Devens.

HOUSING LEGISLATION

Because both public and private houses have failed to keep abreast the demands of the Defense Housing Coordinator Charles E. Palmer fortnight ago prodded them with a three-pronged fork.

Building in a box, inside the world's largest box, Henry Ford's $21 million aircraft engine factory will be rushed to completion this month after about five months of 24-hour-day labor uninterrupted by darkness and cold weather. Comprised of composition board and tar paper, the heart of the box extends about 10 ft. beyond the factory's 360x1,000 ft. dimensions, is a device developed by Boston business school students who have been attending their classes daily and at the same time, "earning" daily wages at Fort Devens.
Movable defense housing. Down the ice-covered Hudson last month was towed the world's largest river boat, the Berkshire, on its way to Pascagoula, Miss. where it will serve as barracks for shipyard workers. Idle for three years, the 4,300 ton, 422 ft. wooden vessel was purchased by the Maritime Commission for $115,000. Not as mobile as the 2401 trailers which the Government plans to buy (see p. 50), the five-decked Berkshire was three days on its comparatively short voyage from Athens, N. Y. to Pascagoula, N. J. where it is moored beside a 700 dwelling units were opened to Army families. Laid out and designed by PBA's architectural staff, the four-family buildings are of conventional construction. What appear to be black exterior walls in the airview are actually red—the color of the composition board sheathing. Estimated cost: $2 million. Contractor's fee: $81,000. (For additional data see Arch. Forum, Jan. 1941, pp. 28, 30.)

DEFEINSE HOUSING GOES INTO GEAR

Given the "go ahead" signal five months ago, Government's defense housing program at mid-January had barely budged. With $185.8 million to spend ($45.8 million from the Army and $140 million under the Lanham Act), the Federal Works Agency had approved 80 projects but had started only four (see tabulation, below). Only the Navy's program was running smoothly; all its projects were abuilding.

Last month, however, the FWA program began to show life; funds were earmarked for 50 new projects; sixteen more contracts were let, ground was broken for 40 projects and a few units in the most advanced project were opened to the families of Army enlisted men at Fort Knox, Ky. (see cut, above). While the Public Buildings Administration and U. S. Housing Authority took charge of most of the new allocations (24 and 18 projects, respectively), two newcomers entered the program. To Tennessee Valley Authority went a 250-unit project for industrial workers at Florence, Ala. and to Farm Security Administration went 200 rural dwellings to be spotted around the powder plant town of Radford, Va. and a 1,000-unit addition to FWA's five-year-old, expensive but low rent community called Greenbelt, Md. In addition, FWA itself took charge of three projects, entrusted two others to the Navy for construction. Also under FWA's wing, but financed with USHA's long appropriated slum clearance money, are 21 additional USHA projects which have been drafted "for the duration." Most of them were contemplated prior to the national emergency, and eight have already been opened.

Progress by projects—January 11 and February 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FWA FUNDS</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Contracted</th>
<th>Begun</th>
<th>Opened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USHA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 3</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USHA FUNDS</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Contracted</th>
<th>Begun</th>
<th>Opened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USHA</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAVY FUNDS</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Contracted</th>
<th>Begun</th>
<th>Opened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAVY</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 50)
run the gamut from numerous Navy orders to nary a nod from other Government agencies. Bureaucracy, traditions and labor unions steer prefabrication past proving grounds to burial grounds.

Month ago, the Federal Works Agency had ordered 20,032 dwelling units for national defense, all of which will be produced by the same slow, complicated procedure that has been followed by the building industry for centuries. Not one will be a prefabricated house, a development of the past decade which has definitely progressed beyond the experimental stage.

The product of millions of dollars of private housing research and practical experimentation, the prefabrication industry believes that it has something to offer the defense housing program. It does not want Federal funds to pay for further experiments, nor does it seek to expand itself at Government expense. Neither does it expect Government to foster the industry solely as a possible partial solution to post-emergency housing problems. (All other factors remaining equal, this possibility is, however, worth serious consideration.) Prefabrication rests its case for participation in the defense program on these five points:

1—SPEED. Production of prefabricated houses may begin the day a contract is let—before the site is even selected. By the time the site is ready, a backlog of house parts will have been built up which can be used as fast as site labor can put them together. On the other hand, conventionally built houses cannot be started until the site has been selected, purchased, graded, platted and otherwise prepared.

2—LABOR. Since bulk of the work on prefabricated houses is done in an established shop employing unskilled mechanical skills, skilled labor may be released for other defense construction projects and field erection labor forces may be small, also unskilled. Construction of many conventional houses requires a large number of skilled, semi-skilled and common laborers which, if the project is located in an outlying area or small town, intensifies the very problem it is attempting to solve.

3—DEMONSTABLITY. Although Government has said nothing about demountable powder plants, shipyards and tank arsenals, it has expressed a desire for demountable houses to shelter their workers "for the duration." Several types of prefabricated houses are already such that they may be demounted almost as easily as they are assembled, with only the foundations, utility lines and a few pounds of nails unsalvageable. Other types may be easily altered to meet this demand. Conventionally built houses may be de-mounted, or rather demolished, only with crow bars or dynamite.

4—QUALITY. Since the houses of most established prefabricators have already been approved for maximum mortgage insurance by FHA, they may be considered at least on a par with the quality and durability of conventionally built units.

5—COST. Prefabricated four-room houses have not been undersold to any extent by conventionally built units of comparable specifications, and, once mass production for defense got under way, the unit cost of prefabrication should drop materially. Moreover, since time is money in the defense program, prefabrication would undoubtedly win the cost decision.

Against these advantages must be set four points comprising the case against the use of prefabrication in the defense housing program:

1—SKEPTICISM. Many systems of prefabrication and many prefabricating companies have proved dubious. These many misfires have given the industry in general a bad name.

2—LABOR. Shop fabrication requires few skilled craftsmen, and most shops therefore employ non-union or CIO labor. However, large general contractors, such as are habitually employed by Government, use AFL craft union labor which is vigorously opposed to prefabrication because it diminishes the need for craft labor both in the shop and on the site. Result: jurisdictional disputes and strikes.

3—CONTRACTORS. General contractors ordinarily employed by Government for its construction projects are generally opposed to new building techniques, if for no other reason than their disapproval by the AFL labor on which they rely.

4—GOVERNMENTAL PROCEDURE. Government usually withholds a construction contract until a site has been definitely selected, if not actually purchased. This custom would partially offset the speed advantage claimed by prefabricators.

Government's decision concerning the use of prefabrication in the current defense program should rest entirely on the balance of the pro and con arguments catalogued above. The question is: do the advantages claimed for prefabrication outweigh the disadvantages and justify the change in the attitude and procedure of Labor, Building and Government necessitated by Prefabrication's suggested change in house building techniques? The FORUM believes so.

No one has heard of the War Department requiring Ford, Chevrolet and Plymouth to demonstrate their ability to produce 3,000 cost automobiles before awarding the contracts for lightweight reconditioned cars for the Army. Nor has it designed new chassis and asked these toiled companies to retool and produce it. Nor has it ordered a third company to assemble Ford, Chevrolet and Plymouth parts into finished vehicles. Nor has it even considered placing an order with a producer who has never produced an automobile, no matter how convincing his arguments. Finally, it has not gone to Cadillac and Packard for these small vehicles.

The War Department may not have gone off on such tangents, but other Government agencies—those charged with the vital defense housing program—have done just that. And, for this reason, the prefabrication industry has an easily expandable current production capacity of more than 100 houses a day, has not been given much of a chance to help solve the problem. Directed to buy about $200 million worth of defense houses as quickly and economically as possible, the Federal Works Agency has, to be sure, considered the possibilities of prefabrication, but has bungled the business by pursuing approximately 100 ABSURD AUTO PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE outlined above. Thus:

►FWA's construction subsidiary, the Public Buildings Administration, in late November announced that the Federal Works Agency would be given a chance to prove the abilities in a 650 unit defense housing project at Indian Head, Md. for the families of workers in a booming Naval arsenal. This, despite the fact that most of the prefabricators considered for the demonstration already had hundreds of house up and occupied throughout the country.

►Disregarding the fact that these prefabricators were already producing something similar, four-room houses adaptable to defense needs, PBA designed its own house which would require the participation of three companies to retool their production facilities.

►Unmindful of the fact that prefabricated houses are assembled in an entirely different manner than conventional houses, and that the average builder is unfamiliar with the procedure, PBA has ruled that the construction of all its projects be handled by general contractors.

►Orders to operating prefabricators have been delayed four valuable months while Government officials considered new prefabrication schemes devised by both scientific technicians and crack-pots who had never actually prefabricated a house.

►Meanwhile, PBA, creator of post office...
and other monumental Government buildings, has negotiated contracts with big contracting companies largely unfamiliar with the business of building even conventional small houses.

Result is that the prefabrication industry which by now could have delivered at least 6,000 complete houses to Government did not fortnight ago been given a single PBA contract—demonstration or otherwise. And, although 44 contracts had been negotiated with old-line general contractors for 10,822 conventional houses, only 10 dwelling units were finished (see tabulation, p. 173).

These sad statistics make sorry reading beside those of the Navy’s defense housing program. All of its funds are under contract, all of its 46 projects are either under construction or completed. Prefabrication has had a big hand in accomplishing this record. The Homasote Co.’s prefabricators have completed in 42 working days 100 units at the New London (Conn.) submarine base (see photographs, right) and are now working on 310 more at Indian Head — adjacent to PBA’s ill-starred “demonstration” project. American Houses, Inc., delivered six houses a day to a Portsmouth (Va.) site until the 251st unit was completed at mid-February. Stran-Steel division of the Great Lakes Steel Corp., and the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. have delivered prefabricated steel house parts for 3,862 units at Quantico, Norfolk and Newport News, Va. (Arch. Forum, Feb. 1941, p. 84). Harnischfeger Corp. has done the same for 60 units at the Navy’s Indian Head project. Moreover, American Houses, Inc. is prefabricating 54 houses for the Defense Homes Corp., a RFC subsidiary at Jacksonville, Fla., and another group for the same agency at Charleston, S. C.

Despite this demonstration, PBA has not asked any of these companies to assist its program. Some of them have vainly spent days and dollars in an effort to land PBA contracts. More days and dollars have been spent with the same results by other prefabricators whom Government has looked on with apparent favor. Thus, at least eight companies last month appeared definitely slated for a part in PBA’s Indian Head “demonstration project if they wanted it and if and when the project is launched: American Houses, Inc., Goodville-Green Box Co., Gunnison Housing Corp., Hauerman Co., Homasote Co., National Homes Corp., Sears, Reo Back Co., and the twelve prefabricators represented by the Willis-Way Construction Co. Most of them have long negotiated and cooperated with Government officials; many have become disgusted, have gone back to work on their regular non-defense markets, and have indicated that they will resume negotiations for defense contracts only when Government means business. Righly received, they have described PBA’s program with such caustic phrases as: “a definite attempt to discredit prefabrication” “deplorable inefficiency” “damnedest clown act.” (Continued, p. 176)
CASE HISTORY
Illustrative of prefabrication's experience is the case of Willis-Way Construction Co., formed last year specifically to pool the resources of a group of prefabricators and erect their houses for the Government. Its president is Lumberman Jacques Willis, who seven years ago originated the so-called "dry-bilt" system of prefabrication sponsored by the Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. While not a prefabricator himself, he has succeeded in interesting a dozen mid-west millwork companies in the possibilities of his system, has helped them set up fabricating plants which now have a capacity of more than 20 houses a day.

Last October Mr. Willis modified his basic construction system to meet Government's over-exercised demands for de-mountability: 1) Large panels of plywood sub-flooring covered with finish oak flooring (linoleum in kitchen and bath) are shop fabricated for placement on field-erected joists. 2) Wood shingled roof panels are shop fabricated. 3) Windows and doors are shop fabricated and assembled in the room-length wall panels. 4) Plumbing lines are shop assembled and enclosed in the kitchen-bath partition. 5) Field nailing is done with double headed nails to permit their easy withdrawal.

With a construction force made up of men familiar with this type of construction and in favor of it, Willis-Way Construction Co. offered to erect the defense houses of its twelve fabricators. What Willis did to convince Government of the soundness of his proposals is dramatically told in the photographs on these pages. What Government has done about it is tersely told in the accompanying "diary"—nothing.

Blame for the idleness of the Willis-Way companies and all other prefabricators in the non-Navy defense housing program rests squarely on three sets of shoulders, all of which have been put to the program's wheels in an effort to turn them in one direction—toward conventional houses. Those shoulders belong to: 1) PBA which has always relied on big general contractors to build its Government buildings and has cultivated binding friendships in this field; 2) big contractors who, besides being unsympathetic to prefabrication, have always relied on AFLabor to do their work and have learned by bitter experience the penalty for rubbing labor the wrong way; and 3) AFL which has always been stubbornly—and sometimes violently—opposed to prefabrication. An impartial analysis of the charges against these three groups and their rebuttals is in order.

PBA
At the defense housing program's beginning, PBA was not even interested in prefabrication. Housing Coordinator Charles F. Palmer and FWA Administrator John M. Carmody first saw its possibilities as a means of stepping up the program. To its chargin, PBA was given the ball. With very few exceptions every PBA official was skeptical of or dead against prefabrication, and the industry therefore went to bat with two strikes against it.

Formerly called the Office of Supervising Architect, PBA is one of the oldest of all Government agencies and is steeped in tradition. For years it has built up a close relationship with general contractors the country over, most of whom are equally conventional. PBA does not want to jeopardize its position with these general contractors by financing projects which would either leave them out of the picture completely or would require them to use a construction system which they and their labor cannot stomach. In most cases, prefabricated projects would do just that.

Taking the easiest way out of its predicament, PBA laid plans for the prefabrication demonstration. Originally, it was ordained that the participants erect one house each near Washington; then it was decided that each prefabricator should erect a group of houses at Indian Head. Wisdom of PBA's decision and subsequent steps are open to serious question. 1) Location of the demonstration was governed by its convenience to Washington observers, despite the fact that it was outside the economical transportation range of most existing fabricating plants and that their unit costs would therefore be unfairly boosted. 2) Believing that it would speed the project, PBA decided to divide it among several manufacturers, has announced that this questionable procedure would be followed in subsequent projects regardless of the prefabricators' argument that confusion, not speed, would result. 3) In the selection of participants, PBA required that prefabricators submit competitive bids and thus assume the risks of rising material costs or pad their bids to cover all eventualities. Meanwhile, conventional houses were being purchased by PBA on negotiated cost-plus fixed fee contracts which entail no risk for the contractors. 4) In analyzing these bids, PBA is claimed to have averaged them, with the result that all participants were penalized by the one or two extremely high bids submitted by companies who either did not know the business or were obviously not interested in the contract. 5) Finally, PBA ruled that the project should be handled by a general contractor who would be expected to put together perhaps a dozen different types of houses about which he knew nothing and to do the job at a favorable cost. Late in the game, after some of the prefabricators had become disgusted with the program, PBA permitted each company to put a construction supervisor on the general contractor's payroll. Perhaps this would have lessened the possibility of bungling the assembly of the different house types, but it would not have removed the congestion and confusion. Aside from its inertia to change, PBA's biggest and best reason for insisting on general contractors for prefabricated projects is that prefabricators are not experienced in large scale construction involving the installation of roads, utilities, etc.

(Continued on page 178)
IN ANOTHER DAY goes the demonstration to prove to skeptical Government officials is demountable and suitable for use in whose need will vanish with the emergency. Photographs were taken at 10:30 and 4:30 p.m. Last panel to be removed is kitchen-bathroom partition containing fac-assembled plumbing lines.

UP AGAIN IN A THIRD DAY to conclude the demonstration goes the same house — this time at Rockville, Md. Timing of photographs: 9:30, 10 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. — a spread of four working hours. Left at the Bethesda site were the original foundations, a few pounds of bent nails and, stacked up against a tree (see uppermost photograph), a few squares of shingle scraps.

DIARY OF A DEMOUNTABLE HOUSE prefabricated, erected, demounted and re-erected for Government's education by Willis-Way Construction Company — but, as yet, to no avail (see text, p. 176, col. 1).

NOV. 16, 1940: Government announces that several prefabricators would be invited to participate at Federal expense in a demonstration project near Washington.

NOV. 17: President Jacques Willis of Willis-Way Construction Co. (capacity: 20-30 houses per day) offers to erect a test house near Washington on Government lot but at own expense.

NOV. 18: Washington Architect Louis Justement at Company’s request sends to Company’s Cincinnati plant plans for a house specifically designed for defense needs.

NOV. 25: Shop drawings and jigs are completed and prefabrication begins.

NOV. 30: Fabrication is complete and trial assembly of parts is made at plant.

DEC. 4: House is ready to ship. After delay by Government in determination of a suitable site, Company itself completes arrangements for temporary use of a private site at Bethesda, Md., near Washington; invites all Federal housing bureaus and 150 housing officials to witness the erection; ships fabricated house parts to site.

DEC. 5: Building permit is secured and foundations are laid.

DEC. 9: Freight car arrives in Washington. Panels are trucked to site. Floor joists and panels are installed.

DEC. 10: Wall erection begins at 9:30 a.m. Complete house assembled by 5 p.m.

DEC. 11: Continuous negotiations begin between PBA and Company concerning participation in proposed large scale prefabrication demonstration project at Indian Head, Md. Company decides against participation because entire project was to be entrusted to a general contractor unfamiliar with the erection and assembly of prefabricated houses.

JAN. 30, 1941: Defense Housing Coordinator's office inquires of Architect Justement if Company plans to remove its Bethesda demonstration house to prove its demountability to skeptical Government officials.

JAN. 31: Architect Justement relays message to Mr. Willis at his Cincinnati office, learns that, while the Company did not originally intend to remove the house, it would immediately do so and then relocate it on another lot.

FEB. 1: Mr. Willis arrives in Washington, purchases a lot in Rockville, Md., obtains a building permit.

FEB. 2 (Sunday): The house is staked out on the new site.

FEB. 3: House is demounted to the level of the first floor by six men between the hours of 1 and 5 p.m. Simultaneously, footing trenches are dug and concrete is poured at Rockville site.

FEB. 4: House is further demounted and trucked from Bethesda to Rockville while foundation walls are constructed in the morning. Floor joists and panels are set in the afternoon.

FEB. 5: House is re-erected — first wall panel in place at 9 a.m.; last roof panel, at 3 p.m.

FEB. 6 to FEB. 20 (Forum's closing date): No Government orders. Company's twelve plants with present production capacity of 20-30 houses per day (expandable to 60 houses per day within three months) are idle as far as production of defense housing is concerned.

ARCH 1941
Most prefabricators counter that it would be easier for them to sublet road and utility contracts than for unsympathetic general contractors to erect prefabricated houses properly and at reasonable costs.

In any event, the Indian Head "demonstration" is a flop, for, even if demonstration were necessary, it should long since have been under way. Instead, it has not begun; on Feb. 8 the site had not even been acquired. (On the same date, five other sites had been acquired for 815 houses for which no contracts had been let.) It is on such grounds as these that some prefabricators and impartial observers base their claim that the Indian Head project was conceived, not as a milestone, but as a tombstone for prefabrication. And, PBA has yet to dispute it.

CONTRACTORS

If they must be used for defense housing projects, general contractors should be permitted to put prefabricators to a fair test when they seek materials for their houses. Thus, taxpayers will argue that, if a contractor by using prefabricated parts can give the Government better houses more quickly and cheaply than by adhering strictly to tradition, he should be encouraged to do so. Today he is not. The fee on a negotiated contract is usually calculated at about 4 per cent of the cost of work done by the general contractor plus about 2 per cent of the value of contracts which he sublets. He may sublet half the work on a conventional job, but, if he decides to use prefabrication, he may sublet as much as 90 per cent of the work in which case he would have to be content with a commensurately smaller fee. Usually, however, he will not be content and will reject the prefabricator's proposal in favor of conventional construction. Prefabricators argue that, where they must work with a general contractor, they should not be classed by PBA as subcontractors, but rather as material suppliers, for they do no work at the site.

Defying dodging the prefabricators' argument that most contractors are unsympathetic to their type of construction, PBA contends that it makes every effort to award contracts to the exceptional few. (Apparently they are difficult to find for PBA has yet to sign its first general contract for prefabricated houses.) Unless there is complete cooperation and understanding between the prefabricator and contractor, the latter is apt to jack up his cost estimate for erection of the houses or unnecessarily delay the operation to discredit the prefabricator. Indeed, one participant in the Navy program has encountered this difficulty, has attempted to meet it by having a clause written into the contract stating that, if the general contractor takes more than 150 hours' labor for the erection of each house (38 hours more than the established average), the company has the right to step in and take full charge.

LABOR

AFL is the biggest barrier between prefabrication and defense housing, for AFL, well entrenched in the construction field, influences the attitude of the contractors which, in turn, influences PBA. Moreover, AFL has learned that it can directly influence Government. Example: the union has seen to it that the prevailing wage clause, which helped kill FHA's rental housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL has not been given a fair break. Evidence enough is the fact that, for the last fortnight, it lacked a single Federal Defense Housing Order. To the impartial observer, it occurs that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced.

Both the contractors and PBA are obviously afraid to meddle with AFL's strongholds. AFL has started to go up in Belleville, Ill., AFLStors stormed the site, fractured one AFLStor's head, another's arm, and delayed the erection of the houses a month.

For labor's domination of PBA's prefabricated defense housing program is clearly seen in the circumstances surrounding what will probably be its first project. Twenty dwelling units are needed at Fort McHenry, N. Y., where AFL's wages and methods would make it difficult to erect prefabricated houses at a reasonable cost.

Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced. Regardless of the validity of the prefabricators' claims and the counter-claims of its opponents, it is obvious that the AFL-dominated Government, in an effort to save the defense housing program, has been written into every public building law including the Lanham Defense Housing Act. Out to save the defense program, AFL alleged last month that the contract was a dumping ground for near-by prefabricators to one in distant Cleveland who did not want to go from the rest in that his house parts were AFL-produced.

To an office of authority in the AFL, members of the convention should be appointed a director of prefabricated housing who knows mass production and, preferably, (me who is familiar with the merits and demerits of the various prefabrication systems.

FWA should study the experience (Continued on page 48)
The Forum asked the War Department in Washington to designate its most advanced, best planned, best landscaped cantonment of barracks, was asked to look at Camp Joseph T. Robinson in Arkansas. On these pages are photographs of Camp Joseph T. Robinson in Arkansas. It is not yet finished, contains a barracks building but sprouts amid natural growth of scrubby trees from a plan somewhat more imaginative than that of its sister camps. The landscaping designed by the architect-engineers model for other camps, has yet to be approved by the troops.

Named for Arkansas' late senator and located about eight miles from his homestead of Little Rock, Camp Robinson is a "cantonment type tent camp" with facilities for about 25,000 enlisted men and officers who will live in gas-heated, wood-framed and framed tents whose life expectancy is five years. The buildings are divided into many small regimented groups of tents, mess halls and latrines which serve each infantry company and every battery. In addition, there are various recreation and administration buildings, warehouses, filling stations, and 43 miles of hard-paved roads which subdivide the five-square-mile site purchased for about $8-12 million tent city for 25,000 men built to last five years. Regimented design to meet the needs of a division.
porary hospital occupies the southwest corner of the site. The water supply is piped across the Arkansas River from Little Rock.

Construction of the Camp was assigned on September 20 to MacDonald Construction Co. and G. L. Talton Contractors, Inc. of St. Louis on a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract of $4,165,920. This figure has since been officially boosted to about $8 million, and local observers predict that it will go as high as $12 million. Consulting engineers: Black and Veatch of Kansas City, Mo. Construction quartermaster: Capt. Lynn C. Barnes, who succeeded Maj. Frank Reed, Jr. in January.
HOUSES

HOUSE IN CLINTON, N. J. GEORGE KOSMAK AND ERNST PAYER, ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
The character of the change taking place in modern house design is very well illustrated by this example. The use of natural wood siding not only indicates an emphasis on the qualities inherent in the material, but it provides, in addition, a solution to many problems presented by the house lacking in applied decoration. This technique is by no means new, as it was discovered in the early Colonial house that the shutters could be omitted as a decorative accent if dark walls and light trim were used. The plan is efficient, making good use of service elements to increase the length and horizontal character of the house. The interiors are notable for the excellent design of the details. Cubage: 30,380. Cost: $15,180.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

FOUNDATIONS: Concrete block, reinforced concrete footings.

STRUCTURE: Exterior walls—red cedar clapboards. 15 lb. building paper, Celotex Corp. Vaporseal. 2 x 4 in. studs, Graylite Lok-Joint, Insulite Co.; inside—3 coats plaster or plywood.

ROOF: Covered with Celotex Corp. bonded built-up roofing. Deck—Trafficstop over built-up roofing, Celotex Corp.


SHEET METAL WORK: Flashing and leaders—copper.


HARDWARE: By Schlage Lock Co.

PAINTS: By Breining Brothers.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION: Wiring system—BX. Fixtures—F. G. Simmons and Kurt Versen.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Range—Magic Chef, American Stove Co. Refrigerator and sink, dishwasher and disposal unit—General Electric Co.

BATHROOM EQUIPMENT: All fixtures—Crane Co. Cabinets and accessories—Charles Parker Co.


The site for this house is unusually narrow, and had a controlling influence on the design. Also important were considerations of view, sun and prevailing breezes. The main rooms face south, overlooking Peconic Bay, the living room extending through to the patio which was created as a sheltered outdoor dining and recreation area. An ingenious device is used on the south porch, where vertical slats, set at an angle, give the desired privacy without cutting off the view. Both exteriors and interiors show an agreeable informality, well in keeping with the use and surroundings of the house. Cubage: about 20,700. Cost: $7,046.76.

**CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE**

**VIEW 4.**

- **FOUNDATION:** Concrete blocks.
- **STRUCTURE:** Exterior walls—vertical redwood siding, battened joints on studs. Interior finish—plywood and Johns-Manville insulating board and Flexboard. Floor construction—cross-cut round oak laid in sand on concrete slab, also N. C. pine, quality B.
- **ROOF:** Peaked roof—covered with asphalt shingles. Low pitched roofs—Duratop cap sheet and 2 layers of 34 lb. coated asbestos felt laid shingle fashion, cemented down with cold cement. All materials—Johns-Manville.
- **SHEET METAL WORK:** Flashing and leaders—copper. Gutters—fir.
- **WINDOWS:** Sash—double hung, white pine; balances—Unique Window Balance Co. Living room sash—full length sliding. Glass—quality A, double strength, Pennvernon, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
- **FLOOR COVERINGS:** Kitchen and bathrooms—linoleum, Congoleum-Nairn, Inc.
- **WOODWORK:** Cabinets—Curtis Companies, Inc. Doors—plywood.
- **HARDWARE:** By Lockwood Mfg. Co.
- **PAINTS:** All lead and oil.
- **KITCHEN EQUIPMENT:** Range—Magic Chef, American Stove Co. Refrigerator—Frigidaire Co.
- **BATHROOM EQUIPMENT:** All fixtures by American Radiator Standard Sanitary Corp. Cabinets and accessories—The Charles Parker Co.

**VIEW 5.**
HOUSE IN PROVIDENCE, R. I.

GARDEN FRONT

STREET FRONT

SECOND FLOOR

BED-RM:
12'0"x20'0"

BED-ROOF:
10'3"x10'0"

LIV-ROOF:
15'9"x25'0"

STUDY:
6'0"x10'0"

SCALE IN FEET

FIRST FLOOR

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
A very definite scheme is indicated here by the location of all main living elements at the rear and all services on the front, an arrangement that is reflected with complete clarity in the street and garden elevations. Considering the difficulties presented by the limited size and shape, the designer has been unusually successful in arriving at so pleasing a result. The box-like form is relieved by the hip roof, and a suggestion of Georgian formality is given by the simple brick cornice. Also useful in creating interest are the brick garden walls which not only provide a semi-architectural link between house and garden, but also a considerable degree of privacy. An amusing detail is shown in the kitchen photographs, which illustrate an unusual method for obtaining additional work space.

**CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE**

**FOUNDATION:** Poured concrete. Waterproofing—2 oz. Anaconda copper mopped onto reenforced concrete below 1st. floor and turned up 4 in. behind base, American Brass Co.

**STRUCTURE:** Exterior walls—4 in. brick, 1/2 in. air space, 8 in. cinder block; inside—Johns-Manville Steeltex lath and plaster. Floor construction—(1st.) 8 in. reenforced concrete; brick in living room; finished concrete in study and kitchen, linoleum covered, Armstrong Cork Co.

**ROOF:** Covered with 4-ply built-up.

**FIREPLACE:** Damper—H. W. Covert Co.

**SHEET METAL WORK:** Flashing and lead-ers—16 oz. copper, Ledkote Products Co. Gutters—wood.

**INSULATION:** Attic floor—4 in. rock wool. Weatherstripping—Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip Co.

**WINDOWS:** Sash—steel casement, Hope's Windows, Inc. Glass—double strength, quality B.

**STAIR:** Treads and risers—white oak.

**WALL COVERINGS:** Halls—wallpaper, Katzenbach & Warren, Inc.

**WOODWORK:** Trim and cabinets—white pine. Doors—Johns-Manville. Garage doors—Overhead Door Corp.

**HARDWARE:** By Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.

**PAINTS:** By Oliver Johnson & Co., Inc., Minwax Co. and Medusa Portland Cement Co.

**KITCHEN EQUIPMENT:** Range, refrigerator, sink and dishwasher unit—General Electric Co.

**BATHROOM EQUIPMENT:** All fixtures by American Radiator-Standard Sanitary Corp. Cabinets—The Philip Carey Co. Water closet (1st. floor)—Kohler Co.

**PLUMBING:** Soil pipes—medium cast iron. All supply pipes—Anaconda copper, American Brass Co.

**HEATING:** Circulated hot water system, H. A. Thrush & Co. Oil-fired boiler and thermostat—General Electric Co. Radiators and valves—American Radiator-Standard Sanitary Corp.
A fresh approach to the week-end house, the plan being based on the fact that the outdoor but sheltered link between living units involves no discomfort in actual use. The house is placed for a view of nearby Mt. St. Helena and is used throughout the year. In winter the living room becomes the owners’ sleeping room, the other bedrooms being left unheated. The bathroom, somewhat inconveniently placed for winter use, is equipped with an electric heater. Large windows in the bedrooms can be opened to convert the living units into sleeping porches; they face west to facilitate late sleeping, and to isolate the rooms from the living with.

Cost: $4,250.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

STRUCTURE: Exterior walls—1 x 6 in. redwood, rounded joint, rustic, B grade, vertically applied except in gable ends, studs; interior—vertical clear redwood, V-joint and T. & G. Floor construction—1 x 4 in. Douglas fir.

ROOF: Covered with redwood shingles.

FIREPLACE: Damper—Superior Fireplaces Co.

WINDOWS: Sash—sliding and casement type. Glass—Pennvernon, single strength, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

FLOOR COVERINGS: Kitchens and bedrooms—linoleum, Armstrong Cork Co.


A carefully integrated concrete block structure, in which the maintenance of a horizontal and vertical module gives unity to the house and its appendages. The plan makes ample provision for comfortable living. The large living room has a fireplace alcove which greatly increases its flexibility, and supplementary recreation space is provided by the large game room. Services, including the kitchen and maids' rooms, are arranged in a separate wing.
Direct access is provided between garage and main living areas. The upper floor contains two bedrooms and subsidiary rooms, with ample light and air assured by the almost unbroken perimeter of glass. The interiors show an interesting combination of structural materials, surface finishes, glass and built-in furniture. Cubage: 94,000.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE


ROOF: Wood deck on steel beams covered with 5-ply tar and gravel roofing.

INSULATION: Roof—Zonolite, Universal Zonolite Insulation Co.


HARDWARE: By Stanley Works and Schlage Lock Co.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION: Wiring system—Romex, General Cable Corp. Switches—Pass & Seymour.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Complete unit by General Electric Co.


HOUSE IN TUCSON, ARIZ.

VIEW 1.

VIEW 2.

VIEW 3.
A typical southern U. S. type, this Arizona residence appears to be highly successful in the general disposition of living space. Remodeled from a much smaller dwelling, it shows an excellent room arrangement, especially in the grouping of the bedrooms, and a handsome walled garden, ideally adapted to local climatic conditions. A generous screened porch supplements the outdoor living facilities. Interiors, as shown by the example below, are a pleasantly casual blend of period and modern ideas, with the accent on comfort. Cost of new construction: $8,729.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

STRUCTURE: Exterior walls — common brick; inside — plaster. Interior partitions — 2 x 4 in. studs, Johns-Manville Steetex for plaster. Floor construction — oak over sub-flooring in living room; remainder — reenforced concrete.

ROOF: Covered with red cedar shingles.

DECK: Mastipave cap sheet, Paraffine Co.

FIREPLACE: Damper — H. W. Covert Co.

SHEET METAL WORK: Flashing — 28 gauge galvanized sheet metal.

INSULATION: Roof and ceilings — 4 in. mineral wool, Johns-Manville.


WOODWORK: California Pine throughout.


PAINTS: By W. P. Fuller Co.


KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: In original house.

BATHROOM EQUIPMENT: All fixtures by Crane Co.

PLUMBING: Soil pipes — cast iron, A. M. Byers Co. Hot and cold water pipes — copper, Wolverine Tube Co.

HEATING: Existing house heated by hot air.
HOUSE IN MODESTO, CALIF.

VIEW 1. Roger Sturtevant Photos

VIEW 2.

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
This brilliant design by one of the younger San Francisco architects presents new and tangible evidence of California's leadership in the field of modern domestic architecture. Mr. Funk's description is of interest: "The requirements were very simple. The family consists of the parents and a small daughter, and they wanted the number of rooms shown on the plan. They had no preconceived ideas, merely asked to have privacy for both garden and house, and to have the best use made of their site, etc. "We started by placing the house at the rear, giving adequate area and southern exposure. We wrapped a fence around the garden to insure privacy. The house was made one room deep for through ventilation in summer and to act as a windbreak for the terrace in winter. To protect the plate glass front we made a five-foot roof overhang. The garage was placed near the street, with a small motor court for off-street parking. "It seemed desirable to separate the guest and family bedrooms. Dining and living rooms were combined to extend the scale and comfort of the main living area."
LIVING ROOM

SOUTH TERRACE

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE


ROOF: Covered with built-up composi
tion roofing, Johns-Manville.


FLOOR COVERINGS: Main rooms—carpets; Kitchen, bath—isoleum, Armstrong Company.

WOODWORK: Trim and cabinets—white pine. Interior doors—"Sturdibilt" M. Woodworking Co.

HARDWARE: By P. & F. Corbin Co.

PAINTS: By W. P. Fuller Co.


KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Range, refrigerator and dishwasher—General Electric.

BATHROOM EQUIPMENT: All fixtures—American Radiator—Standard Sanitary Co. Cabinets—Hallenscheid & Mcdonald Inc.

PLUMBING: Cold water pipes—galvanized steel. Hot water pipes—copper.

obody knows who invented the remarkable three-decker sandwich of wood and glue called plywood, but whoever it was started something. Failed as the strongest and most rigid material by weight and thickness so far developed, wood in this reconstructed form is finding its way back into fields where the hallmark of progress used to be a changeover from wood to metal. Molded in compound curves, an incredible three-thirty-seconds of an inch of mahogany and basswood, bonded with phenolic resin, makes an airplane wing that is stronger, cheaper, and lighter than its metal counterpart, almost impossible to dent, and minus the thousands of tiny rivets which make metal wings hard to build and hard to drag through the air. Metalaced on both sides, a sheet of plywood provides a covering for streamlined trains which is more rigid and vastly lighter than a sheet of metal of the same thickness, and which can be worked with ordinary carpenter's tools. Laminated skis, crossbanded to prevent splitting at the toe, take the place of carefully selected and laboriously cut solid timber, and laminated bentwood furniture, in a recent revival of plywood's earliest product, shows the enormous strength which wood can develop when stressed in the direction of the grain.

Within the building industry, plywood is challenging conventional materials on so many fronts that it is increasingly difficult simply to keep track of them. The reasons for this go beyond the physical properties enumerated above and include a number of factors arising out of Building's peculiar technology, economy, background, and even its emotional basis. Like no other industry, Building requires easily-worked materials which can be fabricated by handicraft methods. Like no other industry, it needs widespread distribution of its raw materials, buys them in small quantities, and demands a variety of sizes, shapes, and surface characteristics almost impossible to supply. And, more than any other, its market is tied to a tradition in which wood, as the first and most common of man's material partners, plays a definitive emotional role. Plywood, which is in a position to meet all of these needs in a way no other single material can match, has a headstart over all comers in the race for Building's favor.
PLYWOOD: A SCIENTIFICALLY RECONSTRUCTED MATERIAL WITH UNUSUAL PROPERTIES...

Plywood is scientifically reconstructed wood, natural timber rebuilt to function as a sheet material. By definition, it is "laminated wood consisting of an odd number of plies, with the grain of the alternate layers at right angles to one another." It owes its form, and many of its uses, to what are often erroneously described as the fundamental "defects" of natural wood, but are actually defects in our crude ways of using it. Left to itself, a tree is certainly the most marvelous structure on earth; no man-made creation of comparable size, weight, and wind resistance can rival its simplicity and structural efficiency. But cut to the ground, deprived of its normal moisture content, and hacked into pieces without regard for its fundamental structural pattern, it quite naturally misbehaves. Although dead, it remains in a number of ways seemingly alive: the enormous number of elongated sack-like fibers from which it is made fill with moisture and swell in humid air, empty and contract again when the air turns dry, either pulling apart or causing considerable shrinkage across the grain; fibers near the cut faces and ends swell and shrink more than those on the inside; boards which are sections taken almost at random through the radial pattern of the cell structure swell and shrink unevenly, warp, twist, and check. A material which nature intended to be 20 to 30 times stronger in one direction than the other stubbornly refuses to be equally strong both ways. All of which is relatively unimportant in the case of square or near square sections of the tree which are small (relative to the radial structure of the trunk) and loaded as beams in the direction of the grain, but tremendously important when an attempt is made to use wood as a sheet material, loaded as a panel.

It was this fact, and not, as has sometimes been suggested, the desire for wider boards than could be cut from natural timber, which led to the first conscious use of plywood. "Chippendale," according to a contemporary source, "was not satisfied with the mere natural beauty of mahogany. He did justice to its merits by the conscientiousness of his construction. His frets were no mere pierced planks, but consisted of several thicknesses glued together in different ways of the grain, until the result was an ornament capable of withstanding climatic changes and the effects of time to an extraordinary extent." The ability to produce sheets of practically any size is an incidental advantage, rather than the cause of plywood construction—in fact, 4 x 8 ft. sheets of plywood, the commonest size now in use, are most often made from logs 6 to 10 ft. in diameter. Its greatest advantage over natural wood, however, is its ability to produce thin sheets—sheets which are practically equal in strength in both directions. Thus while plywood is slightly weaker and more limber than natural wood in the direction of the grain, it is vastly stronger and more rigid across the grain; you can bend a large enough sheet of 1/4 in. plywood with your hands, but you will find it hard to break, and impossible to split.

A second and almost equally important advantage of plywood is that it expands and contracts very little in either direction, probably as little as any other material. This, of course, is due to the fact that the fibers in the plies running in one direction resist the tendency of those at right angles to swell in a lateral direction; instead of changing in size with an increase or decrease in moisture content, the various plies change very slightly in thickness. Plywood's structure does not, however, prevent the formation of small surface checks, and may even be the cause of such defects. Still another advantage is that the thin veneers used in making plywood are readily dried, with absolute uniformity, by mechanical means.

All of these advantages were inherent in Chippendale's plywood frets, but before they could be realized on a widespread basis mechanical means of plywood production had to be developed. And this development was stimulated, not by desire for plywood, but by the needs of the already-flourishing practice of veneer ing.

The art of applying thin, decorative veneers to solid wood goes back to Tutankhamen, and was widespread among the Romans, not only for fine furniture, but also for door frames and wall paneling. After the Renaissance, it was developed to a high point by Italian, French, Dutch, and later (in the 17th century) English cabinet makers. But prior to 1895, veneers were made simply by ripping thin sheets from the solid with a hand saw—a method so obviously wasteful and laborious as to preclude their use for any but the most costly articles. In that year, the first power-driven circular saw was patented in England, expressly for the purpose of cutting veneer, followed shortly afterward by a machine for cutting thin slices very carefully with a knife.

Both methods, however, had the disadvantage that the veneers produced were limited in width by the cross-section of the tree from which they were cut, and had to be used in narrow panels or butt-jointed to cover any considerable area. The first large scale production of plywood to the later French development (1890) of the rotary-cutter or veneer lathe, which was capable of producing veneers of any dimension. Actually, evidence exists that plywood was used commercially in Russia (in the mass-production of her wooden chairs!) some ten years before the first rotary cutting process was perfected, and continued to be made from vertical sliced veneers and used for this one purpose for some time thereafter.

The immediate reason for plywood's development was probably the Russian discovery of blood-albumen glue, rather than the rotary cutter, although neither could have come about in the absence of the other. In any event, the story of plywood production since that time has been the story both of the improvement of machinery for cutting veneers and the development of new and better adhesives to put them together.

Fifty years of plywood production in the U.S. have seen the perfection of lathes capable of unwinding a continuous veneer 16 ft. wide, an eighth of an inch thick, and a mile in length from an average 6-ft diameter "peeler log," clippers which chop this ribbon into useful and knot-free widths without interrupting its motion, and dryers which cure it within a fraction of a percent of the ideal moisture content. These have seen the discovery, one after the other, of four distinct types of glue, each a further improvement over the last, and their adoption on an industry-wide scale:...
NSPIRES NEW DESIGN FORMS...

Esther Born
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AND NEW CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

PLYSCORD roof sheathing (also
used for walls and rough floors),
roofs a defense plant in the north-
west. Crew of 9, including 2 carp-
enters and 2 helpers, laid 32,000
sq. ft. in one 8-hour shift. A more
experienced crew on a similar,
simpler job, reported a labor cost
of $2 per thousand feet. Plyform,
other type of utility plywood for
construction purposes, makes
smoother concrete walls and per-
mits multiple use of forms.
PLYWOOD FINISHES CALL FOR A NEW APPROACH TO PLANNING AND INTERIOR DESIGN

Large-size sheet materials such as plywood wallboard suggest, and may even compel, the use of modular planning, especially where visible joint treatments are used in small rooms. That this is not a handicap but rather an aid to better design is shown by the ceiling at the left 1., where a lowly batten-strip has become a decorative element of prime importance. The simplest and most inconspicuous treatment for such panels is the V-cut joint, which example 2. shows to be in perfect harmony with the most finished construction. Skillfully used and carefully executed, the open joint with exposed nails, as in 3., may actually be quite ornamental. Trimming plywood wallboard calls for considerable ingenuity and a real feeling for the material, as shown by 4., where thin, contrasting white quarter-rounds are used at external and internal corners of the rotary-cut Redwood panels to good effect.

GREGORY AIN, ARCHITECT
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

GEORGE HOWE, ARCHITECT
MICHAEt GOODMAN, ARCHITECT

Various treatments for exposed joint plywood walls and ceilings. Still another method of joining panels is with an overlap, or raised bands or alternating raised panels, coming part of the architectural treatment.

John D. U. S. Plywood Corp.'s new prefabricated joint, which provides a glue strip, concealed nailing, and an overlapping V as a gap in the panel itself. Center to center dimension of joints remains standard 4 ft.
Method recommended by the Douglas Fir Plywood Association for concealed joints in Plywall. First picture shows carpenter nailing plywood furring strips (“Firestix”) to studs and locking—not that strips are fastened loosely and that grain is crosswise of the strips. In the second picture he is applying glue to the faces of the strips which will occur behind joints in the finished wall, in order to bind panels together across the joint and prevent hairline cracks which might otherwise result from shrinkage of the panels or movement of the structural frame. Third picture shows process of nailing the panels in place over the glue-covered strips; if desired, nails may be driven only part way and removed after glue has set. Horizontal pictures show final steps of applying crack filler and sanding finished joint.

For enameled walls, the Association advises the use of muslin (painters’ canvas) to keep grain from showing through. It is jointed by the old drafting-room trick of cutting through overlapping layers, as shown in the pictures above. Muslin-covered plywood, in wall-sized sheets which permit jointless construction with surprisingly little waste, is also available.

For papered walls, a layer of felt should first be applied to cover joints and prevent grain from appearing through the paper. Smooth papers, and those without pronounced patterns require especially careful preparation. Rough textured papers, grass cloth, etc., may be applied directly.
DECORATIVE VENEERS AND TEXTURED SURFACES RELIEVE THE FORMER MONOTONY

1. Widespread use of plywood as an interior finish, coupled with the now well-defined tendency of modern architecture to revert to textured and patterned materials, has resulted in a considerable revival of interest in wood as a decorative material. Special finishes have been devised for rotary-Douglas fir which preserve the beauty of the natural grain pattern and permit the application of colored stains without over-accentuating the difference between summer and winter woods. Textured surfaces of vertical grain Douglas fir (made with vertically sliced face veneers), redwood, gum, and even walnut, mahogany, and oak wainscoting are available at a slight increase in total cost for the finished wall.

The room at the left 1, is finished in Gum, using panels carefully selected from the run-of-the-job for uniform color and marking, a necessary precaution when the material is to receive a natural finish. The paneled living room shown in 2, is finished in walnut, with open joints backed up with matching strips (detail 2a) while the office below, picture 3, has wainscoting made from walnut sheets applied horizontally and butt-jointed.

In its more expensive varieties, hardwood plywood can be obtained in practically any kind of wood, foreign or domestic, and in any type of marking and matching desired. The art of cutting and matching fine hardwood veneers, which has been developed to a high point for the furniture industry, is basically a matter of bringing out the beauty of various species of wood, and various parts of the tree, by cutting through the natural grain at various angles. It has added advantage, so far as architectural uses are concerned, of producing large quantities of material of uniform color and pattern which may be used harmoniously to cover large areas—even to the extent of producing a definite repeating pattern if this is desired. An almost infinite variety of such patterns is available.

EDWARD D. STONE, ARCHITECT; DAN COOPER, INTERIORS
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MODERN WALLS AT NEW LOW COST

The sketch at the left gives a rough idea—
but only a rough idea—of how some of the
figures in the checkerboard of hardwood
veneers, above, are obtained. In addition to
the cuts shown, other effects are obtained by
dividing the log and mounting it off-center on
the lathe ("half-round rotary" and "back
cutting"), as well as by sawing the veneers.
Picture above shows texture of Weldtex, a
combed fir plywood made by the U. S. Ply-
wood Co. The kitchen below is finished in
red birch, the bedroom wall (from another
house) in oak. In the latter, note matching
panel from the same sheet above door.

GEORGE KOSMAK AND ERNST PAYER, ARCHITECTS

Rodney McCoy Moran

MA R CH 1 9 4 1
CABINET WORK

Plywood for cabinet work, millwork, and built-in furniture has radically changed the whole basis of their design. The small panels, raised moldings, and intricate joinery of the traditional styles were all originally brought into being by the shortcomings of solid wood as a sheet material, but now that these have been eliminated through the use of plywood such devices lose their functional character and become sheer ornamentation. Moreover, plywood can be made in curved form almost as easily as flat (although not, of course, on the same mass-production basis), and such curved panels have the same remarkable rigidity which characterizes the flat material. The hotel writing-desk, picture 1., shows how this later property may suggest entirely new forms. One of the first important uses of plywood in building, but still one of the most striking, the stairway shown in 2., has plywood sides which act as supporting beams for the entire structure. The little desk, 3., shows an excellent use of Douglas fir Plypanel, and 4., the same material well used for a built-in wardrobe, both examples using the exposed edges of the panels for decorative effect.

Architects: 1. Marta Blomstedt, Matti Lampen, Associate (Finland). 2. George Howe. 3. George Kosmak and Ernst Payer. 4. Bertrand Goldberg. The door casing in the cutaway view is a stock item produced by the Jamestown Veneer and Plywood Corp.

Richard Garrison
The idea of bonding veneers with synthetic resins to produce plywood is not new—Leo Baekeland, the father of modern plastics, took out the first patent for resin-bonded plywood in 1912—but its commercial application is the big plywood news of the past ten years. Introduced into the U. S. from Germany in 1930, resin-bonding first took the form of the “Tego process,” whereby tissue paper impregnated with a phenolic resin was placed between wood plies, and the resulting sandwich combined simultaneous heat and pressure. The result was the strongest bond between wood and wood ever produced, one which was stronger, indeed, than that between wood and other woods, and which was unaffected by moisture and in itself waterproof. Later experiments showed that it was also proof against fungi that feed on animal and vegetable glues, and that the resulting plywood resisted fire to a surprising degree, due to the fact that it did not delaminate under heat.

Commercialization of the new process, however, required the development of new presses and other equipment, and a partial re-tooling of existing plywood plants. Moreover, the manufacturers of softwood plywood discovered that while the Tego film worked well with close-grained woods, their rougher veneers required the use of the resin direct, in liquid form. Until quite recently, therefore, resin-bonded plywood was produced in relatively small quantities and commanded a considerable premium.

Only in the last two years have both Eastern and Western manufacturers of hardwood plywood made the resin-bonded product available on a mass-production basis, and therefore adaptable to extended use as a building material. Having made this fundamental change in production technique they are now carrying it one step further, and bonding interior panels with urea plastics in the same quick-acting hot presses which are used to produce the phenolic-bonded exterior material. For this reason, not all “resin bonded” or “hot press” plywood is intended for exterior use, and these words, while they describe a superior and more efficient method of production, should not be used by themselves to specify exterior plywood. Instead, the phrase “plywood recommended by the manufacturer for exterior use,” or “phenolic resin bonded,” should be used. Urea resins as used in plywood manufacture, while they produce a panel which is moisture resistant, are not suitable for exterior plywood.

The development of resin-bonded plywood has not come to a standstill with the introduction of the hot press. Several major improvements are in the experimental stage and may be made available at any time, including a new surface ply for exterior plywood made of a mixture of wood flour and a phenolic resin, hot-pressed to a smooth surface which is impervious to weather and may be given a baked enamel finish. Another possibility which is being investigated is resin-impregnation of the wood fibers themselves, producing a material which will neither swell nor check and which can be molded, bent and twisted when heated. Still another envisions a new material which is so far unnamed, but which is an entirely new form of reconstructed wood: multiple layer plywood blocks cut into thin sheets at right angles to the plies, so that the face consists of the ribboned edge and end grain normally found on the edges of plywood sheets.
1. EXTERIOR FINISH

Because of its more recent introduction, the same extensive body of architectural experience which has been built up in the case of interior plywood does not exist for the exterior type. There is already plenty of evidence, however, that it is well adapted to all varieties of contemporary design and affords a real opportunity for fresh and unusual exteriors which are exceptionally durable and, at the same time, reasonable in cost. In line with the trend toward natural wood effects, it may be given a coat of varnish, as in 1., which, renewed every year like the woodwork of boats, will always remain fresh and attractive. It may be used frankly as a panel, as in 2., as a new and attractive form of weatherboarding, 3., or to produce a flush finish similar to stucco and covered with plastic paint. Most interesting of all are uses which exploit its unusual properties as a rigid sheet, such as that shown in picture 4., where ½ in. x 3 x 6 ft. panels have been used almost in the fashion of metal plates, and combine with continuous steel angles bolted to the top and bottom of the sheets to form a balcony railing that is at once practical, exceedingly simple, and low in cost, besides affording the privacy so essential for such a terrace in an urban setting.

Detail above shows a recommended method for applying large plywood sheets in the form of weatherboarding. Sheets may also be used in this way without sheathing. Photo at right shows a prefabricated form of plywood weatherboarding made by the Harbor Plywood Corporation for conventional exteriors.
TONIC FOR DECENTRALIZING CITIES

Concocted by Oakland property owners. Ingredients: 34 remodeled buildings, tax adjustments, six parking lots and a dash of ballyhoo. Effect: recentralization.

Weakened by Depression, practically every community in the country has been attacked by the infectious decentralization germ. Immediate symptoms are an accelerating centrifugal swing of the population away from long established residential sections and a similar movement of commercial enterprise away from the community center. Secondary symptoms are nagging itches in the heads of municipal officials, property owners and commercial realtors.

Early in the Depression urban decentralization hit Oakland (Calif.) with a bang and with the usual symptoms. However, before the downtown business district had wilted beyond the possibility of revival, the Downtown Property Owners Assn. was organized to combat the plague. Today, due largely to the energetic activities of this Association, 34 once forbidding buildings have been effectively remodeled to attract attention and business; assessed valuations on D.P.O.A. members' properties have been almost halved as an aid to modernization; $6.20 per $1,000 of valuation have been lopped off of the city and county tax rate; local business relations have been put on an amicable basis—small merchants who once called their landlord "bad names" now call them by their first names; six parking lots have been acquired and operated by the Association to attract shoppers and thin out traffic jams; finally, a whirlwind promotional and advertising program has refocused local and national attention on Downtown Oakland and has brought new business tenants.

Administered by "Doctor" Dudley A. Frost, these prescriptions have brought Oakland's ailing downtown back close to "normal," have written a case history worth study by every other city in the U. S.

Patient. Strategically situated across the Bay from San Francisco, Oakland is bounded by navigable water to the west, lofty hills to the east. To the north and southeast are flat lands through which highways radiate from the downtown center and into which Oakland has logically grown (see map, p. 208). The city has become the terminus of three trans-continental railways, several air and ship lines and the longest bridge in the world. Opened in November 1936, this connecting link with San Francisco has brought new residents to Oakland, has helped swell its population 18,000 during the past decade to 302,000—the State's third largest city total.

A rectangular area of some 75 city blocks, Downtown Oakland has always been the hub of the community's transportation system (see diagram, p. 208) and until the late Twenties was always the undisputed hub of the city's mercantile business and commercial building activity. However, in those transitional years downtown property owners tapered off their new construction and building improvement programs on the somewhat justifiable grounds that tax assessments were too stiff and that it would take more than modernization to stem the business spiral.

Disease, in the form of decentralization, immediately set in. Its spread was aggravated by conditions common to most other U. S. downtowns, which had developed rapidly without the aid of a studied plan; buildings were uninviting in appearance, inflated valuations and high taxes fostered prohibitive rents, inadequate parking facilities made shopping difficult and street traffic slow, thus canceling the benefits derived from the natural flow of all transportation facilities to the central downtown area.

By 1931 another set of circumstances brought the downtown disease to the critical point. Capitalizing on the area's weak condition, a group of sharp investors and realtors lured downtown merchants to an...
"Uptown" section about eight blocks north. Their bait: more attractive, newer buildings, lower rentals, less traffic congestion.

Prescription. As the decentralization trend gained momentum, it took tenants out of the downtown property owners' buildings, took money out of their pockets. To stem the tide, ten big owners in September 1931 put their heads together, organized the Downtown Property Owners Assn., elected a board of sixteen directors and contributed a total of $150,000 to a war chest. Each signed a legal contract, renewable every two years, promising to drop in the chest each year a small percentage of his property's assessed valuation plus a lump sum dues payment. Originally this percentage was 1/4 per cent, but it has been reduced twice since 1931, and the assessed valuations upon which it is based have been substantially reduced by the efforts of the Association (see below). Since the Association's three bank members own more of Downtown Oakland than they care to talk about, they enjoy a special contribution rate which is scaled down in line with their holdings.

To head their counter-attack on decentralization, the ten property owners selected the mayor's secretary, Harold Weber, whose knowledge of municipal government procedure and officials was essential to accomplishment of the Association's groundwork. Three years ago when Weber shifted his management duties to Oakland's Chamber of Commerce, Dudley Frost took over the Association's guidance, brought with him an extensive knowledge of civic affairs from his executive post in a local transportation company.

Modernization, while no more important than some other Association activities, has produced the most readily apparent results, is therefore the show window for the entire program. Trimmer of this window is Architect Edward T. Foulkes who had remodeled a couple of downtown shops prior to the Association's formation. Since his work had greatly improved the buildings' appearance at small cost and within the limitations of existing city ordinances, he was forthwith adopted by the Association, commissioned to prepare rough but impressive color sketches showing how the exterior of other downtown buildings might be improved. Supplemented with cost estimates prepared by cooperating contractors, Foulkes' modernization suggestions were then submitted by the Association to the various property owners. If lack of capital was the only argument against their adoption, loans from cooperating banks promptly removed the obstacle.

Satisfaction with Architect Foulkes' suggestions and their costs is mirrored in the fact that, with but few exceptions, he has handled all 34 remodeling jobs attributable to the Association's program. Called the "simplification process," Foulkes' work has usually involved, 1) the removal of such ornate, 60-year-old details as cupolas, cornices, jutting window cas-
First moves of Remodeler Edward T. Foulkes, architect for most of the 34 Association-inspired modernization jobs, are to chop off overhanging bay windows and to snip off the fancy cornices at the roof lines. Note that structural elements have not been altered, that window locations are the same, before and after. This is the Delger Building on the northwest corner of 12th and Broadway.

M. L. Cohen Co. Photos

Gino plastering the corner store windows of the old Masonic building at 12th and Washington announced that the jeweler tenant has "decentralized" to one of Downtown Oakland's rapidly emerging competitive business sections. To attract another tenant and help stem decentralization, the building's owner trimmed off its skyline, refinished its exterior with tile at a cost of $20,000.

This low cost modernization operation involved three simple steps: removal of the classic cornice, redesign of the second-story strip window and resurfacing the entire exterior with tile. Located on Washington Street between 12th and 13th, the City Market formerly occupied only two-thirds of the ground floor.
ings and wrought iron grilles. 2) furring out around unwanted but obstinate details and 3) refinishing the exterior with metal lath and stucco or plaster and tile of various colors (see accompanying photographs). While the Association program has been limited to exterior modernization, some property owners have found that the resultant increase in business has justified the remodeling of interiors.

In general, costs have ranged from about $4,000 to $20,000 per project, but several other remodeling and extension projects which are not the direct results of Association efforts have recently been completed at higher costs ranging up to $150,000. In some of the smaller cases, the Association itself loaned the property owner enough cash to foot the modernization bill under an agreement by which a specified part of the tenant's monthly rental is applied toward its repayment. In effect, these tenants enjoy lower rents.

Taxation. Success of Downtown Oakland's modernization program is attributable in large measure to the Association's drive for fairer tax assessments which has certainly been its most difficult and probably its most important undertaking. Tax experts employed for the purpose found that city and county taxes in some competitive business districts could be paid with merely one or two month's property rental while some sections of the Downtown area were forced to dump as much as six months' rent into the public till. Reason: the new outlying properties paid taxes on comparatively recent assessments, while Downtown levies were based on assessments as antiquated as the buildings themselves. Solution: considering the area as a whole rather than as so many individual properties, the Association's tax experts based their assessment recommendations on the income of the properties as well as on their current valuations.

Result: cooperative public officials, realizing that the Association's program would stabilize values and boost business, the benefit of the tax rolls, heeded its recommendations, have reduced tax assessments on the properties of Association members to the tune of 46 per cent.

Since an Association committee is prepared in support of the annual Oakland budget is prepared and make recommendations, it also claims some glory for the 11 per cent reduction in city and county "actual" tax rates observed since 1931—a significant drop of $6.20 to $51.80 per $1,000.® To the Association's successful efforts toward lower assessments and taxes, downtown property owners and, in turn, the private property owners, it also claims the 11 per cent reduction in city and county "actual" tax rates observed since 1931—a significant drop of $6.20 to $51.80 per $1,000.® To the Association's successful efforts toward lower assessments and taxes, down-

® When consideration is given to the 35 per cent difference between assessed and tr values, Oakland's total "adjusted" tax rate only $18.31 per $1,000—well below the average for cities of comparable population.
Firms who have benefitted via lower rentals have been placed on a footing nearly equal to that of their decenteralized competitors.

Transportation. To concentrate on another pressing problem, D.P.O.A. formed a subsidiary organization, the Downtown Park Assn., which resembles its parent in that it is not out for profit but differs in that no dues are charged and that professionals and merchant tenants as well as property owners may be members. Since all highways and transportation lines already led to Downtown Oakland when the organization was formed, its activities have been directed toward improvement of existing facilities. After considerable study, fortified with pedestrian and vehicular traffic counts (see diagrams, p. 208), recommendations have been made to the municipality covering the widening of some streets with a reasonable sacrifice of sidewalk area and the paving of others. Improved street lighting and the adjustment of trolley and bus schedules and routes have been other items of attack.

However, as its name implies, the Parking Assn. has busied itself most with the parking problem. Ground leases have been obtained on a half dozen open-air parking lots which are operated without charge (until 6 p.m.) for the benefit of incomers. Only requirement is that the Parker have his ticket validated in any one of the 146 shops, stores and offices which are members of the Parking Assn. Purchases or appointments are not mandatory. Patrons park their own cars, may pick them if they choose and thus use their cars as depositories for parcels as they go from one shop to another. Time limits vary from one to two hours depending upon the location of the lots.

Benefits of the Association's parking lots are many and obvious: street traffic congestion has been reduced, more curb space has been made available for short-time parking, rates at privately operated parking lots have come down to meet the competition, and combination of all these improvements has encouraged more shoppers to drive into the downtown area. Moreover, cost of operating the lots on a collective basis is certainly less per merchant than would be the case if each operated his own lot.

Under the present set-up, Association members defray the program's cost on a monthly pro-rata basis which takes into account the number of their ticket validations and the total net operating cost of the lots. The latter fluctuates from month to month in accordance with the volume of night parking, for which the charge is the same as at private lots. To date the total cost has not exceeded 5 cents per automobile per month—a considerably lower figure than the 14-22 cent unit cost of deliveries made by local department stores which have accounted for most of the 

(Continued on page 42)
A SUBDIVISION AND 15 HOUSES ARE MADE TO ORDER, sponsored by Cleveland's Chamber of Commerce juniors. Building boosted as a quartet of architects and a land planning expert enhance an attractive site.

Tailor-made houses on hand-picked lots invariably cost more than comparable units mass produced in speculative small-lot subdivisions. The latter quite logically outnumber the former for the obvious reason that a family's housing demands are much more flexible than its pocketbook. Many a family, however, has individually reckoned that, if a dozen or so home-seeking friends could be lined up, they could have the houses they want on the lots they want and at costs close to those of the speculative builders. But, few home seekers express these thoughts out loud, much less try to organize a building group.

It would not have been tried in Cleveland had not the Junior Chamber of Commerce decided to capitalize on the potentiality as a means of promoting the local building business. It rounded up fifteen home prospects, a beautiful site, a builder, a quartet of architects and a landscape architect, gave Cleveland a professionally planned, tailor-made subdivision which today boasts sixteen attractive houses completed, four more under construction and seventeen additional lots sold for later development. While this cooperative development of $10,000 houses has fallen short of one goal (cost savings were only about half the anticipated 10 per cent), it has achieved noteworthy results in the fields of land planning and house design, which should prove of interest to more orthodox subdividers.

Juniors. Organized in April 1938 to give young male Clevelanders an opportunity to participate in civic affairs, the Junior Assn. of Commerce was originally an independent group of 32 upstarts. Its rapid membership growth to 454 was alone reason enough for its adoption last year by the "seniors" and its rechristening as the "Junior Chamber of Commerce." Among the Junior's first undertakings was appointment of housing committee headed by Builder A. Kingsley Ferguson. Purpose was to research the possibilities of launching a moderate cost housing project well planned and executed for the benefit of Chamber members and their friends, and true to the traditional Chamber of Commerce spirit, for the benefit of local business.

Helpful and continuous newspaper fanfare began when the Juniors took their first housing step—the mailing of consumer preference questionnaires to some 1,000 junior executives and professionals. Replies were expressed in generalities but gave the novice housers three cues: 1) A large proportion of respondents desired more of the amenities than afforded by the average city lot and were thus eager to leave the crowded city; 2) Early American architecture was preferred; 3) Many would-be home builders were hesitant to face the problems entailed and would welcome the opportunity to entrust them to a reputable organization. From this third finding came the idea of a Chamber-sponsored cooperative subdivision.

Forthwith the Juniors selected a hilly site 15 miles from the city center, called it "West Hill Colony" and signed up fifteen families, including a few of its own members, who were eager to "colonize" it. And at this point, except for their continued sponsorship and promotion, the Juniors dropped out of the picture in favor of a seven-man board of directors elected by the fifteen participants and headed by the Chamber's Housing Committee's Ferguson as the paid president. Other Juniors were selected as members of an architectural quartet to design the houses. Partners Carl Guenther and John Miller, Alfred W. Harris, Jr. and (from the office of Copper & Conrad) Russell R. Peck. Another professional selected was Landscape Architect Henry C. Babcox who acts as land planning consultant and later became the project's general manager when Ringleader Ferguson returned to his building business.

Field office for West Hill Colony is this inviting "doll house" whose design is in keeping with the Colony's Colonial atmosphere. Inside its large window is displayed the site model, shown above, which helps General Manager Babcox sell lots. To date, it has helped sell 37 of the project's 83, all of which average more than an acre in area, about $2,000 in price.
Lots. Since the site originally chosen by the Juniors would have entailed high development costs, the colonists selected another tract which offered several advantages: It is only 12 1/2 miles, or about 35 automobile minutes, from Cleveland's public square; only about three miles from a six-store shopping center; and only three miles from a rapid (22 minutes) transit line to the city, soon to be connected with the colony's site by a shuttle bus line. Situated within the limits of Pepper Pike Village, the 111 acres of rolling, partially wooded and enjoy protective zoning restrictions and are conveniently hemmed in to the north and east by two golf courses. Seven acres are covered with an attractive artificial lake created by damming a creek running the length of the property. Most important, the entire tract was for sale at only about $60,000, and could be acquired piecemeal under an option.

By a little legal prestidigitation, title to the land was vested temporarily and without cost in the corporation's name and then taken back by the original owner after deed restrictions had been imposed to the colony's liking. Result: if the entire option is not exercised by the corporation, these protective restrictions and the plat must be followed by subsequent developers. In subdividing the site with streets and lot lines Land Planner Babcox was wisely guided by the creek, lake and contours, and had the foresight to set aside a 2.1 acre community recreation area at one end of the lake, and a ten-foot strip around its shores for the same purpose. The 83 lots are generous in size, averaging about 150 ft. in frontage, about 300 ft. in depth, about 1.15 acres in area. Since cul-de-sacs are employed almost exclusively, through traffic has been practically eliminated.

Utilities. To preserve the country atmosphere and minimize costs, sidewalks and curbs are omitted and roads are finished with macadam, gutters with grass. Being outside the reach of the Cleveland water system, the corporation has been forced to drill for water. Today, one extremely productive well and mains connecting 40 lots have been provided. Completion of the system including adequate storage facilities will bring the total cost of this utility to an estimated $27,000, or $375 per lot. Also about half complete, the railroad line (2.2 miles) is expected to cost about $43,000, or $515 per lot. Other corporation-financed improvements will come to some $10,000, or $120 per lot, and raise the utility total to $80,000, or a little less than $1,000 per lot. Lot prices, including utilities, range from $1,500 to $2,600 depending upon size and location, average about $2,000 each.

Finances. Operating without financial backing, West Hill Colony has been developed on a pay-as-you-go basis. Each of the original fifteen colonists made a cash down payment of $1,500 to $2,600 to cover the cost of taking down about 20

A dammed creek, the subdivision's 7-acre lake and 10 ft. strip surrounding it have been deeded to lot purchasers. Also common ground is the 2-acre recreation area from which this photograph was taken. Any profits resulting from the sale of lots will be used to develop these community facilities or will be returned to the colonists as stock dividends. The one-story house on the hill to the left is presented in detail on the following page.

Colonial architecture is Cleveland's preference, according to a Junior Chamber of Commerce survey of 1,000 young executives and professionals. The house below illustrates one interpretation of this preference; its exterior has been treated to give a weathered gray "Cape Cod" appearance. Containing seven rooms, three baths and a two-car garage, it cost $13,000, was built on a $2,500 lot. Like all the other houses presented on these pages, it was designed by the colony's architectural quartet: Carl Guenther, Alfred W. Harris, Jr., John Miller and Russell R. Peck.
Economies through group action saved each of the original fifteen colonists about 5 per cent on construction costs, about 15 per cent on lot prices. House, above, cost about $8,500, its lot, $2,200. House, below, $8,400; its lot, $2,500. Fact that houses are located in a country subdivision renders separate backyard service entrances unnecessary. In floor plans for both houses, architects have interestingly solved the problem of circulation between front entrance, kitchen and inside garage door.

It now appears that the colonists will eventually save about 15 per cent directly and indirectly on their large scale land development—directly through cheap lot prices and dividends, indirectly through the amenity extras not found in Cleveland speculative subdivisions.

Houses. While these savings were as expected, the tyro subdividers were somewhat disappointed in their construction cost savings. It was originally expected that mass purchasing and production economies would save the fifteen families about 10 per cent, but they actually pocketed only 5-7 per cent. Reasons: 1) Construction bids were invited in 1939's early fall when World War II began, and the anticipated rise in material prices was probably reflected in the low bid submitted by Builders Olson and Johnson. 2) Each house was designed by the architect quartet to meet individual family demands, and economical standardization was limited to the mechanical equipment. 3) Instead of working under one general contract, the builders were required to deal separately with each family.

Chances are that new members of the colony (one house has already been completed, four more are under construction and another four are scheduled for construction soon) will save even less on building costs, for it has been difficult to hold back a family which is anxious to build while a group is being formed. However, while many of the preferred locations have already been snapped up, these newcomers will share in the land purchase and development economies and will benefit by the building labor agreement which the

acres (eighteen lots) under the land option and of completing the basic utility installations. Down payments also gave the corporation a little working capital to defray its comparatively small operating expenses, biggest of which is the salary of General Manager Babcox who supervises the sale of property and the installation of utilities. Since subsequent lot sales have been made in advance of improvements, the lack of financial backing has presented no problem. And, the practice of delaying the surfacing of roads until heavy haulage has been completed has temporarily augmented the corporation's working capital during the periods when it was most needed.

Fifty dollars of each purchaser's down payment pays for one share of corporation stock which carries voting rights and the privilege of participating in any profits turned in the land development. Lot prices have been marked up over costs as a hedge against any eventualities, but are in line with fair market values. Since the colony is essentially a non-profit, cooperative venture, any profits which ultimately result from lot sales will either be returned to purchasers as stock dividends or be plowed back into the project in the form of community improvements. Stockholders' votes will decide the action.

It now appears that the colonists will eventually save about 15 per cent directly and indirectly on their large scale land development—directly through cheap lot prices and dividends, indirectly through the amenity extras not found in Cleveland speculative subdivisions.
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HOUSE: $9,000 with rooms over garage unfinished. LOT: $1,800.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

FOUNDATION: Walls—Pottsco cement block, Celotex Corp. Waterproofing—1/2 in. waterproof cement, 2 coats Ironite, Western Waterproofing Co.


ROOF: Covered with wood shingles, Permasatin Co.

SHEET METAL WORK: Flashing—Anaconda copper, America Brass Co. Gutters and leaders—Armaco iron, American Rolling Mill Co. Ducts—galv. iron.

INSULATION: Outside walls and attic floor—rookwool. Zinc weatherstriping.


WALL COVERINGS: Bathrooms—Linol, wall, Armstrong Cork Co.

GARAGE DOORS: White pine, overhead type, Crawford Door Co.

HARDWARE: By P. & F. Corbin.

PAINTS: By Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. and Minwax Co.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Range and refrigerator—Westinghouse Electric.


HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING: Superfex oil-fired air conditioning system with filters and humidifier together with all controls including thermostat as manufactured by the Perfection Stove Co. Water heater—General Electric.
Junior Chamber of Commerce engineered for West Hill Colony's pioneers.

Patterned in general after the newsmaking agreements between the U. S. Housing Authority and Labor (ARCH. FORUM, Aug. 1938, p. 159), the Cleveland contract contains the usual number of "whereas's" and four significant concessions in favor of either Labor or the colonists: 1) a closed union shop, 2) no strikes, 3) a sincere effort to minimize costs and 4) a pegging of wage rates for one year at the then prevailing level. To date no labor difficulties have been experienced (only close call was the employment of a non-union landscape worker who was promptly fired at the union's request), and the contract has been renewed each March.*

While all of the original houses were designed by the colony's architectural quartet in collaboration, there is no law against a family's selection of an "outside" architect. Indeed, three outsiders have already been commissioned for the design of subsequent houses. Only requirement is that houses meet the subdivision's rigid restrictions and design standards as interpreted by the colony's architectural committee—Architect Guenther, Landscape Architect and Manager Babcox and a member of the Board of Directors. Selection of a builder is also up to the purchaser; in addition to Olson and Johnson five other builders have participated in the project. No houses have been speculatively built.

Ranging in cost from $8,300 to $15,500, the sixteen completed houses average about $10,600 which is raised to $12,600 by the average cost of land and utilities. Nine have been financed with FHA-insured mortgages held by several local banks and two insurance companies. Their owners have an average age of 40 and earn an average of $4,000 per year in downtown Cleveland offices.

Results. While West Hill Colony has fallen a little short of its goal as far as construction cost savings are concerned, the Junior Chamber of Commerce's initial foray into the home building field has been successful on every other count. In addition to the 24 houses completed, abuilding or definitely scheduled, lots have been sold this year for the eventual construction of thirteen more, and four more lot deals are hopefully classed in the negotiation stage—an enviable record for a one-and-one-half-year-old project in the colony's price class. Present colonists, who have enjoyed the rare opportunity of building tailor-made houses in a tailor-made subdivision and reaping some of the benefits of group action, now hold stock in a going corporation. Moreover, they have given other Cleveland home seekers a professionally planned, restricted and protected hunting ground unlike any other in the vicinity.

As this went to press, it appeared that Labor this year would demand and get a higher wage scale.

Finally, the Junior Chamber of Commerce takes justifiable pride in having launched a project which, although only one-quarter finished, has directly brought more than $250,000 worth of business to the local building industry. Actual total is much larger than this, for West Hill Colony's success has stimulated the opening of seven other subdivisions which have already sprouted some four houses for colonists' neighbors.
Presenting

THE NEW STAR OF WHITE CEMENTS!

Trinity White
PORTLAND CEMENT

is a new White . . . a warm White . . . Cement especially developed to meet modern requirements. For something more than "just a White Cement," specify and use Trinity White, a product of TRINITY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, Republic Bank Building, Dallas, Texas.
These photographs show the Anaconda Extruded Architectural Bronzework on the new building of the Victoria Bank and Trust Company, Victoria, Texas. The continuous bronze grille extending upward five stories above the Main Entrance is believed to be the largest single frame in the country. The Benson Manufacturing Company of Kansas City, Mo., executed the entire bronze installation. Architects—C. H. Page & Son, Austin, Texas.

A glance at the illustrations reveals how the impressive “character” motif of this bank building is carried out by using Anaconda Architectural Bronze. At the same time, the air of charm and distinction it lends is also apparent. But there’s more to bronze than appears on the surface.

Besides its beauty and remarkable adaptability to design, bronze offers the double economy of durability and easy maintenance. The fact is, only occasional cleaning is necessary to maintain its original lustre. And beyond that, its moderate cost is a further reason why so many leading architects specify this ageless metal.

The American Brass Company is the leading supplier of Architectural Bronze, Copper and Nickel Silver in all wrought forms for ornamental work of every description.

FOR ORNAMENTAL WORK
Anaconda Bronze

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut • Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company • In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD., New Toronto, Ont.
A double boon to tenants and builders

SERVEL STAYS SILENT
LASTS LONGER....

because it freezes with No Moving Parts!

TENANT: "After we had used a mechanical refrigerator, a Servel Electrolux was installed in our apartment. Its silence, lack of repairs and controlled temperature make it the most satisfying refrigerator I’ve ever used." —Mrs. K. D. Vandersorst, 824 N. Brand Blvd., Glendale, Cal.

BUILDER: "I have had Servel Electrolux refrigerators installed in my property since 1932. My tenants praise Servel Electrolux silence, dependability and constant cold, and find this different refrigerator has an extremely low operating cost." —Mr. J. H. Walpin, 210 Republic Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Different
FROM ALL OTHERS

NO MOVING PARTS in its freezing system
PERMANENT SILENCE
CONTINUED LOW OPERATING COST
MORE YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE
SAVINGS THAT PAY FOR IT

CHANGE TO SILENCE
CHANGE TO SERVEL

M A R C H 1 9 4 1
Write us for copy of our new PLUGMOLD Bulletin... and short sample lengths for your office use.

DE-DECENTRALIZATION
(Continued from page 211)

ticket validations. While substantiating statistics are unavailable, the four of Oakland's five department stores which are located in the downtown area claim that the Association's parking program has tapered off their volume of deliveries. Month ago, parking statistics had not yet been totaled for 1940, but good guess is that the 1939 record of 1.1 million automobiles, averaging one and one-half passengers per vehicle, was surpassed.

Through cooperation with a recently rejuvenated Police Department Traffic Bureau and an independent traffic committee appointed last year by Oakland's city manager, the Association has helped improve downtown transportation on still another front. Long-time red and yellow parking boxes have been reduced to make way for ten-minute green zones and three-minute white zones. Further to relieve traffic congestion, left hand turns have been prohibited at many downtown corners, the traffic flow at outlying intersections has been channelized, and traffic laws in general have been modernized.

Organization. Realizing from the beginning that thorough organization and concerted effort by all Downtowners were essential to the obtaining of its objectives, the D.P.O.A. has fostered friendship and mutual understanding on every front. Thrice yearly, it treats all landlords and merchants to an elaborate feast of suckling pigs, turkeys and hams which has come to be known as a "Van Dyke." Here the usual barriers between bigwigs and small fry are broken down and, as Host Frost puts it, "the little merchants have learned to call the department store executives by their first names, and the tenant has learned to call the landlord by his first name instead of some others entirely inappropriate."

A special D.P.O.A. committee calls on tenants, checks up on their satisfaction, listens to their complaints, and tries to set things right. Thus, if a tenant feels that he should have a new sign or larger toilet facilities, the committee weighs the arguments and presents his case to the landlord. If the matter is more serious, the committee brings the tenant and landlord together in a meeting, and, if the nature of the problem proves to be financial, all three go to a bank in search of the answer.

To make this tenant trouble-shooting simpler, D.P.O.A., in 1932 set up a second "subsidiary," the Downtown Merchants Assn. Not only did this act give the merchants a hand in the development of the over-all program, but it also assured the parent organization that no separate group would be formed which might become antagonistic. The Merchants Assn. has...
MR. ARCHITECT...I want to make sure you know about my new White Lead Paint

White Lead has helped many a house...and many a man... live on to fame!

Since the nation was born, Pure White Lead has protected homes from their worst enemy, the weather. Down through the years have come gleaming Cape Cod Cottages...proud Colonial Mansions—historic monuments to White Lead's durability and to those who kept those structures in good repair.

If these houses could talk, many an old New England home would tell you—"Design for the centuries...protect with White Lead." This means specify Dutch Boy—now available not only in the regular paste form but also in a ready-to-use paint.

Here's the proven protection of Pure White Lead, in a new form Ready-to-use!

Now! The famous Home Defense of the Minute Man, in a new up-to-the-minute form—Dutch Boy Pure White Lead Paint! It's pure white lead—all ready to spread in two forms—Exterior Primer and Outside White—specially designed to give a real white lead job on new or old wood with 2 coats. You have never specified a 2-coat combination that gives better sealing and hiding. In addition this new Dutch Boy provides the whiteness, gloss and finish you need to put the crowning touch on your finest work.

Remember, whichever you specify...the regular Dutch Boy Paste White Lead or the new ready-to-use paint...you will be sure of getting the time-tested protection and beauty that have made Dutch Boy a synonym for paint quality.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
111 Broadway, New York; 3300 Wabash Ave., Chicago; 439 Freeman Ave., Cincinnati; 1825 W. 9th Street, Cleveland; 120 Church St., St. Louis; 2521 24th St., San Francisco; National Brands Lead Co., 480 Alber Street, New York; 601 11th Street of Penna., 1376 River Ave., Pittsburgh; John H. Lewis & Bros. Co., Widener Building, Philadelphia.

MARCH 1941
be their designs ever so contemporary, architects are very, very traditional on the subject of quality in the materials they use. That is one reason why Armstrong's Linoleum finds its way into more and more buildings—contemporary and traditional alike. Traditional also is Armstrong's felt-layer method of installation... specified almost universally by architects who refuse to take chances with their clients' money.

For colors and specifications, see Sweet's Art, strong Cork Co., Floor Division, 1203 State St., Lancaster, Pa.

In entrance hall below, Armstrong's No. 601 Marlboro Linoleum with white and jade stripes.

DE-DECENTRALIZATION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42)

its own officers, equal voting rights and boasts almost 100 per cent representation, but, since its dues are a mere $1 a month, it must rely on the property owners for financial support. Example: in 1931 the D.P.O.A. handed the merchants $7,000 to help buy permanent wiring facilities for Christmas street decorations and has contributed $1,500 each year since for the necessary accessories.

Promotion. While the Association's accomplishments have continually made its program and activities the talk of the town, it has invested many a dollar in promoting and advertising to make Downtown Oakland's revival the talk of the State as well and thus attract new enterprises. Most of it has been entrusted to Tomashke-Elliot, Inc., a local advertising agency which has put in pamphlet a broadside form the results of Association-conducted traffic and pedestrian counts and Oakland's convincing transportation map. Each time a new merchant signs a downtown lease or an old one launches modernization project, Tomashke-Elliot ballyhoo's the news. When a new merchant comes to town looking for a location, it is showered with these downtown promotional pieces, is given the impression there is no other area to be considered. Today, thanks to the Association's program, he is right. Others before him have been convinced, for 43 chain store organizations have either entered or relocated in the downtown area since 1931, helping cut the ground floor vacancy ratio for the entire district from about 25 per cent down to only 5 per cent in 1940.

But the D.P.O.A. is not resting on laurels. This year Manager Dudley Frost has already made a ten-city speaking tour sponsored by the National Association of Real Estate Boards, spreading the gospel to decentralization-plagued Mid-Westerners and Easterners and incidentally focusing the publicity spotlight on Oakland. When he returned, he uncoiled a new promotional scheme whereby some downtown merchant will win an automobile for the best merchandising scheme, and the other continuing phases of Downtown Oakland's de-decentralization program will be financed from the war chest of property owners' contributions and dues which the Association has been able to keep below the $50,000 mark. For, as General Manager Dudley Frost oft reiterated on his recent speaking tour, "Any successful property owners' association must always have sufficient money to do well the things which are required, regardless of costs. That has been the case with our organization, and any group who attempts to function along these lines without any money is doomed to failure."
You demand it of your men — Why not of your manufacturers?

BRASCO

HAS BEEN PERFECTED BY 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Shakespeare said "Experience is by industry achieved and perfected by the swift course of time."

It is our 30 years of continuous and concentrated effort in developing more modern and more enduring store front construction, that spells your assurance of absolute safety when you specify Brasco.

It means that Brasco has been thoroughly time-tested, and proven worthy of your confidence. It means most advanced design, in every modern metal and finish — permanent beauty — sound structural value — safety to the glass. It means a complete line of all essential members, in both Rolled and Extruded shapes, all thoroughly engineered and wholly unified — to fit any appropriation.

BRASCO MFG. CO., Harvey, Ill.

Send Samples and Details of Brasco Modern Store Front Construction.

Firm

Address

Individual
The New System of Plant Heating
Designed for Workers' Comfort

Slowly revolving discharge outlets on ceiling-suspended Unit Heaters provide a sensation of heating comfort never before attained.

This is the latest advance in the science of plant heating, continuously and progressively developed during the past 20 years by WING, the originators of "Floodlight" heating.

In many defense project plants, like that illustrated, operators work better because the air "feels alive and invigorating"—the result of WING Revolving Discharge Heaters.

Write for Bulletin H-8.

WING MFG. CO.
157 West 14th Street
New York, N. Y.

REVOLVING DISCHARGE UNIT HEATERS

Your local telephone company will be glad to have you use its "Architects' and Builders' Service." Call your nearest Bell Telephone Business Office and find out about this time-saving service.
Cabot's DOUBLE-WHITE gives you extra whiteness on shingles, clapboards, stone or brick. It stays whiter year after year because its pigments are immune to the discoloring effects which soon give many white paints a dingy yellowish or grayish look.

For WHITE
White Houses

For NON-FADING
White Color

DEFENSE PREFABRICATION
(Continued from page 178)

the Navy and the Defense Homes Corp. in their use of prefabrication.

- FWA should not brand all prefabrication enterprises as experimental and require demonstrations by those which have already proved their merit and have been approved by another Government agency (FHA). Demonstrations, if any, should be reserved for untried systems.

- If general contractors are employed, FWA should not penalize them for using prefabricated parts by classing the prefabricators as sub-contractors. In this circumstance, the prefabricators should be regarded as suppliers of materials.

- For projects which stand to gain through prefabrication FWA should encourage its use and, if a general contractor is essential, should select one who will give prefabrication a fair trial and, preferably, one who is familiar with and "sympathetic" to prefabrication.

- Where such a project is comparatively small, FWA should consider awarding the general contract to the prefabricator who may, in turn, sublet the site contracts.

- If a project's houses are to be demountable or temporary, so should its utilities (dirt roads, septic tanks, etc.), and FWA should consider awarding the entire contract for such a project to a prefabricator.

- FWA should assign these projects to prefabricators within reasonable shipping distance or, if the projects are big enough, encourage them to erect new plants near the sites.

- FWA should take a definite stand for or against AFL's present unwillingness to work on prefabricated projects. If it is against it, FWA should attempt to beat this resistance by persuasion, if possible, and, if not, by Government mandate.

- FWA, if it ever plans to call on prefabricators for defense houses, should let production orders now so that when sites are acquired the prefabricator will be able to deliver houses immediately. This possibility is one of prefabrication's biggest assets.

- FWA should recognize that while the prefabricators are better able to produce demountable temporary housing than conventional builders, they normally produce "permanent" houses. Their production facilities should not be wasted pending Government's definition of "dемountability" and the development of suitable demountable houses.

- Prefabricators should get together and form a trade association empowered to coordinate their activities, subdue wild claims, improve their position in the building industry, act as a clearing house for prefabrication information, and, most important, bring the industry's advantages and abuses to the attention of the legislative, administrative and judicial branches of Government.

Institutional Architects and their Clients Avail Themselves of .

JOHN VAN RANG
Food Service Engineer

While the plans for the new kitchen of Holy Cross College at Worcester, Massachusetts, were still in the formative stages, the architects and administrative officials of the College called upon the engineers of the John Van Range Company for technical advice and cooperation.

The kitchen was laid out in detail before construction work had progressed so far as to require costly structural changes. Provision was made in advance for necessary plumbing, gas, electrical and air conditioning intakes and outlets. Then every unit of the equipment was designed, manufactured and installed by the John Van Range organization, with substantial economies in cost and the assurance of continuing economies in maintenance and operation.

Because of the highly specialized character of kitchen engineering, many outstanding architects avail themselves of the services of our staff whenever problems of this kind are on their boards. The service is given freely and without obligation.
YOU CAN GO "ALL-OUT" for BATHROOM COMPLETENESS

... PLAN for ALL the FAMILY

You perform a real service for your clients when you design their bathrooms to provide complete cabinet facilities for all members of the family—individual cabinets for husband and wife; individual cabinets for the children. You can accomplish this with utmost harmony and beauty by specifying Miami Cabinet Ensembles, with towel supply cabinet, recessed shelves, built-in electric heater and an adequate number of accessories.

The Miami Line of bathroom cabinets, with its world in origin, makes bathrooms reasonably beautiful. See the Miami Line of cabinet ensembles. Send for a copy of the complete brochure and a number of bathroom charts. Address department of the nearest branch office for your nearest branch office.

THE MIAMI CABINET
THE PHILIP CAREY
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
If you want your work to survive the round of the seasons year after year without losing its good looks — your choice of paint is vital.

Here's what good painters have to say on the subject:

WANT A PAINT THAT WON'T GIVE IN TO WEATHER?

I MINE LEAD — AND ANY PAINTER WILL TELL YOU IT'S GREAT STUFF IN PAINT

If you want your work to survive the round of the seasons year after year without losing its good looks — your choice of paint is vital.

Here's what good painters have to say on the subject:

There's no more weatherproof paint than one made with pure white lead. It's a pretty safe rule: the more white lead, the better the paint.

You see, white lead is made from lead — one of the toughest, most weather-resistant of all metals. And like lead, white lead paint laughs at climate; defies heat, cold and moisture; doesn't crack and scale with long exposure. It's this ability to "take it" that explains why a white lead paint job stands up longer.

Remember, using white lead doesn't limit you to white paint. White lead paint can be tinted to practically any color you desire.

Its beauty and long life make it tops with clients — yet it costs no more than regular quality paints. Here's one case where the best is really cheapest.

LEAD INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

USEFUL HINTS ON WHITE LEAD TINTS

Color is playing an increasingly important role in modern paint styling. You'll find a lot of helpful information on mixing popular tints in a free booklet, "WHAT TO EXPECT FROM WHITE LEAD PAINT." Write for your copy now.
HEADWAY & HEADACHES  
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to wait more than three years to earn his 10 per cent profit. Another factor tending to reduce the proposal's effectiveness was AFL's move fortight ago to tack a prevailing wage clause onto the NHAmendment. Most operative builders use non-union labor, can ill afford to pay union labor's high wages for the building of really low cost houses.

**Prong No. 2** of Coordinator Palmer's fork is a request for another $150 million to be spent by the Federal Works Agency under the terms of the Lanham Act. Covering the construction of housing for Army and Navy enlisted men and employees and defense industrial workers, this Act originally carried a $150 million authorization, $10 million of which went to the retail housing equity fund of RFC's Defense Homes Corp.

**Prong No. 3** is a request for still more Federal funds—$675 million—with which to provide "mobile" housing while "dismountable" and "permanent" housing is being erected. A new term in the defense housing vocabulary, "mobile" housing is another word for trailers. With the sought-for appropriation, Government plans to buy some 5,000 mobile houses, hospitals, schools, churches and recreation rooms, dispatch them on trucks, railroad flat cars or their own removable wheels to cramped communities to serve as stop-gap facilities.

A major use for these flying trailer squadrons will be made by construction crews working on out-of-the-way defense plants and housing projects. Chances are that this mobile program will be run by Farm Security Administration, that the mobile units will serve the migrant "Okies" after the emergency.

Down the icy Hudson River on its way to Mississippi last month went another form of mobile defense housing—a steel boat, the Berkshire (see cut, p. 173).

**LUMBER PRICE ROW**

"I have had all the arguments, excuses and explanations that I want—and a damned sight more than I need," thus National Defense Commissioner Lon Henderson in late January tossed out the lumber industry's answers to the question of rising prices. Continued Price Stabilizer Henderson, hopped mad: "We can get lumber; the Government can get all it wants by having the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy (President Roosevelt) fix a price and forbidding buyers to pay more. And if not enough comes out, we can use the Selective Service Act to draft lumber the same as we are drafting men. I am going to make that recommendation unless the situation improves."

By improvement, Henderson meant a $2 reduction in the price of No. 2 Southern pine to $25 per m.f. at the mills. The lumber industry countered that Government itself had boosted lumber prices its bell-mell buying methods, where "600 or 700" different agencies bid against themselves for lumber to be used on Government projects. Another factor in the industrial rebuttal was the claim that labor costs had risen to the point where a $25 per m.f. on No. 2 Southern pine would break some producers.

Fortunately, Government's lumber assumption had already bumped when Henderson delivered his tracts. Wages calmed down, and Chairman N. L. Fleit of the lumber industry's defense committee purred: "The Government now is getting all the lumber it wants. Prices of cheaper grades of lumber are coming down. And the public should know that plenty of lumber is available now for new homes at reasonable prices."

Meanwhile, however, to dodge lumber prices the Army rewrote its specifications for the packaging of its new crews, substituted corrugated cardboard and solid-fiber boxes for wooden containers. Savings in money and storage space expected to amount to 8 cents per box and $57,750 per shipment of 1 million cord coats. And, at Camp Wheeler (Ga.), Croft (S. C.), Camp Wolters (Tex.) and Fort Riley (Kan.), steel siding was substituted for lumber on barracks to house a total of 66,100 men.

**BUILDING LABOR SURVEY**

Quieting fears that a labor shortage might delay and hike the cost of both public and private building operations, Federal Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt last month designated the supply "ample." Basis for the statement was a nationwide survey of skilled and semi-skilled mechanics registered for employment during the near peak month of December. Of the 250,000 registrants, 216,586 per cent were classified as skilled and 33 per cent were semi-skilled. In 93 different construction operations the balance, 30,500 were semi-skilled and 5,400 were representatives of highly skilled professional and managerial occupations.

Interestingly, 40 per cent of the registrants were concentrated in five States—California, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Texas. Several of which had near the top of the defense contract radar (see p. 171, col. 2). Other States not stocked with unemployed construction labor include Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Tennessee and Wisconsin.

Registrants in six occupations accounted for more than 60 per cent of the skilled job seekers: general painters (42,472), general carpenters (70,000), finish rough carpenters (47,000), cement masons (11,000), and bricklayers and stone masons (11,000). Unskilled construction workers were not covered by the survey because McNutt's Bureau of Employment Security was sure that their supply was adequate.
... little house goes to market in a BIG WAY!

"Design for Happiness" low-cost, high-livability homes are pulling new home prospects out of hiding. Libbey-Owens-Ford, with the co-operation of F.H.A., invites architects, builders and retailers of building materials to come into this program. Help us put families into such well-designed, quality built homes—made brighter, lighter, gayer and more livable with glass.

The program has nationwide radio and magazine advertising support. These homes sell fast—and on the facing page you can see why. You can profit by helping us make these homes available in your community.
BEFORE
AND
AFTER!

Mahogany
MENGEL BORD
transformed this room—
* and the cost of the Mengel Bord was only $118! *

WHEN you're working for big effects at little cost, Mengel Bord's the answer. Mengel Bord has decorative, structural and economic advantages that can't be matched with any comparable material. It's genuine hardwood plywood—LIGHT—(⅛" thick)—STRONG

The doors in the "transformed" room above are Mengel Flush Doors. Built on the famous Johns-Manville patent, they are lighter, stronger, more economical. The finest doors made, they are backed by the strongest guarantee in the industry. The coupon will bring you full information and prices!

of Gum, Mahogany, Walnut, Oak or Birch faces!)

Equally important, Mengel Bord is made in enormous volume by one of America's largest wood-working companies—is immediately available, and at very moderate prices!

Please send me your new booklet and prices on Mengel Flush Doors . . . Also full information on Mengel Bord . . . Also names of nearest suppliers.

Name
Street
City
State
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Yes, Glass DOES Help Sell Houses!

Below are shown typical glass installations in "Design for Happiness" Homes. Such features help sell higher-priced houses, as well as these low-cost homes. And, such glass designs are stout aids in selling remodeling jobs...they provide the glamour, with real "eye-and-buy appeal."

- Built-in mirrors of polished plate increase the apparent size of a living room...add beauty and utility for any room.

- Novel, inexpensive arrangement of 3-panel door mirrors. Half length mirrors on closet doors swing to give angle views.

- A disappearing dressing table and mirror, attached to the back of the closet door...saves space...out of the way when not needed.

- Storm windows fasten on in jiffy. They eliminate frosted windows, reduce drafts, increase home comfort and cut heating costs.

- Planned kitchens afford the utmost in labor-saving convenience and utility. Large windows and decorative Vitrolite glass give brightness and beauty.

- Vitrolite wainscoting to protect bathroom walls around the tub. Impervious to moisture, Vitrolite is easy to clean, never looks dull or faded.
LETTERS
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the determination of such questions as you raise upon Mr. John M. Carmody, Administrator of the Federal Works Agency, or such agencies as he may designate to develop certain projects. It seems to me that Mr. Carmody would appreciate receiving from you a copy of your letter to me; or, with your permission, I shall be very glad to transmit a copy to him.

Please feel free to communicate your feelings on any of these matters. I, personally, appreciate your doing so very much. It is by such expressions of frankness and quality that we who are on the Government side of the program are better able to understand and comprehend the problems of all the interests that are involved in our program of housing.

C. F. PALMER

Coordinatot

The Advisory Commission to the
Council of National Defense
Washington, D. C.

Hon. Chas. F. Palmer:

I have not the slightest objection to having Mr. Carmody see my letter of January 17 if you elect to send it to him. He will understand, I trust, that we are not critical of any individual but only of the procedure followed in turning over the design and site planning of defense housing to an agency which is wholly without experience in this field.

The Lanham Act, which I have just re-read, apparently gives complete latitude to the FWA in the choice of architectural services. It states in Section 8:

"Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the Administrator from employing or utilizing the professional services of private persons, firms, or corporations."

The question of the employment of private architects, therefore, seems to be entirely within the powers of the FWA Administrator and I trust you will interest yourself in bringing to his attention the desirability of so doing.

HOWARD MYERS

Editor

Forum:

Mr. Palmer has just sent me copy of your letter of January 17. I am glad to have seen it. In the interest of saving time, I shall appreciate it very much if you will send me the names and addresses, not of four or five hundred architects, but a much smaller number of those who have had actual experience with large scale building of houses in the $2,000-$3,000

(Continued on page 56)
ADAPTED FROM AN AMERICAN FARM HOUSE, WITH ANDERSEN CASEMENT UNITS IN HORIZONTAL BAR SASH

Departure from the conventional marks this interesting country house in Columbus, Ohio. Interesting deviations from the standard farm house design are evident in many places—chimney tops, wrought iron balcony, carved work around the door. Sharp deviation from precedent was made when the architects specified horizontal muntin bars in the Andersen Casement Window Units. This emphasized boldly the horizontal lines which dominate the design.

Andersen Casement Window Units are made in a relatively small number of standard stock sizes. Using these sizes, together with transom tops, and variations in bars and glass, an almost unlimited number of window treatments is possible. This use of standard stock size window units is rapidly gaining favor.

SEE SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL CATALOG—SECTION 15 No. 24 FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SET OF INSTALLATION DETAILS.

Andersen Corporation
BAYPORT • MINNESOTA

ONLY THE RICH CAN AFFORD POOR WINDOWS
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

Slippery stair treads are responsible! But owners are responsible for unsafe conditions on their property. The result is a vast sum lost by owners annually on accident claims.

To help owners avoid claims caused by falls on slippery stair treads and walkways, many architects and builders specify and install ORCO SAFETY TREADS AND FLOORING.

In new or in old buildings, ORCO SAFETY TREADS AND FLOORING provide a permanent, non-slip walking surface whether wet or dry.

TREADS are non-slip at the nosing and throughout the surface, thereby assuring complete protection against slipping. Investigate the many advantages of ORCO SAFETY TREADS AND FLOORING.

For further information, see our catalog in Swee夫's

The Ohio Rubber Company
NO. 500 BEN HUB AVE • WILLoughby, OHIO

(Continued from page 54)

When you have a problem of power roof ventilation, specify The Swartwout AIRJECTOR

The AIRJECTOR is the last word in roof ventilation where power expulsion of fumes, gases and excessive heat is required. Low cost operation results from its unique combination of sensitive rotary head and efficient propeller type fan—dual factors in achieving largest air-moving capacity per size of ventilator. "Smaller" AIRJECTOR units, in most cases, achieve the desired results. This means a saving in first cost as well as in operation—factors your clients appreciate. Thousands of AIRJECTORS used in all types of industry. Write today for new AIRJECTOR folder.

THE SWARTWOUT COMPANY
18617 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Ventilation Specialists

When you have a problem of power roof ventilation, specify The Swartwout AIRJECTOR

The AIRJECTOR is the last word in roof ventilation where power expulsion of fumes, gases and excessive heat is required. Low cost operation results from its unique combination of sensitive rotary head and efficient propeller type fan—dual factors in achieving largest air-moving capacity per size of ventilator. "Smaller" AIRJECTOR units, in most cases, achieve the desired results. This means a saving in first cost as well as in operation—factors your clients appreciate. Thousands of AIRJECTORS used in all types of industry. Write today for new AIRJECTOR folder.

THE SWARTWOUT COMPANY
18617 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Ventilation Specialists
for the ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER...

"... Paneled walls and ceilings of hardwood plywood give an appealing warmth. Whether in the staid precincts of a courtroom, the gay rotunda of a hotel lounge, the rich simplicity of an auditorium, the restful efficiency of an executive's office, or the quiet ease of a residential living room, the architect can find in American hardwood plywood a color and figure exactly in keeping with the atmosphere of the installation."

for the BUILDER...

"... The soundness of principle involved in eliminating from wood frame construction artificially introduced moisture is responsible for the modern tendency to use hardwood plywood. This type of construction—commonly referred to as the "dry-built" system—calls for the use of plywood panels for interiors, applied directly to the studs. This method provides for both economy and enduring satisfaction. Many persons are surprised to learn that hardwood plywood paneling can be economically applied to low-cost housing. ... Strong and durable hardwood plywood walls and ceilings result in a decided reduction in maintenance charges, since plywood is crack-proof and mar-resistant."

Extracts from pamphlet "AMERICAN HARDWOOD PLYWOOD" issued by United States Department of Commerce.

"USP" WELDWOOD and WELDBORD represent the accepted grade standards for serviceable plywood panels.

WELDWOOD panels, hot-press bonded with phenol formaldehyde resin, are recommended for the finest installations—in all hard woods. Douglas Fir WELDWOOD is a moderate-cost siding—the large sheets make for economical installation and tight walls.

WELDBORD panels, hot-press bonded with urea formaldehyde resin, are suitable for moderate and low cost projects—in Walnut, Oak, Mahogany and Gum.

"USP" stocks, warehoused in fourteen cities from coast to coast, include panels of some fifty woods including the distinctive Duval, Broyot, Knotty Arbor Vitae (Western Cedar) and DeOro.

Detailed literature on request

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION

Executive Offices: 616 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:

Baltimore — Boston — Brooklyn — Chicago — Cincinnati — Cleveland — Detroit — High Point — Los Angeles

Newark — New York — Philadelphia — Rochester — San Francisco — Seattle
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more nearly in line with the requirements of this problem than architects whose chief concern has been the design of post offices.

With respect to demountable housing, my observation is that such housing has been virtually non-existent. The question of demountable housing has received serious consideration for the first time, as an apparent afterthought in the defense housing program. Probably our best and fastest source of demountable housing is the prefabricator. Although I know of no prefabricator who has designed his housing primarily for demountability, I believe that several now are probably 90 per cent demountable.

However, it is difficult to understand why the consideration of demountability should determine the status of prefabrication in the defense program. Rather it would seem that prefabricated houses should be used wherever possible to save time and cost. In short, the defense housing need should be the sole criterion. Demountability, like prefabrication, is a nice idea to play with but neither should be employed beyond merit. Apparently, consideration of prefabrication on its merit is hamstrung by the attitude of A. F. of L. However, I again believe no union demands are as sacred as defense needs.

You point out that private enterprise was not meeting the defense housing need. I am unfamilier with any serious efforts to encourage private enterprise to do so unless the submission of HR 3162 on February 7th, covering a special mortgage insurance program of $10,000,000 in a belated effort to help experienced small house builders into housing program. There remains serious doubt whether this proposed Title 6 of the National Housing Act providing 90 per cent insurance on mortgages will serve its purpose. It is a doubtful assumption that builders of these very low cost houses have a 10 per cent profit in their operation when it is further considered that much of this construction will be rental housing requiring the builder to furnish a refrigerator and range, he is still faced with the problem of producing equity money. As a matter of fact, apparently it has been the policy of PBA to look to large general contractors for the construction of these small houses, when to many of us it seems the established and experienced small house builders are the best qualified to handle these projects quickly and without minimum of confusion.

Frankly, we are not in a position to hold an opinion about the relative need housing for Army and Navy requirements and for industrial requirements. We assume that these needs have been explored and defined and that if the combined Army and Navy appropriations plus Lanham Act appropriation are insufficient for the program, requests for additional funds will be forthcoming.

In closing, I should like to return to the point which originally prompted this correspondence, namely, that at a time when defense requirements call for the speed construction of a great many small houses and multi-family dwellings, the use of experienced and locally available architecture services and likewise the employment of locally available building services represented not only the nature but the obvious first approach to defense housing. I shall not attempt to comment further on the failure to utilize existing prefabrication production except to say that, from an outside point of view, at least, here again the effort of the Government has been to do it the hard way.

I trust you will understand that the critical comments have been motivated by a completely constructive desire, with all of us share, to move the defense housing program to completion with the greatest possible speed through the utilization of existing personnel and facilities whether private or Government.

Howard Myers

STREAMLINED MERCHANDISING

calls for STREAMLINED COMFORT

Nimmons, Carr & Wright, Architects

THE YORK V/W TYPE REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR

light, powerful, vibration-free, is the heart of every one of these up-to-the-minute Sears installations.

Modern construction that's windowless, self-sufficient in the control of pure fresh air and synthetic daylight, requires air conditioning of the utmost reliability.

Few air conditioning applications call for a greater reliability factor. And shrewd management demands equipment that is not only economical, but whose operating and maintenance costs may be projected accurately.

Thus, Sears Roebuck and Co., selected York for the super-efficient Sears store in Houston, Texas. And in seven other similarly modern Sears establishments, in Baltimore, Chicago, Mobile, Pensacola, Houston, Fresno, and Honolulu, air conditioning is by York.

Architects and engineers who select York appreciate the significance of the York creed, "It must profit the user." Their selection is backed by more than 150,000 engineered air conditioning and refrigeration installations. York Ice Machinery Corporation, York, Pennsylvania.

YORK REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

"Headquarters for Mechanical Cooling Since 1895"
Outstandingly one of the most important roofing and siding improvements in 40 years. CAREY CERAMO is a rock-like material of asbestos and cement, on which a ceramic surface is fused at high temperatures — a hard and smooth surface through which dirt and grime do not penetrate; moisture does not darken it; stains do not discolor it; fire will not destroy it.

Roofing colors are brilliant and fadeless. Siding is “the whitest white.” CAREY CERAMO requires no attention to maintain its appearance and durability — year after year. Rainfall normally keeps it clean. Under extreme and long-standing conditions of smoke and soot, it may be as easily washed as porcelain. Film that may adhere after long exposure can be washed off with soap and water.

For ageless beauty, fireproof protection, lifelong service, specify CAREY CERAMO Shingles and Siding. Write for full details of this sensational material—Address Dept. 20.
WITH SEVEN SOUND STEPS!
(How the CZC Factor of Safety saves steps in 1500 homes)

Imagine a town with 1,500 homes like this with—
over 10,000 front steps constantly exposed to wear, decay, insect damage. An unending cycle of trouble and expense. But in this Southern mill town, that cycle is broken because the steps are built of lumber treated with Du Pont Chromated Zinc Chloride.

Lumber treated with Du Pont CZC is multiplied in life from 3 to 10 times because it is decay resistant and termite repellent. And this treatment gives the plus advantages of lumber that's fire retardant, resistant to abrasion, and clean, odorless, paintable.

That's what we mean by the CZC Factor of Safety: the full strength of lumber is extended over a long life—not just until rot or termites arrive. More and more engineers and architects are employing this safety factor in all types of wood construction.

It will pay you to specify this clean, durable treatment. Plants equipped to render this service are located throughout the country.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Grasselli Chemicals Department, Wilmington, Delaware.
THREE TIMES BRANDED

...FOR YOUR PROTECTION!

- Good things rarely change. The practice of placing three triangles diagonally across every sheet of galvanized ARMCO Ingot Iron has been justified by years of usage.

No matter how these sheets are cut, all or part of at least one triangle will show. This positively protects your specification. You can tell at a glance the brand and gage used. No chance here of having your carefully-designed sheet metal work "sabotaged" by inferior metals.

Your clients will be glad to see this familiar trademark on their work. Many of them have learned from experience, or from ARMCO's 27 years of national advertising, that this symbol stands for utmost durability.

Behind this record of proved durability are these important things: Careful selection of raw materials and exacting production control make every sheet alike—alike in chemical analysis, high refinement and uniform weight of coating. You'll never get seconds or inferior sheets of any kind when you specify ARMCO Ingot Iron and check by the triangle.

Use galvanized ARMCO Ingot Iron—or ARMCO Ingot Iron PAINTGRIP for work to be painted—for all exacting jobs. The identifying triangle will protect specifications and enable you to give added reassurance to your clients. For prices and useful service-record data, just get in touch with the nearby ARMCO Distributor, or write us direct. The American Rolling Mill Company, 531 Curtis St., Middletown, Ohio.

GALVANIZED ARMCO INGOT IRON
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AWARDS

To ROBERT A. BOYER, the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce Distinguished Service Award for 1940, awarded annually to the man of 35 years or younger who is considered to have made the greatest contribution to the nation during the year. Mr. Boyer, 31, heads the Ford Motor Company research laboratory, has developed a plastic material for automobile bodies which will resist axe blows. It is scheduled for mass production shortly.

Previous Award winners include Walt Disney, Governor Harold E. Stassen.

To JOHN E. MAIER, JR., of North Merrick, L. I., a gold medal and $200 in the Tenth Annual Interior Decorating Competition of the Sachs Foundation. Problem: decoration of an 18th century living room in dimensions not to exceed 12x15 ft. Prize-winner is a senior architectural student at the Cooper Union Art School which received a gold cup for having been represented by students winning the first prize for three successive years.

To ROBERT MOSES, the Order of Merit of the National Institute of Arts and Letters, for his work in beautifying New York's parks; the bronze plaque of the Advertising Club of New York as their "Man of the Month," in recognition of services to the city.

To RALPH BUD, the "Washington Award for 1941," conferred by the West Society of Engineers for "vision and courageous leadership in advancing the technological frontiers of high speed rail transportation"; the "John Fritz Medal of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

To CLARENCE STEIN of New York, a gold medal of honor of the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, awarded annually for high professional achievement.

To RICHARD SHAW of Boston, the much prized Harleston Parker Medal, awarded by the Boston Society of Architects for beauty in architecture. Subject of award was Architect Shaw's handsome Hatch Memorial band shell, illustrated here. Said the winner: "It brought great relief...I had taken my orders from a rather formidable legal document which struck terror into my consciousness by mandatory insistence upon the creation above all else, of a 'beauty spot.' When I signed the contract I had the feeling that I must deliver a quarter of a million dollars' worth of beauty or else..."

EDUCATIONAL

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA'S School Fine Arts will receive applications for the Theophilus Parsons Chandler Fellowships in Architecture and the Josiah V. Horn Fellowship in Architecture to March 15, 1941. These fellowships are awarded "to provide advanced study for students or graduates of approved architectural schools who have shown special promise in their undergraduate years or office experience." Application blanks and additional information may be obtained from the School of Fine Arts.

The ROCHE TRAVELING SCHOLARSHIP providing $1,000 for travel and study in Mexico and the United States requests candidates to register before March 22, 1941, and to take examination in April. Information and registration blanks may be obtained from William Emerson, Secretary, 107 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass.

(Continued on page 66)
NOW! PORCELAIN CABINETS
IN A VARIETY OF SIZES,
STYLES, DESIGNS

-and You can Specify
TIME PROOF
ALL-PORCELAIN
FINISHED CABINETS
-at Baked Enamel
Price Levels!

YOU asked for it! You architects who helped to make the new, moderate
priced Lawson Vitreous Porcelain Cabinet so popular last year.
You asked for a complete line of these cabinets for every size of bathroom.

Here is that line—commemorating Lawson's century and a quarter of
pioneering in the field of metal products "High in Quality at Popular
Prices."

Here is that complete line of porcelain finished cabinets—styled in strict
accordance with latest architectural trends in home and apartment design.

The new Lawson cabinets are definitely Modern—and definitely Classic.
In their shape, detail and decoration, these cabinets interpret in glass,
metal and soft, glowing light, the classic restraint, the admirable sim­
plicity, the freedom from "gingerbread" that characterizes your plans for
today's finer homes. Yes—you'll be able to satisfy your clients better
with these beautifully designed cabinets!

For details and prices of this complete Century and a Quarter Anniver-
sary Line—look in the 1941 Sweet's, Section 27, Catalog 84—or without
obligation, write for AIA File 291l—today!

THE F. H. LAWSON COMPANY

World's Largest Builders
of Bathroom Cabinets

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH WHOLESALE OUTLETS

MARCH 1941
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Many architects, builders and maintenance men have found they can cut painting costs by standardizing on one paint for all properties.

The paint is Eagle White Lead mixed with linseed oil. This pure white lead paint has been preserving the beauty of American homes since 1843—and doing it at minimum cost. That’s because its performance is always uniform—always dependable. Time between paintings is lengthened. Eagle White Lead doesn’t crack or scale—leaves a perfect surface for repainting.

EAGLE WHITE LEAD

THE EAGLE-PICHER LEAD COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Architects can improve their work by having a thorough knowledge of Medusa White Portland Cement—the most versatile of all building materials. The uses of this material are many and they continue to grow in number.

Medusa White is unsurpassed for beautiful, lasting stucco. There is no "or equal" to this material for making colorful terrazzo floors and wainscoting. The design possibilities of cast stone trim made with Medusa White are unlimited. And there is no substitute for white cement as a beautiful, lasting swimming pool lining.

Medusa White, the original White Portland Cement, is today gaining widespread use for colorful pre-cast slabs used as exterior forms for structural concrete or as facing units in new and old construction. It is also being used in monolithic concrete in conjunction with gray cement to form color gradations in concrete work.

Again we say, every architect should be thoroughly familiar with the uses and qualities of this original White Portland Cement, including its color, texture and plastic properties. We have available descriptive literature on the uses of Medusa White which is yours for the asking. Fill out the coupon below for your copies.

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
1013 Midland Bldg., Dept. C • Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: Please send me descriptive literature on Medusa White Portland Cement.

Name: ........................................ Address: ..............................................................

City: ........................................... State: ..........................................................

Medusa Products also made in Canada by Medusa Products Co. of Canada, Ltd., Paris, Ont.
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DIED
FREDERICK BOWEN GAENSLLEN, architect, 74, at his home in San Antonio. Mr. Gaenslen was born in San Antonio, attended St. Mary's College there and was graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a Master's degree in architecture. Following several years of work in Boston and Philadelphia, he returned to San Antonio where he practiced for forty-five years. One of the founders of the Texas Society of Architects, his most important work was in the design of churches and schools, notably St. Mary's Church, Incarnate Word College and Church, Ursuline Academy.

HENRY GOLDFRANK, engineer, 83, in Nyack, New York. Born in New York City, Mr. Goldmark was educated at the College and Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, Harvard College and the Royal Polytechnic School in Hanover, Germany. On his return to the United States in 1890, he worked as bridge designer for the Erie, the West Shore, the Chesapeake & Ohio and other railroads. He designed several buildings at the World's Fair in 1893. From 1906 to 1914, he was a member of the staff of Gen. George W. Goethals, designing and supervising the construction of lock gates for the Panama Canal.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART INDUSTRIAL DESIGN COMPETITION WINNERS

A — Seating for a living room
Eero Saarinen and Charles O. Eames, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Honorable Mention to Erich Nickel and Douglas Maier, New York City; Peter Příhoda, Los Angeles; Carl Anderson and Ron Bellah, Los Angeles; Oskar Stonorov and Willo von Moltke, Philadelphia

B — Other furniture for a living room
Eero Saarinen and Charles O. Eames, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Honorable Mention to Harry Weese and Benjamin Baldwin, Kenilworth, Ill.

C — Furniture for a dining room
No submissions were found worthy of first prize.

D — Furniture for a bedroom
Oskar Stonorov and Willo von Moltke, Philadelphia
Honorable Mention to Harry Weese and Benjamin Baldwin, Kenilworth, Ill.

E — Furniture for a one-room apartment
Martin Craig and Ann Hatfield, New York City
Honorable Mention to Antonin Raymond, New Hope, Pa.

F — Furniture for outdoor living
Harry Weese and Benjamin Baldwin, Kenilworth, Ill.
Honorable Mention to Chester E. Nagel, Austin, Texas

G — Movable lighting equipment
Peter Příhoda, Los Angeles

H — Woven fabrics
Marli Ehrman, Chicago
Honorable Mentions to Henning-Rees, San Francisco; Marianne Strengell, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; Ulla of Uggglas, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

I — Printed fabrics
Antonin Raymond, New Hope, Penna.

ERRATA
On page 10 of the January issue, the story of defense projects awarded to architects and engineers wrongly implies that H. R. Helland and F. D. Drought are architects for the Galveston Replacement Center. Messrs. Helland and Drought are the engineers, Allee B. and Robert H. Ayers, the architects for the Center.

In the story on the Student Alumnae Building, Wheaton College, pp. 53-62, January issue, credit for the interior design was omitted. The designer, Miss Ann Hatfield, of New York.

(Continued on page 70)
Who ME... SPECIFY Carrier Air Conditioning?

Mr. Don'tle: "Aren't all good air conditioning systems much alike?"

Mr. Do-odle: "Not by a long shot. There's plenty of variation."

Mr. Don'tle: "Give one good reason why Carrier is so extra good."

Mr. Do-odle: "Well, Carrier pioneered in air conditioning."

Mr. Don'tle: "Yes, but is design still so important today?"

Mr. Do-odle: "You bet... particularly for the unusual jobs."

Mr. Don'tle: "Look around you. You'll see more Carrier Air Conditioning being selected for leading buildings than ever before. For example, take the case of..."

MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM, New Orleans, La.
This famous $2,000,000 structure could not be used in the summer and for carnivals, conventions, etc., without discomfort to the audience. Carrier worked out a plan whereby the two sides of the 10,000 seat hall (divided by a movable stage) could be air conditioned independently. The design also allowed optional cooling of the corridors as well as some of the side rooms. Furthermore, cost of power for operation was cut to approximately half by installing a Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration machine for use with a steam turbine.

Mr. Don'tle: "Curses, I'm lost."

Mr. Do-odle: "You bet you are. And I'm sending for Carrier. Then I'll be sure that air conditioning for my buildings is dependable... and harmonizes to best advantage with basic architectural design."

MARCH 1941

COPYRIGHT 1941 BY CARRIER CORP.
Antonin Raymond's Architectural Details

"Architectural Details" is notable as a comprehensive record of distinguished Modern detailing which throws new light on the aesthetic value of the natural substance and surface of materials. It is no less a memorable record of the author's approach to a restatement of the principles governing architecture.

More than 250 photographic plates and 530 measured drawings reveal original techniques in wood and concrete construction developed by the author in 17 years practice in Japan.

Partial Contents

- Sliding Steel Sash
- Cantilevered Stairways
- Folding Partitions
- Wood Frame Dry Construction
- Roof Types
- Fireplace Details
- Lighting

Handsomely printed on 9 x 12 pages, spirally bound with heavy kraft cloth covers, Mr. Raymond's portfolio is still available at the published price of $5 the copy, postage paid.

Two previous editions have been completely sold out and this third printing, because of world conditions, will probably be the final edition.

Enclosed find $......for which please send me copies of Antonin Raymond's "Architectural Details" at $5 each, postage paid.

Name
Street
City

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM

TIME & LIFE BUILDING, ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK NEW YORK

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
... bought double rust resistance for this duct work

IT'S U-S-S COPPER STEEL

U-S-S Galvanized Copper Steel duct work in this six-room house cost only 95 cents more than plain galvanized steel and actually less than pure iron. The owner got a heating system with 2 to 3 times the usual rust resistance—plus the assurance that it would not rust out before the house was paid for.

Modern humidified air heating systems need this extra protection against rust. U-S-S Copper Steel furnishes it at a cost so low that most contractors will install it in homes without any change in the contract price. In larger buildings, copper steel adds only a fraction of 1% to the cost of the heating system—and in return assures duct work that will stand up under the ravages of moisture and corrosive atmosphere.

In smoky cities, the sulphur in the air combines with moisture to form a dilute acid. This attacks metals, paint and even the mortar in buildings, causing them to disintegrate faster. Under these conditions, tests show that U-S-S Copper Steel gives better service than any other ferrous metal in the same price range. For proof of this see the accompanying corrosion chart.

When specifying other steel work subject to corrosion, such as roofing, siding, gutters, downspouts, area walls, remember that U-S-S Copper Steel gives the same advantages of durability.

U-S-S COPPER STEEL SHEETS

CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION, Pittsburgh and Chicago
COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, San Francisco
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY, Birmingham
United States Steel Export Company, New York
Scully Steel Products Company, Chicago, Warehouse Distributors
FORUM OF EVENTS
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PERSONAL

Rolf Sklarek, architect, has opened an office for the general practice of architecture at 116 North Larchmont Boulevard, Los Angeles.

Ernst Payer, architect, announces his new office for the general practice of architecture in Los Angeles.

Joseph N. Hettel announces the removal of his office to 112 Federal Street, Camden, New Jersey and requests manufacturers' catalogues.

F. W. Dodge Corporation, announces the election of Thomas S. Holden as president of the corporation, succeeding the late Truman S. Morgan, who died December 21, 1940. William C. Breed, Jr. was elected a director and Clyde Shute was appointed assistant vice president.

The Austin Company announces the election of George A. Bryant as president and general manager of the organization, succeeding the late W. J. Austin.

ORGANIZATIONS

The American Institute of Architects announces that a nine-man committee, chairman by Frederick G. Frost, president of the New York Chapter of the Institute, has been organized "to devise plans by which the architectural profession can most effectively aid in promoting the national welfare." Other members: Francis P. Sullivan, Washington, D. C.; Frederick James Wisconbridge and Frederick Mathesius, New York City; John Bakewell, Jr., San Francisco; Travis G. Walsh, Cleveland; Winsor Southwick, Santa Barbara, Calif.; Arthur B. Holm, Upper Montclair, N. J.; Frederick Berenger, Pittsburgh, Pa.

In New York, a Civilian Protection Committee of six architects to cooperate with the Mayor La Guardia in working out details of passive defense for the metropolitan area was appointed. Headed by Harry J. Stevenson, vice-president of the New York Chapter, the committee includes George Platt, Harry M. Prince, Matthew W. Gaudino, Alfred D. Poor and J. A. Fouilhoux.

The Architectural League of New York announces "Forty Architects Under Forty," an exhibition of work by a group of the younger architects, recruited chiefly from the New York area. The entire show is being handled by architects in the age group indicated, following the precedent established in the League's controversial "Versus" show of last year (ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, April, 1940). The exhibit will be open to the public from the 1st of this month until the 29th.

The American Institute of Planners announces the election of Earl M. Draper as president. Mr. Draper, now assistant Federal Housing Administrator, began his professional career in Cambridge, Mass., in 1915. He worked as a landscape architect and town planner, was South Carolina representative for John Nolen, later established his own practice in Charleston, N. C. His best known work was the plans for the housing and planning for the Tennessee Valley Authority. The Institute Mr. Draper now heads is composed of architects, engineers, landscape architects, economists, lawyers and other specialists interested professionally in regional and city planning.

The Associated General Contractors of America held their 22nd annual convention in Houston, Texas last month, elected M. W. Watson as President, rejoiced in a 6 per cent increase in membership, listened to a summary of the year by Manager Director H. E. Foreman. Reported Mr. Foreman: "WPA ... is the most serious menace to the construction industry in the defense program ... With defense activities increasing, apprentice training activities become of utmost importance ... One huge task faces the construction industry: to sell industry and its accomplishments to the American people ... The outlook for the future is uncertain."

(Continued on page 74)

Gimbels and Saks Fifth Avenue Exhibit and Sale from the Collection of William Randolph Hearst ANTIQUE ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS at fractions of their current appraisals

This is probably the largest collection of fine building elements ever to have been assembled. The offering of the collection on the open market is a phenomenon which gives architects a once-in-a-lifetime chance to acquire mantels, doorways, gates, decorative carvings, and entire paneled rooms. In most cases the prices are lower than the cost of modern reproductions. There is an outstanding collection of Grinling Gibbons carvings, including overmantels and doorways of measurements compatible with contemporary planning. There are fine Elizabethan and Jacobean staircases, and single carved newel posts. There are mantels and doorways, doors and gates. There are 77 entire paneled rooms, many with rare historic associations. Gimbels Brothers invites you to bring your clients to see the 20 rooms which have been set up on the Fifth Floor. The librarian will be glad to supply further information which you may require.

Architects outside the New York area! A limited edition of the catalogue of antique architectural elements is available to you. It contains 100 pages with 99 illustrations. Sent free of charge upon written request.

STYLES: Elizabethan, Jacobean, Georgian, Louis XIV, Louis XV, Renaissance Italian, 18th Century English, American, Spanish.

MANTELS: Wood, marble, stone, $175 up.

DOORS: Wood, wood and iron, wrought iron gilt, $29.50 up.

STAIRCASES: Jacobean and Elizabethan oak, $129,9


Offered subject to prior sale

Gimbels Fifth Floor — 33rd Street and Broadway, N. Y. C.
Being under water is no punishment for Barrett Specification Roofs, either! In fact, the coal-tar pitch in a Barrett Roof is actually preserved by water. And the gravel or slag wearing surface on top of the layers of the pitch and tar-saturated felt adds still further protection. Protection against mechanical damage, against fire, hail, and the scorching actinic rays of the sun.

Barrett Specification Roofs are applied only by Barrett Approved Roofer— in strict accordance with time-tested Barrett specifications. They are bonded against repair expense for periods up to 20 years, and many Barrett Roofs still in service are 30, 40 or 50 years old.

You can get this sort of roof performance and roof protection simply by specifying and buying Barrett.

THE BARRETT COMPANY, 40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
2800 So. Sacramento Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Birmingham, Alabama

... ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT BASIC BUSINESSES
IT'S POPULAR
Because
IT'S SIMPLE

GRAND RAPIDS
Invisible
SASH BALANCE

10 SIZES MEET 95% OF ALL RESIDENTIAL REQUIREMENTS

Easy to order . . . 10 sizes meet 95% of the usual residential requirements. Easy to install . . . complete, easily understood instructions printed on carton. Easily adjusted . . . tension adjustment chart included with instructions. Builders acclaim the new "GRAND RAPIDS INVISIBLE" Sash Balance as the one really practical, perfected balance.

Simplified Design
Guaranteed Performance

The result of 3 years of research and testing. Only one moving part. No exposed tape, tubes, or cables. Entire balance fits into grooved sash stile and moves with sash. No interference with painting. Actually invisible in all window positions. Can never get out of true. Unconditionally guaranteed for smooth, trouble-free, dependable performance when installed according to simple directions.

COMPLETES THE GREAT "GRAND RAPIDS" LINE

These most recent additions to the well known "GRAND RAPIDS" line of sash pulleys, make it the most complete in the world. Pulley types (overhead and standard) for narrow trim and conventional installations. All made to precision specifications and strictest quality standards.

Write for Detail drawings of unusual window designs with "GRAND RAPIDS INVISIBLE" Balance installations.

Also send for your 1941 copy of "GRAND RAPIDS INVISIBLE" CATALOG SECTION.

New 1941 catalog on standard and narrow trim "GRAND RAPIDS" SASH PULLEYS also available.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

"GRAND RAPIDS"
The Standard for 40 Years

CHOOSE CABINETRY OF Composite Construction*

NOT ALL WOOD - NOT ALL METAL - BUT BOTH, AND MORE -

HOUSEWIVES are no longer content with "just as good" kitchens. They want the very best. And that's one reason why so many architects and builders choose Kitchen Maid Cabinetry of Composite Construction*.

For this famous cabinetry meets every individual preference and lends the life of the house. Use coupon below for color catalog and details.

The Kitchen Maid Corp., 613 Snowden Street, Andrews, Indiana.

Send new catalog and details on Standard Unit Kitchen Cabinetry.

Name
Address

[ ] Architect
[ ] Dealer
[ ] Owner

KITCHEN MAID STANDARD UNIT CABINETRY

FOR HOME OR FACTORY

LUDLITE BORD

THERE'S hardly a job that you can't make more attractive and practical with Ludlite Bord! It's genuine Allegheny Metal on an inert mineral backing. It gives your clients the permanent surface of stainless-steel, but a warmer and easier panel application. It's more economical, too, and works with ordinary tools as readily as lumber! Ideal inside or out, for new work or modernizing.

Write Dept. S-113 for full data.

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORP.
LUDLITE DIVISION - WATERLIFT, N.Y.
Here's More Proof of Public Preference for G-E All Electric Homes!

Ten Years' Experience With G-E Prompted This Letter From Realty Associates, Inc., Prominent Builders On Highly Competitive Long Island. Read What They Say!

Realty Associates, Inc., with an enviable sales record based on their strict policy of offering well-built, well-equipped houses at fair prices, have long since learned the value of public acceptance for G-E home equipment. Their experience is typical of that of other builders who feature G-E heating plants, wiring systems, and all-electric kitchens in their homes.

Women like the beauty and convenience of G-E equipment; men like its economy and low maintenance cost. And you'll like the assistance the G-E Home Bureau can supply—an architectural engineering service, and advertising and promotional help. Why not mail the coupon for complete information?

General Electric Home Bureau
Dept. AF-413, 1285 Boston Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Please send me information on your House Merchandising Plan.

Name.............................................................
Address..........................................................
City.............................................................
State...........................................................
County.......................................................
Meet Any Garage Specification With A Stanley Hardware Set

STANLEY "Roll-Up" The Finest Garage Door Equipment Made!

Stanley "Roll-Up" Doors are supplied complete, both doors and hardware. Whether doors are small or large, action is so smooth and easy a child can open them. Heavy springs do the work, with a slight starting pull.

Since these doors travel straight up, the inside of the garage need be no longer than the car, and they open easily, even when snow-banked. Stock sizes are 8' wide by 7' high, 9' wide by 7' 6" high, and 10' wide by 8' high, doors either 13/16" or 11/4" thickness. Also furnished 14', 15' or 16' wide, 13/4" thick, for two-car openings. Doors can be supplied on order to fit unusual openings.

YOUR GUIDE TO GOOD HARDWARE

Stanley Catalog No. 61, giving full details on the complete Stanley Hardware line, will prove handy in preparing your specifications. Write for your free copy. The Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut.

STANLEY HARDWARE FOR CAREFREE DOORS
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MAN AND NATURE

In the impressive display of painting and sculpture built into the walls of Rockefeller Center during the past eight years, the work of Carl Milles, No. 1 sculptor in America, has been conspicuous by its absence. Last month the gap was finally filled with the unveiling of "Man and Nature" in the lobby of the Time and Life building. Sculptor Milles (see picture) dozed peacefully through most of the ceremony. Milles' previous lack of representation in the Center was not due to neglect. At the beginning he was interested in the project by the late Raymond Hood, made sketches for sculptured columns in the big lobby of the RCA building. A few years later he was again commissioned to make sketches for work to replace the notorious Rivera mural. In both cases the projects were too expensive. The executed group is in three parts, with a nymph and faun flanking the heroic (11½ feet) horse and rider illustrated here. The figures were carved from north Michigan pine, laminated into huge blocks before cutting. Most talked-of feature is the silver-leaved bird to which the rider is listening. Every hour on the hour, from 8 A. M. to 6 P. M., the bird flaps its wings and trills the song of the Mexican nightingale to the amused crowds below. But better than amusing is Sculptor Milles' latest work: explosive in their vigor and refreshing in their treatment, the figures easily rank with the best of his long career.

INDIAN SHOW

The myth of the American Indian as a conscienceless barbarian, whose chief occupation was taking potshots at innocent white settlers, has received some substantial setbacks during the past few years. A successful effort in this direction was Rene d'Harnancourt's beautiful installation of Indian Art at the San Francisco Fair. Even more comprehen-

(Continued on page 78)
SAYS THE CONWAY BUILDING
ABOUT WHALE-BONE-ITE SEATS
Since installed 22 years ago ... we have not spent a single penny for repairs or replacements ... appears they will continue giving perfect service for a long time.

WHEREVER they're installed—in buildings of every type—Whale-Bone-Ite Seats are "putting an end" to replacement costs. Since they've been introduced, we've never heard of one wearing out.

THEY DEFY ABUSE—ARE EASY TO CLEAN
The laminated wood core in Whale-Bone-Ite Seats is super-strong. It prevents warping. The core and heavy bronze hinges are sealed in a thick hide of hard, resilient Whale-Bone-Ite. This exclusive Brunswick ebony plastic makes a permanently rigid, moisture-proof unit. Smooth as glass all over, it is comfortable to use—easy to clean.

UNHARMED BY GERMICIDES—ALWAYS LOOK NEW
Whale-Bone-Ite Seats have no surface coating to wear off; continuous usage actually helps keep up their rich, black finish. Antiseptic solutions will not mar or stain them—nor do they discolor with age. A soft cloth dampened with alcohol is all that's needed to keep Whale-Bone-Ite Seats looking like new.

The surprising fact is that Whale-Bone-Ite Seats cost no more than ordinary heavy-duty seats. Your Sweet's Service shows typical models; a complete catalog showing full specifications and prices will be mailed on request.

AMERICAN PLYWOOD CORPORATION
NEW LONDON, WISCONSIN

TECO TERMITE SHIELDS
are die-pressed, interconnectable metal, foundation-capping shields. They give complete, scientific protection against termite damage. Get data and details.

REQUEST LITERATURE NOW!
TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY, Inc.
Dept. 6-3, 1137 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C.
NO CHANCE FOR FOLKS TO MISS THE BIG NEWS

READ ALL ABOUT BRUCE STREAMLINE FLOORING!

THE FINISH IS PART OF THE WOOD IN BRUCE STREAMLINE FLOORING!

DON'T MISS THE BIG NEWS ABOUT BRUCE STREAMLINE FLOORING!

TELLS ALL ABOUT THE AMAZING FINISH ON BRUCE STREAMLINE FLOORING!

EXTRA! READ ABOUT THE FAMOUS BRUCE "SCRATCH TEST"!

OVER 33,000,000 NOW READING ABOUT...

BRUCE STREAMLINE FLOORING

IN NATIONAL MAGAZINES!

Millions are reading dramatic advertisements about a new kind of flooring—factory-finished with a sealed-in scratch-resisting surface—a flooring that's ready to use the minute it's laid—Bruce Streamline Flooring!

5 LEADING PUBLICATIONS with more than 33,000,000 readers are shouting the amazing story of Bruce Streamline Flooring throughout the land! Look for the ads in The Saturday Evening Post, Better Homes and Gardens, American Home, House and Garden and House Beautiful!

BUILDING GOODWILL FOR YOU. This dramatic advertising will make it easy for you to specify Bruce Streamline as a new kind of flooring of longer-lasting beauty. Ads stress that the finish is "in the wood"—it's a finish which won't crack, chip or peel like ordinary finishes. Emphasis is also placed on the rich "shadow pattern" effect of the extra wide beveled strips—a feature which instantly appeals to women. And yet your clients get this superior flooring at no greater cost than ordinary oak flooring finished on the job.

PERFECT FOR REMODELING JOBS. Inasmuch as Bruce Streamline Flooring comes already finished and waxed, it's ready for use the instant it's laid. No mess—no smell—no waiting for the finish to dry.

Available in Oak, Maple and Beech. Three sizes: 25/32" x 3 1/16", 7/8" x 2 3/4" and 5/8" x 2'*. Installed like ordinary flooring. Don't delay mailing the coupon for the startling "Scratch Test" Panel and full information!

E. L. BRUCE CO., 3515 Thomas Street, Memphis, Tenn.

FREE READER MAIL SCMANN!
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USE Less WATER
AND YOU GET—
Better CONCRETE

WATER cannot be compressed and always occupies the same amount of space. Water, being volatile, evaporates. What happens when it evaporates? The space it once occupied in the concrete mass is left empty in the form of millions of tiny pores. So obviously, for better concrete, use less water. “But,” you say, “how can we use less water and not impair the workability of the concrete?” Science gives the answer through the development of a new conception of the physical chemistry of Portland cement concrete.

AND THIS ANSWER IS—TRUSCON

Zilicon
WATERPROOFING PASTE!

Not only does this Truscon Zilicon Waterproofing Paste allow you to use less water without impairing the workability of concrete, but it actually improves that workability. Besides that, it gives increased compressive strength—reduces shrinkage, increases resistance to freezing and thawing, and, with fixed water cement ratio, provides an increase of over 100 percent of slump. And Zilicon, the new chemical achievement, combined with Truscon Waterproofing Paste with its 30 years of world-wide usage and prestige, is

NOW OFFERED WITH A—
25-YEAR GUARANTEE

Write for Bulletin No. 494

TRUSCON LABORATORIES
DETROIT • MICHIGAN
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sive and more dramatic is the current exhibition occupying three floors at the Museum of Modern Art in New York also designed by Mr. d'Harnancourt. There are engravings from the Arctic regions, paintings from the Southwest, wood carvings from the West Coast, sculpture from the South and East, pottery, Navaho silver, fabrics and rugs. A range of some 20,000 years is covered by the exhibition, which gives an almost unprecedented opportunity to study our only indigenous art as a continuously developing activity.

**COMMUNITY ART CENTER**

Among the least publicized of WPA activities has been the creation of some eighty or more community art centers and extension galleries in various parts of the U. S. Jointly sponsored and supported by local groups and WPA, the centers take members from $1 up, hold exhibits, lectures,

**CHILDREN'S GALLERY**

Typical of these shoestring ventures, which have more than paid for their small cost in valuable public services, is the art center at Mason City, Iowa, a community of 25,000 engaged in manufacturing, meat packing and the usual trade with surrounding rural areas. The center was installed in a space formerly occupied by a battery service company. WPA paid for labor, which was unskilled or semi-skilled, and the Art Center Association put up the $1,900 required for alterations and equipment. Rent is $480 per year. Under the direction of William Friedman, designer for the Iowa Art Program, minor miracles have been accomplished within a budget that would wreck even a small-town museum. Two photographs of the results are shown here.

**WPA FURNITURE**

classes in sculpture, painting and craft work, and marionette shows. All activities are free to the public.

Typical of these shoestring ventures, which have more than paid for their small cost in valuable public services, is the art center at Mason City, Iowa, a community of 25,000 engaged in manufacturing, meat packing and the usual trade with surrounding rural areas. The center was installed in a space formerly occupied by a battery service company. WPA paid for labor, which was unskilled or semi-skilled, and the Art Center Association put up the $1,900 required for alterations and equipment. Rent is $480 per year. Under the direction of William Friedman, designer for the Iowa Art Program, minor miracles have been accomplished within a budget that would wreck even a small-town museum. Two photographs of the results are shown here.

**THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM**

---

**TYLAC**

TYLAC is the inexpensive way to create smart, modern interiors of permanent beauty...interiors styled to meet your clients' own exacting tastes. Whether a small home in the suburbs or an enterprising business on Main Street—TYLAC WALL COVERINGS offer the correct colors and patterns for each decorative scheme.

TYLAC is practical...the durability proved superior. You are invited to make your own comparative tests with similar wall coverings now on the market. TYLAC is safe for shower specifications.

For CUSTOMER-SATISFACTION, TYLAC offers appealing BEAUTY, proved DURABILITY, plus the benefit of a THREE-WAY SAVINGS...low original cost...easily and economically installed...eliminates all future decorating expense.

Sold by dealers everywhere. Mail coupon for samples and full information.

TYLAC in sheets 4' x 4' to 4' x 12' are easily installed over any surface...old or new...flat or curved.

*There are no salvage edges to be trimmed on the job.

---

**Mail the Coupon Today**

TYLAC COMPANY, Dept. f-3, Monticello, Illinois

Without obligation, I should like complete information about TYLAC.

Name...........................................................

Address.......................................................n

Business or Profession.................................
Such Exclusive Charm is yours
ONLY with NU-WOOD Kolor-Fast

For making homes more attractive and appealing at low cost, only Nu-Wood Kolor-Fast—among all insulating interior finishes—gives you so much exclusive charm, so many advantages.

Only Nu-Wood Kolor-Fast gives you fadeproof colors—a light, fast, pigmented coating, applied in a manner which coats individual fibers, but leaves surface voids unfilled, thus maintaining high acoustical properties.

Only Nu-Wood gives you a special, more refined tongue and groove joint, which produces a cleaner, higher quality decorative effect.

Only Nu-Wood gives you Nu-Wood colors and textures... Kolor-Trim predecorated wood moldings to enhance charm and complete the decorative effect.

Only Nu-Wood gives you Sta-Lite—a new, light-reflecting interior finish with the amazingly high light reflecting factor of 76%... a material that actually grows lighter with exposure.

Again in 1941, Nu-Wood leads the insulating interior finish parade. Get complete facts—they are yours for the asking!

Wood Conversion Company
Dept. 147-3, First National Bank Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete information on Nu-Wood Kolor-Fast interior finish.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

City: __________________ State: _______
Miracle? No—just "Mural-tone Masonry"!

These before-and-after views illustrate the transformations possible with Mural-tone Masonry Paint. Can be applied to any masonry surface, old or new, painted or unpainted, damp or dry. Architects throughout America recognize in Mural-tone Masonry a decorative medium that puts the finishing touch of color on brick, stucco or concrete. Can be used on new masonry as soon as 72 hours after construction—a life-saver in these days of SPEED! Made in 8 standard colors and white. For color cards and complete information, write to—

THE MURALO COMPANY, INC.
574 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, N. Y.

MURAL-TONE Masonry Paint

In addition to being decorative, Mural-tone Masonry Paint is a highly efficient protective coating—weather resisting and non-fading. Dries rapidly—will not chalk, rub off or discolor. Quickly and easily applied. One coat is generally sufficient. No expensive treatments to prepare the surface are necessary.

For Quick Heat in Basement Rooms

Specify the HEATILATOR Fireplace

Circulates Heat . . . WILL NOT SMOKE

Specify a Heatilator Fireplace in every Basement Rumpus Room, not alone for its decorative value, but because it solves the difficult heating problem. The Heatilator Fireplace actually circulates heat—warms every corner of the room evenly and rapidly—a fact proved by thousands of installations.

Specify this new-type fireplace for living rooms, too—and for country homes. It is ideal in camps, makes camp life enjoyable weeks longer: earlier in spring, later in fall, and for week-ends of winter sports.

Architects and Home Builders agree that this smart new RUSCO Venetian All-Metal Awnings beautifies the Home and solves the Awning problem perfectly and economically!

ARCHITECTS and Home Builders agree that this smart new RUSCO Venetian All-Metal Awnings beautifies the Home and solves the Awning problem perfectly and economically!

RUSCO Venetian AWNINGS
another outstanding architectural innovation!

ARCHITECTS and Home Builders agree that this smart new RUSCO Venetian All-Metal Awnings beautifies the Home and solves the Awning problem perfectly and economically!

SUMMER COMFORT—WINTER PROTECTION

Permanently Installed
Fire-Proof
Full Ventilation
Light Control
Inside Adjustment
Endurably Made of ARMCO Ingot Iron
No Storage or Handling
Also Jalousie Type for Porch Enclosure

New, illustrated literature just off the press, will be sent promptly upon request.

The F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY
6535 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
A PLAN THAT Doubles BATHROOM USEFULNESS

THIS well-thought-out bathroom plan, with the closet in its own compartment, provides double bathroom usefulness. Here is an especially practical arrangement for the one-bathroom house.

Maximum convenience is obtained through choice of Crane fixtures. Notice how the design of the Crane Drexel matched bathroom group makes the most of the space, while the repeated panel in the fixtures and trimmings creates an effect of harmony. Observe, too, the roomy seating ledge on the bath—the slab space on the lavatory—the handy closet tank shelf.

Crane matched bathroom groups are designed to give architects more latitude in planning bathroom arrangements. Watch for other announcements in this series, and remember that Crane Quality is available in every price range, for every type of building budget.

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO

VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE • PLUMBING • HEATING • PUMPS

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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OFTEN TESTED, STALL SHOWER RECEPTOR
FOR ANY FINISH WALL

WEISWAY
OF VITREOUS PORCELAIN ENAMEL

Here at last is a beautiful, leakproof, thoroughly modern, service tested, stall shower receptor for use with any type of finish wall materials. When you specify Weisway Vitreceptor you protect the dangerous zone of every stall shower: the floor and first six inches of wall.

Made in one piece... of heavy gauge Armco enameling iron and vitreous porcelain enamel, Weisway Vitreceptors cannot leak—and positive wall flashing assures leakproof meeting joint with tile, glass, linoleum or any type wall. No metal underpans, wall flashing or special construction required. Thoroughly soundproofed, Vitreceptor is quiet as the tread of a bare foot. Famous Weisway Foot-Grip, No-Slip floor.

FOR ANY FINISH WALL

With Tile Walls

With Linoleum Walls

A beauty spot in any bathroom, Weisway Vitreceptor is of white vitreous porcelain with attractive sea-shell pattern in neutral tone. Also available on order in four other color combinations to harmonize with individual color schemes.

Mail Coupon Now for new folder showing detail drawings, specifications and full color illustrations.

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 302 Oak Street, Elkhart, Indiana
Without obligation please send details and specifications
☐ Weisway Vitreceptor ☐ Weisway Cabinet Showers

Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
City: __________ State: __________

BOOKS
(Continued from page 26)


Associate editor of McCall’s Magazine answers with photographs, drawings and color plates a continuous stream of questions, chiefly from women who want to know what to do with commonplace rooms, without spending any real money. How to proceed is not given in terms of “first take an orange crate,” but in accordance with sound principles of arrangement, materials, color. The author writes with a contagious assurance gained from wide experience and an unusual gift of ingenuity. A layman’s guide which even the blase professional need not disdain.


Significant papers by Charles W. Eliot, Frederick Bigger, John R. Fugard, Harlean James, Charles H. Cheney, Harold S. Butenheim, Tracy B. Augur, Charles E. Merriam, Rexford G. Tugwell and other nationally known authorities on civic betterment. Each paper is followed by a summary of the discussion it aroused among the conferences.


In spite of the fact that there are probably more books on the English House than on any other single phase of architectural history, the output continues. It must have been slowed down somewhat by the war, but in spite of bombs and blockades, here is another, illustrated with photographs and plans. The author of “The English Castle,” in the present work, is concerned less with architectural techniques and detail than with the social forces inducing the glacier-like flow of building habits as they affect housing. From the tuns of Saxon times Mr. Braun leads us on down through all the pageant of England’s home building until he brings us face to face with a reinforced concrete box of today. Here he leaves us, without a word of explanation, hope or despair.

THE ARTIST’S HANDBOOK OF MATERIALS & TECHNIQUES. By Ralph Mayer, The Viking Press, New York. 572 pp. 6 x 9½. $3.95.

Methods and media of the painter’s craft, written by a research chemist who is also a painter, with the viewpoint of the latter always in evidence. Architects who pursue avocations in oils, tempera, pastels or water color will find here plenty to interest and instruct them; those who do not aspire to achievement in the painter’s realm will find in a chapter on murals an intensely practical treatise on a subject of which the architect would be supposed to have a professional collaborator’s knowledge. He will learn the advantages of a furred wall, the proper formula for plaster in fresco work; the best procedure for oil painting on plaster; the proper way to apply a mural canvas; the intricacies of gesso and tempera, of waterglass and silicon ester, of porcelain and its vitreous enameling.

MODERN PLASTICS CATALOG. Heskin Publishing Corp. 476 pp., illustrated. 9½ x 12. $3.50.

The complete reference book for anyone interested in using plastics. It describes the numerous types, methods of molding and fabricating, and equipment. Charts compare the properties of the various products, giving all data required by the user. The sections of the book are well arranged and profusely illustrated. There is a bibliography and list of manufacturers.
TWENTY-ONE HUNDRED GALLONS OF PAINT were used on the new ten-story addition to the Administration Building of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.

This project is an illustration of efficiency and co-operation on the part of architects, contractors, sub-contractors and Hydro engineers. Building materials, including paints and varnishes, were first rigidly checked and approved by the Hydro Testing Laboratory.

It is both gratifying and significant that Pratt & Lambert Paint and Varnish were used on this large-scale project. The P&L Architectural Service Department welcomes the opportunity to co-operate with architects and engineers in securing maximum decorative results on any project — large or small. Contact the nearest office.

PRATT & LAMBERT INC., Paint & Varnish Makers
NEW YORK • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • FORT ERIE, ONTARIO

Pratt & Lambert Paint and Varnish

MARCH 1941
No one argues about the VALUE of Copper... and now no one can object to the PRICE!

COPPER ARMORED SISALKRAFT

Offers the enduring protection of sheet copper — at ¼ the usual cost. Tough sisal fibre reinforcement provides the necessary strength for rapid, undamaged application. You can put COPPER — a recognized quality feature — in even low-cost homes. WRITE for AIA File on Copper-Armored Sisalkraft, samples and recommended uses.

The SISALKRAFT Co.
205 W. Wacker Drive
New York
Chicago, Illinois
San Francisco

Announcing the new Bilt-Well "Superior" Window, a complete wood unit which eliminates all troubles of sticking, leaking, and rattling.

Assures your clients of easy, quiet sliding insulated windows.

Think what a satisfaction for you, as well as the gratitude of your clients. See 15/25 in Sweet's, 1941.

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO.
Dubuque, Iowa

MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORK FOR 75 YEARS

A variety of trims for every interior wall-board, plywood, Masonite, Formica, wall tile or similar application... and for all linoleum, rubber and other composition coverings used on floors, walls, tables, counters, bars, sink-tops, etc. Nearly 600 types, designs, and sizes! See this complete line of easy-to-install metal trims trademarked CHROMEDGE. And you'll want the helpful, time-saving installation suggestions and detailed drawings in our latest catalog.

WRITE FOR FREE NEW CATALOG OF METAL TRIMS TRADEMARKED CHROMEDGE

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO., Dubuque, Iowa, Dept. A-37
Please send me, without cost or obligation, catalog No. I on A.I.I. BUILDER DEALER ARCHITECT.

Interior Corner
Outside Corner
Panel Trim
Cap or Wainscot

THE B&T FLOOR COMPANY
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Approved and accepted on U.S. Government projects.
Meets requirements of N. D. M. A. and Western Pine Association for dimension control and preservative quality.
Protects against moisture absorption, grain raise, abrasion, fungus growth.
Penetrates and provides perfect base for paint, stain or other finishes.

Play Safe! Specify REZ on your next job.

I. F. LAUCKS, Inc.
SEATTLE . . . . 911 Western Avenue
LOS ANGELES . . . . 859 E. 60th Street
PORTSMOUTH, VA. Commerce and Broad Sts.
VANCOUVER, B. C. . . . Greenville Island

The B&T Floor Company
Columbus, Ohio

84
A General Electric Kitchen Is
The Best Salesman You Can Hire

There's something about the glistening white streamlined beauty of General Electric Kitchen Cabinets and the G-E Electric Sink—something about their thrilling convenience features—that goes straight to a woman's heart! That's her kind of a dream kitchen. And that's why more and more builders are installing G-E Kitchen Equipment in their properties. It pays—in sales, and in good will! It's not expensive, either. Take cabinets, for instance...

G-E All-Steel Kitchen Cabinets are competitively priced and are easy and inexpensive to install. Features include Adjustable Sliding Shelves of Steel Wire—Concealed Spring-Action Hinges—Automatic Interior Lighting—Roller Bearing Drawer Slides—2-Coat Glyptal Enamel Finish—and dozens of time- and work-saving accessories that women cheer for!

Send for the New G-E Kitchen Catalog
Gives complete information on G-E Cabinets, Electric Sink, and "Packaged" Kitchens for small homes and apartments. Ask your G-E Distributor for a copy or mail the handy coupon.

New Symbol of Kitchen Smartness
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Electric Sink
Combines the popular G-E Dishwasher and G-E Disposall into one beautiful appliance. Washes dishes and disposes of garbage electrically. No kitchen is COMPLETELY modern without it!

GENERAL ELECTRIC

MARCH 1941
Next month, the architectural profession joins the Editors of The Forum in a national demonstration of small house design. To the oft-repeated question... "Does the small house need the architect?" this April issue gives the answer in irrefutable three dimensions.

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Stewart Iron Fence* and Entrance Gates offer unlimited possibilities for the beautification and protection of property. Through 55 years of continuous operation, it has been our pleasure to work with hundreds of architects in the adaptation of Stewart designs or in the faithful reproduction of drawings and specifications to meet individual requirements.

"Book of Designs D", a 48-page brochure profusely illustrated with outstanding Stewart Fence and Ornamental Iron Work installations, will be sent on request. If interested in technical information on Iron Fence, ask for Catalog 76. If you wish complete data on Chain Link Wire Fence, ask for Catalog 79.

"Fence Builders to America Since 1886"

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., INC.
865 Stewart Block
Cincinnati, Ohio

The World's Largest Stucco Building... protected with DUM DUM MASONOC

- In 1936 the world's largest stucco building—Chicago's Edgewater Beach Hotel, was coated with Dum Dum Masonoc. Today, after 5 years of exposure in "The Windy City," the management reports "complete satisfaction" with Dum Dum Masonoc's performance. Dum Dum Masonoc is tough... rubber-like... decorative. It's applied 15 to 20 times thicker than paint—stays plastic—seals concrete, stucco and masonry against weather's destructive effects. Proven in 28 years of service, Dum Dum is still the newest thing in concrete restoration. For full details, write Dept. F-3

THE ARCO COMPANY
Cleveland Los Angeles

DUM DUM MASONOC
A PLIABLE, HEAVY COATING FOR MASONRY SURFACES

Auer offers a valuable service to architects in their specifying and detailing of metal grilles for air conditioning, ventilating, radiator enclosure, and concealment. Many attractive designs besides those shown here. Auer Grille Catalog "G", with full size details and range of dimensions, supplied on request. Auer also manufactures a complete line of the most modern registers and cold air intakes for your warm air heating or air conditioning requirements — fully described in Catalog 41, sent on request. Specify Auer Registers and Grilles by brand name and number.

THE AUER REGISTER COMPANY
3608 Payne Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Rounds Type

Steel AREAWALLS

Made in ONE piece of heavy, rust-resistant, corrugated copper-alloy steel, hot-dip galvanized in pure zinc AFTER formation.

EDURNG beauty, everlasting satisfaction, unbelievably high consumer acceptance, these values give Lux-Right Steel Areawalls nationwide prestige. A retaining wall of steel for basement window wells that requires no attachments, is quickly installed on any type of building, never cracks or crumbles. Standard sizes. Low unit cost. Prompt shipment. Distributors in principal American cities. Folder FF-413 free.

SAINT PAUL CORRUGATING CO.
So. End Wabasha Bridge Saint Paul, Minn.
Owners Prefer Homes on "Comfort Street"

... made Warmer in Winter, Cooler in Summer with KIMSUL INSULATION

- On "Comfort Street" every home enjoys two important in-built extras. First, home owners can look forward to fuel savings year after year. Second, every home is able to defy the seasons. Today you can transform any street into "Comfort Street" by insulating your homes with KIMSUL.

Made of wood fibers chemically treated against deterioration, then fortified with asphalt millions of years old, KIMSUL provides lasting insulation protection. KIMSUL has the high thermal efficiency of 0.27 B. t. u./hr./sq. ft./°F./inch (Peebles). KIMSUL is flexible and extremely easy to install. Non-burning and moisture-resistant KIMSUL satisfies your demands for a worry-free installation. Once in place, KIMSUL does not sag or sift inside the walls.

KIMSUL is specified by well-known industrial users of insulation, who are in a position to compare all the different types of insulation on the market. Follow their recommendation. Specify KIMSUL for all your homes. Mail coupon for complete information.

THE FIRST INCH OF INSULATION DOES THE MOST WORK

Heat Loss Stopped in Walls

Maximum heat loss stopped with insulation.

Heat loss stopped by Standard (Approx. 1 in. thick) KIMSUL.

KIMSUL is available in three thicknesses: Commercial (nominally 2 in. thick), Standard (nominally 1 in.), and Double Thick (nominally 2 in.). Standard KIMSUL stops the greatest proportion of heat losses in winter and of heat infiltration in summer.

In a normal frame wall, Standard KIMSUL stops 44% of the heat which would normally be lost through an uninsulated wall. Double Thick KIMSUL stops 65% of the heat loss. Wall-thick insulation stops 75%.

The first inch of insulation does the most work. Taking the maximum heat stoppage through walls as 100%, it is readily calculated that Standard KIMSUL stops 74% of all the heat that can be stopped with any insulation.

GOING TO NEW YORK? We invite you to see KIMSUL at the Architects' Permanent Exhibit, Architects' Samples Corporation, Park Avenue and Fortieth Street.
NOW - - - -
A MODERATE PRICED INSTRUMENT FOR HIGH GRADE WORK
WARREN-KNIGHT TRANSIT-LEVEL

SAVE TIME
in making layouts
and in giving lines
and grades.

SAVE MONEY
by reducing labor
costs.

This instrument is made for
the Contractor who knows
that he can work more effi-
ciently with up to date equip-
ment.

This instrument gives you
what you have always wanted
in a low priced instrument
- high power telescope - close
focus - vertical arc with
clamp and tangent - sensitive
level - compass - plate
level - protected circle -
vernier reading to one minute
- Extra large shift - sturdy
construction - low mainte-
nance costs.

10 Day Free Trial —
No obligation to purchase
For complete details write for
new Bulletin AF63.

WARREN-KNIGHT CO.
136 N. 12th St. PHILADELPHIA
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD INSTRUMENT

YOUNGSTOWN PRESSSED STEEL KITCHENS
are permanently attractive - a constant source
of pleasure and satisfaction to your clients.
Low installation cost and no warping, shrink-
ing or after-installation service expense.

See our insert in “Sweats”.

VITROCK
(PAT. APPLIED FOR)
... a sensationally new
development in
ABSOIUTELY FLAT
PORCELAIN
ENAMEL
Panels
for architectural
purposes.

A new exclusive process now
makes it possible to produce
parts which can be

GUARANTEED TO BE FREE
of all WAVES - BUCKLES - DISTORTIONS

Vitrock is applied in the same manner as regular hollow
architectural porcelain enamel. The increased weight is only
4½ to 5 pounds per square foot.

Write today for full details. No obligation.
DAVIDSON ENAMEL PRODUCTS, INC.
600 E. KIBBY ST.
LIMA, OHIO

"Automatic"-
CONCRETE CURING

... how the tough,
waterproof covering of
SISALKRAFT retains the natural
mixing water in the slab — how
it protects the finished surface
from freezing, dirt and debris.

The SISALKRAFT Co., 205 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
New York
San Francisco

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Here we have an example of decor which is outstanding for its dramatic color and scale and for the elimination of detail. The old console against a streamlined Flexwood wall is a good example of the vigorous Draper technique . . . the skillful combining of the old and the new . . . the picturesque and the modern. To quote Mrs. Draper: "Flexwood gives old things a modern touch. I chose Rift Oak for Arrowhead because of its warm color and its appropriate graining." There is ample leeway in the average decorating budget for the use of Flexwood, and the ease and speed with which it is applied makes it a logical choice, when the luxury, beauty and color of real wood is desired.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
103 Park Avenue, New York
Manufacturers of Flexglass
Flexwood and Flexglass are manufactured and marketed jointly by The Mengel Co., Louisville, Kentucky, and the United States Plywood Corporation, New York.
As COMPACT
As a Watch
As ECONOMICAL
As a Scotchman
and
As BEAUTIFUL
As they come!

It took an old timer in the field of automatic heating and air conditioning to develop and perfect this small, highly efficient boiler-burner package unit. Having passed its exacting experimental stage with flying colors just two months ago, it was presented to the public in December and has literally taken the building profession by storm.

You owe it to your clients who depend on your judgment for heating specifications to become fully informed on this newest member of a famous line.

Send for your copy of our fully illustrated four-color descriptive folder and be sure to see us at the National Oil Burner Progress Exhibition, March 17-22, at Philadelphia.

S. T. JOHNSON COMPANY
Distributors and Dealers in Principal Cities

FOR UNDERGROUND OR OVERHEAD STEAM LINES

ASBESTOS FELT OVER ASPHALT COVERED HEL-COR PIPE SUPPORT SECTIONAL PIPE COVERING

THICK STRIP ASPHALT COUPLER AIR SPACE STEAM PIPE

INSULATED PIPE UNITS

Asphalt of Quality and “Life” Protects a Strong, Pure Iron Shell of Precision Pre-fabricated Hel-Cor Conduit by Armco

Unique Strong • Dependable! Made Possible only by Modern Engineering

Pre-fabricated Hair-pin type expansion loop for small size pipes, for 5” to 6” expansion (Type “U” expansion loop is furnished for larger size pipes)

Write for Bulletin

THE RIC-WIL CO.

THE Master

The Victor In-Bilt has these features—round streamlined grille, easy to clean, weatherproof shutters, quiet, super-powered motors. Fits nicely into small places. The Victor Master is a popular priced ventilator of extremely high efficiency.

Easy installation is assured with Victor In-Bilt’s two-unit construction and telescopic wall sleeve.

A gift

any architect will remember

“Great Georgian Houses of America,” in two volumes, is the most authoritative compilation of American architecture in the early Colonial days of our country. Both volumes are of vital value to any architect and make handsome additions to his working library.

Large, beautifully cloth-bound books, 11¾ x 14¼”. Over seventy Georgian houses are fully illustrated. 500 pages of drawings, photographs and details. Price for each first edition volume is only $20.

Also the Architects’ Tea Set of fine Lenox China—15 pieces—makes a memorable gift at the special price of $35.

All proceeds, as you know, go to the very important work of this Committee.

Architects’ Emergency Committee
115 East 40th Street, New York
A BEAUTIFUL AND PERMANENT
WALL MATERIAL THAT MEETS THE
REQUIREMENTS OF ALL THREE!

IN THIS KITCHEN of Mrs. Ben Stearns, Middletown, N. Y., Nairn Wall Linoleum
brings a light, cheerful effect to the walls. Floor is Nairn Veltone Linoleum. Note the
use of Nairn Linoleum on sink and counter tops making them decorative, as well as
easier to clean.

Color. In the wide range of colorful, distinctive Nairn Wall Linoleum patterns, the architect will
find the exact pattern to fit any decorative scheme. This modern
wall-covering, which offers permanency as well as beauty, is
available in many soft, subdued tones—in mottled and striated
effect. It presents an unusual opportunity to create new and
unique wall treatments.

Low Cost. Nairn Wall Linoleum
is moderate in initial cost, requires only a minimum upkeep.
For this reason it is a practical
wall material, ideal for commer-
cial and residential installation.

When installed by Authorized
Contractors, Nairn Linoleum,
both for walls and floors, is fully
guaranteed.

CONOLEUM-NAIRN INC., KEARNY, N.J.

WALL LINOLEUM

Color Scheme
Structural Design
Budget

FRONT OF TUB RECESS in Mrs. Stearn's bathroom
is a splendid example of how Nairn Wall Linoleum
may be rounded to eliminate unsanitary

cracks, give a more pleasing decorative treatment.
MODERNIZE!

...for better seeing...better work
with Certified* FLEUR-O-LIERS

This picture shows one of the 75 reasons why Certified* FLEUR-O-LIERS are the accepted fixtures for modernizing with remarkable new fluorescent lighting. 75 different industrial and commercial designs are now ready for use in offices, stores, factories and other locations where higher levels of fluorescent lighting offer distinct benefits. And it's easy—with such a wide choice—to select a FLEUR-O-LIER to match any type of interior styling.

Specify the fluorescent lighting fixtures that bear the famous FLEUR-O-LIER label of Electrical Testing Laboratories’ certification. Then you’ll be sure to get fixtures that meet 50 rigid specifications for electrical, mechanical and illuminating excellence... assure you of safe, satisfactory operation.

Over 40 leading fixture manufacturers participate in the FLEUR-O-LIER program. Write today for the informative Fact Book and list of manufacturers.

FLEUR-O-LIER
Manufacturers

Participation in the FLEUR-O-LIER MANUFACTURERS' program is open to any manufacturer whose product complies with FLEUR-O-LIER standards.

CERTIFIED!
WHY IT PAYS TO LOOK FOR THIS LABEL

Electrical Testing Laboratories certify that FLEUR-O-LIERS have met with 5 specifications for Lighting Effectiveness—6 for Electrical Safety—16 for Mechanical Soundness—14 for Electrical Excellence—7 for Auxiliary Performance... as set up by MAZDA Lamp Manufacturers. All Certified* FLEUR-O-LIERS must be equipped with auxiliaries (ballasts and starters) certified by E. T. L.

Get this new FLEUR-O-LIER booklet FREE! Complete information plus list of FLEUR-O-LIER manufacturers.
From the laboratories of Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated comes news of a new type copper sheet for roofing. It is called ROCAN!!

ROCAN is copper with greater durability than other commercial copper sheets. It provides a roofing material with all the advantages of ordinary copper plus the unique advantage of being particularly resistant to "season cracking."

VITALIZED COPPER

This extra strength in ROCAN is imparted by a patented process. In the process, a minute and controlled amount of a special ingredient is added. Like a vitamin in food, this ingredient gives ordinary copper greater vitality—making it far more resistant to conditions under which other kinds of copper crack, pit, or get spongy.

RECOMMEND ROCAN

At little extra cost, ROCAN will provide the most satisfactory material. It is particularly recommended for:

- Roofing
- Flashings
- Gutters
- Leaders
- Leader heads
- Cornices
- Spandrels
- Store fronts
- Balustrades
- Dormers
- Ornamental motifs
- Domes
- Termite shields
- Turrets
- Skylights
- Crestings
- Marquises
- Panels
- Curved surfaces
- Expansion joints

REVERE TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE

The services of the Revere Technical Advisors—men with specialized knowledge and experience in the problems and needs of architects, builders and roofers—are available to you at no obligation for ROCAN as well as for all other Revere Architectural copper, brass and bronze products.
COMPLEMENTARY CONTOURS

The wide variety of units composing the Pittco Store Front Metal line affords the architect an opportunity to achieve unusually pleasing combinations of members. Each unit in the line bears a definite design relationship to all other units which may be combined with it in actual store front work. The effective contrast between smooth, sweeping surfaces and adjacent surfaces which are interrupted by beading or sharp contours, is a design element provided generously by Pittco Metal. This quality is exemplified in the sash shown above. Whatever problems of metal construction may confront you in designing quality store fronts, you will find a distinguished answer to them in the varied bars, mouldings and sash of the Pittco Metal line. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

DETAIL: In the above combination, the clean arc of the sash faceplate enhances and intensifies the fluted jamb moulding. Sash: 12-A. Jamb: PX-195.

PITTCO STORE FRONT METAL
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass
FOR WIRING SYSTEMS IN BUILDINGS YOU MODERNIZE

Electrical wattages can be increased inexpensively when old buildings are modernized. Simply have the wires in existing conduit replaced with more Flamenol Building Wires or by Flamenol Wires of larger capacity. New conduit is not necessary in rewiring factories, stores, office buildings, etc. if advantage is taken of existing raceways.

Flamenol Small Diameter Building Wire is available in sizes 14 to 4/0 inclusive. This means that heavier feeders and subfeeders can be pulled in existing conduit as well as heavier branch-circuit wires. The small diameter of the wire permits an increase in effective copper of as much as 400 per cent in some instances.

The insulation of this wire is made of a plasticized polyvinyl chloride compound which is tough, long aging and flame-retarding. It has high dielectric and mechanical strength and resists oils, acids, alkalies and moisture. No braid is necessary. Flamenol Building Wire is available in a variety of bright permanent colors.

For further information see Sweet's 1941 Catalog for Architects or write to Section W-1263, Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

G-E WIROMETER
FOR COMPUTING WIRING PROBLEMS IN ACCORDANCE WITH 1940 N. E. C.

Your electrical engineers will find the Wirometer helpful in selecting the right wire quickly when making layouts. The Wirometer permits quick calculation of conduit fill, current-carrying capacities when three or more wires are run in conduit, etc. Wirometers may be obtained from G-E Merchandise Distributors.
The advertising pages of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM have become the recognized market place for architects and all others engaged in building. Each month these pages offer the most complete guide to materials, equipment and services to be found in any magazine. A house or any other building could be built completely of products advertised in THE FORUM. While it is not possible for a magazine to certify building products, it is possible to open its pages only to those manufacturers whose reputation merits confidence in their product. This THE FORUM does.

SPECIFICATION AND BUYING INDEX

This section provides a list of manufacturers and their products, which can be used as a guide for specification and buying in the building industry.
STEEL SASH on Facts Alone!

MESKER steel sash gives you at least 35% more quality for your money. That's based on FACTS. Prove it to your own satisfaction. Check the Steel Sash Merit Meter. It tells the whole, truthful, easy-to-understand story. With it, you can easily compare quality...point-by-point.

Take a moment to fill in and mail the coupon at left. We will send you a free ready-reference copy of the Copyrighted Steel Sash Merit Meter. You'll find it a real help, because, by instantly giving you the facts on quality, it eliminates guess-work.

MESKER BROTHERS • ST. LOUIS, MO.

The story on steel sash is simply this: MESKER steel sash gives you at least 35% more quality for your money. That's based on FACTS.

Prove it to your own satisfaction. Check the Steel Sash Merit Meter. It tells the whole, truthful, easy-to-understand story. With it, you can easily compare quality...point-by-point.

Take a moment to fill in and mail the coupon at left. We will send you a free ready-reference copy of the Copyrighted Steel Sash Merit Meter. You'll find it a real help, because, by instantly giving you the facts on quality, it eliminates guess-work.

MESKER BROTHERS • ST. LOUIS, MO.
“IT TAKES Only 30 seconds TO ATTACH THE CONVECTOR FRONT WHEN IT'S A Modine!"

It's only one of the plus features of the Modine Convector — this front that attaches to the rear half of the enclosure without tools. Two hands — and 30 seconds' time — and it is installed!

What a saving in installation cost you can make for your clients. It means that on every Modine Convector the contractor installs... whether it's a Recessed, Floor Cabinet, or Wall Cabinet type... 10 to 25 minutes' labor time is saved that otherwise must be paid when screw type fronts are installed.

Home owners, apartment and office tenants, public building superintendents appreciate the Modine manually removable front. It's so much more convenient for cleaning, and easy servicing.

Modines' modern smartness adds beauty and livability to heating comfort, along with the flexibility, safety and practical economy of a hot water or steam heating system.

MODINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 1736 RACINE ST., RACINE, WISCONSIN

NO BOLTS...NO SCREWS...NO TOOLS TO USE!
Rearing skyward, this giant of windows in the Guntersville (Alabama) Dam Powerhouse dwarfs the figure of the man standing before it. Unusual in size (25' in width by 45' in height), this window was fabricated from heavy casement sections and has thirty top-hinged ventilator openings, each fully screened. By merely pushing a button the completely concealed electrically operated mechanism opens and shuts all ventilators simultaneously. In the opposite end of the building a similar window occurs—the lower two-thirds of which consist of specially constructed steel doors designed to permit the unusually large generator sections to be moved in or out. Other windows in the building are Truscon "Donovan" Awning Type that also offer maximum natural daylighting, ventilation and vision. For more complete knowledge of the advantages of Truscon windows and other highest quality building products of steel, we recommend Truscon's 80-page catalog in 1941 "Sweet's" as the most authoritative source of reference. Or if individually bound product catalogs are desired, address your inquiry directly to Youngstown or to the nearest of our 56 sales-engineering offices.
Doors of wood or steel, hand-operated or electric, made in any size to fit any opening. Built as a complete unit in our factory, with every part designed for long, efficient service. The trade mark below assures quality construction and expert installation by a nation-wide sales-installation-service. Use The "OVERHEAD DOOR" for:

- Small homes
- Large homes
- Service Stations
- Factories
- Warehouses
- Depots
- Loading platforms
- Terminals
- Fire Stations
- Barracks
- Coast Guard Stations
- Similar buildings

THE "OVERHEAD DOOR" Trade Mark
WITH THE MIRACLE WEDGE

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA, U.S.A.